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* GET YOUR DREAM SYSTEM TODAY! * Proof of qualifying employment and local banking history required.  Trans-
action amount limited. Other conditions and restrictions apply. Details at store.

AUDIO EXPRESS! Lowest Installed Price In Town! Every Time! Fully installed new product
from a local authorized dealer

Unless otherwise limited, prices are good through Tuesday following publication date. Installed price
offers are for product purchased from Audio Express installed in factory-ready locations. Custom work
at added cost. Kits, antennas and cables additional. Added charges for shop supplies and environmen-
tal disposal where mandated. Illustrations similar. Video pictures may be simulated. Not responsible for
typographic errors. Savings off MSRP or our original sales price, may include install savings.
Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. Details, conditions and restrictions of manufacturer pro-
motional offers at respective websites. Price match applies to new, non-promotional items from autho-
rized sellers; excludes “shopping cart” or other hidden specials. © 2017, Audio Express.

Se habla
Espanol!

FREE LAYAWAY

More Bargains: www.audioexpress.com!

Mid-Town
1105 San Mateo NE

265-8133 Lomas

S
an

 M
at

eo

HOURS
Mon. - Sat.

9 AM - 7 PM
Sunday

Noon - 5 PM

Northwest
9231 Coors NW

899-3584

Paseo del Norte

Coo
rs

Waiting For That Refund?
Get What You Want Now! Pay When Your Refund Arrives!

We Have Finance Plans Up To FIVE YEARS! Also 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!*

* Not all applicants will qualify for all financing offers. Plans are offered by third parties and contain significant restrictions and conditions. Applicants are advised to read all documents carefully.

FREE

Rear
Camera

Install additional.
Model may vary,

INSTALL
INCLUDED!

Save $27000*

$649
99

INSTALL
INCLUDED!

Save $34000*

$999
99

Free Install Provided By 

Two-Year
Warranty Big JL Audio

Bass Package!
It’s Loaded!

Two 12” subs, 
a 1000 watt
amp and a 
ported bass
enclosure.

Amp kit, shop
supplies
additional,

6.2” touchscreen,
dual camera input,
link 2 phones, add
iDataLink Maestro.

New Car Features In Your Ride!

$27999
Save $145*

Save More When
We Install It!

End Blind Spots!
Twin Side Cameras

Integrated With Your
Screen Or Mirror!

Rear Camera
For Factory

Screen!

Control
Remote Start
From Factory

Key Fob!

Cameras and interface module
give you lane-change assist in
your dash monitor or mirror.

Add Front And Rear Cameras … $11999 For Both! When you purchase
blind spot package.

$19999
Your Choice!
Starting At

Some vehicles require specific interface modules at added cost with additional install labor.
$1 install includes labor for installation of basic unit. Some vehicles require specific interface modules at added cost with additional install labor.

Save More When
We Install It!

$29999
Save $190*

Save More When
We Install It!

Never Get Into
A Cold Car Again!

Entertain
Everyone In
The Back!

Big 10.1” flip-down monitor with built-in DVD
player, HD input and multimedia ports. Two AV
inputs and one output. Use the built-in speak-
ers or take advantage of FM and IR to add
headsets. “Chameleon” changeable shrouds
match most popular factory interior colors

Brand New Goodies
For Your Oldies!

Sleep Better With
Real Car Security!

$17999
From

Save More When
We Install It!

Classic vehicle lovers have a
choice of radios that fit the
dash with no modification
and offer modern features
such as Bluetooth and USB
inputs. Come in and check
out the whole selection!

Save On
A CD
Deck!

Drive EQ boosts the
frequencies where road noise does the most

damage to your music quality. Hear what a difference this can make in
your entertainment. Three-band equalizer and English/Spanish display.

INSTALL
INCLUDED!

Save $2000*

$109
99

$13999
Save $230*

$1
Install!

Factory keyless entry is not genuine car
security! Here’s a system you can
depend on! Two metal-clad keychain
remotes control starter kill, two-stage
shock sensor and a loud weatherproof
siren. Limited lifetime warranty means
you have no worries for years to come!
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Letters should be sent with the writer’s name,
address and daytime phone number via email to

letters@alibi.com. They can also be faxed to (505)
256-9651. Letters may be edited for length and
clarity, and may be published in any medium; we

regret that owing to the volume of
correspondence we cannot reply to every letter.

Word count limit for letters is 300 words.

Musical 
accompaniment 
by Jerry Faires

Opening 
Reception

Saturday, March 4th

4-7pm

Tony Stromberg
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Trump and EPA

Dear Alibi,
Trump and Republican leaders are
unapologetically focused on removing all
regulations and laws that were established to
safeguard the American people from industries
who pollute our environment. Scott Pruitt’s
selection to head the EPA is proof of their
intent. They call it “business-friendly.”

Have people forgotten the reasons why
these regulations were put in place? Industry
leaders are focused on profits. Historically they
have shirked responsibility for burning rivers,
smog, high cancer rates, lead and mercury
poisoning, extreme weather events and
extinctions. The 99 percent of Americans will
pay with their health and tax dollars.

-K. Irish

Support Early Childhood
Services

Dear Alibi,
The New Mexico Early Childhood
Development Partnership strongly supports
the establishment of an Early Childhood
Services/Education Department.

Two bills proposing the creation of such a
department have been introduced this session.
We commend Senator Morales and Senator
Padilla for their leadership on this issue. 

These bills are not proposing that we
expand government. Rather, they aim to
increase coordination and effectiveness by
bringing together the myriad of early
childhood programs and services currently
managed by a number of state agencies. 

Establishing an early childhood
services/education department will elevate the
prominence of early childhood. New Mexicans
have a long history of support for children and
families. We know that 85 percent of a child’s
brain develops before the age of 5. We are
fortunate in that our Legislature and the
Executive support funding early learning
opportunities. 

Let’s take this important step to ensure that
all children in our state receive a great start. 

-C. Dudley Chavez, United Way

On Overpopulation

Dear Alibi,
I write this letter sincerely believing that it
will not be published: 40 years of writing on
this very subject have fallen on deaf ears, but I
write. I must because, honestly, I don’t know
what else to do. People throughout the world,
I fear, have now been pushed beyond that
“eleventh hour.” The recent US election,
merely exemplifies how far from a reasonable
center human society has strayed. But I could
have predicted this when I was 13 years old.
The #1 threat to human survival, as I see it, is
human overpopulation. From food scarcity and
water rationing to war, plague dwindling
resources, environmental degradation,
extinction of plant and animal life, climate
change, civil unrest, economic and political
instability, mass migrations of refugees, threats
to national security—the list goes on. I can’t
think of a one that hasn’t been strained almost
to the breaking for the competing demands of

nearly 8 billion people on planet Earth.
There is a logical solution to the problems

we face, but very few seem to want to hear it.
It is the “sacred cow” that must never be
offended. Instead of suffering the horrible
worldwide holocaust lying in wait, we could,
instead, opt to bring fewer of us into the world.
What I see is a disturbing mix of tribalism,
antiquated cultural traditions that no longer
serve us and serious religious overtones;
whatever it is, the planet can no longer
support our lifestyle choices, nor over a
hundred years of hiding our heads in the sand.
My parents had six children. I am #5 of 6 … I
wish they’d stopped at three.

-A. Ahlander

Thank You for Helping Me
Resist!

Dear Alibi,
Thank you for your Issue 5 “Fight!” article by
Carolyn Carlson. I’ve already taken some of
her suggestions and contacted my
representatives. Please keep up the good work
of getting the word out about how we can
“resist!”

-T. Sahs

Trump Jeopardizing
National Security

Dear Alibi,
As a former naval intelligence officer, I am
concerned with the administration’s adverse
impact on our national security. It appears
Trump campaign aides, including former Lt.
Gen. Michael Flynn, contacted Russian
officials during the presidential election, and
this might have compromised our democratic
election process. Flynn was forced to resign
because of his contact with the Russians.

An organizational change imposed by
Trump is the appointment of Stephen Bannon,
an extremist right wing political advisor, to the
National Security Council (NSC). This could
adversely impact military decisions and delay
our responses to military threats because
Bannon does not have any knowledge of
military affairs and he could intervene with
NSC decision-making processes.

Trump continuously accuses our
intelligence agencies of leaking classified
information to the press, and he has berated
our intelligence agencies for the poor
intelligence on Iraq’s military arsenal under
Saddam Hussein.

We need our intelligence agencies to alert
our military, the Trump administration and
Congress on the status of adversarial
governments and their military capabilities,
deployments and threats. The security of our
country could be in jeopardy due to the
disruptive tactics and blame game used by the
Trump administration against our intelligence
agencies.

-D.Moskowitz a
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Dateline: Uzbekistan

Film licensing authorities in the central Asian
nation of Uzbekistan have blocked the release
of a locally made action movie because it does
not star Morgan Freeman. It’s not that all
Uzbekistan-made action films are required to
employ the venerable American actor. It’s just
that the new thriller Daydi (Rogue) prominently
featured Mr. Freeman’s image on the movie
poster and in the trailer—even though he does
not appear in the film. Timur Films is accused of
hijacking Freeman’s image from the 2015
direct-to-video film Last Knights, which costars
Clive Owen. Daydi, on the other hand, stars
Uzbek actor Mirolim Qilchev as a police officer
fighting various well-armed bad guys.
According to the government-affiliated
Podrobno news agency, Timur has not yet
commented on the controversy but has delayed
the film’s release pending a ruling from other
local authorities.

Dateline: Scotland

A small town in Scotland has become so fed up
with speeding drivers that residents have started
posing as police officers to discourage the
lawbreakers. People in the village of Hopeman
employ reflective vests and hairdryers in their
bid to stop speeders from exceeding speeds of 60
miles per hour along a stretch of road leading
out of the area. Standing alongside the main
B9040 road, the fake fuzz hope that drivers
mistake them for actual police officers with
radar guns. “It’s very dangerous. The speed that
the traffic is doing through Hopeman is quite
serious, especially when the kids are going to
school in the morning. It’s quite alarming,”
Moray Councilor Dennis Slater told BBC
News. “This is why some of the residents have
resorted to taking out hairdryers and putting on
hi-vis vest to try to slow the traffic.” Constable
Roy Cook of the Lossiemouth policing team
admitted to The Press and Journal in Aberdeen,
“We have had a number of complains regarding
speeding in Hopeman, which we will continue
to address.”

Dateline: Ohio

An elementary school student contacted local
police when she needed help—with her

homework. Unfortunately, it turns out police
aren’t so great at basic math. The Marion Police
Department shared screen captures taken by
mother Molly Draper after her 10-year-old
daughter, Lena, asked the police to give her
some assistance with some difficult math
problems. After locating the police
department’s page on Facebook, the fifth-grader
said, “I’m having trouble with my math
homework. Could you help me?” After sending
out an automated message saying that the page
is not monitored 24/7, an actual police officer
responded to Lena, asking what she needed
help with. “Well I don’t understand
(8+29)x15,” Lena answered. The officer behind
the Facebook page, Lt. B.J. Gruber, helpfully
informed her she needed to add up the numbers
in parenthesis first. Unfortunately, the officer
swung and missed on the second math problem
“(90+27)+(29+15)x2,” telling the student to
“take the answer from the first parenthesis plus
the answer from the second parenthesis and
multiply that answer times two.” Unfortunately,
the officer forgot the order of operations rule
“PEMDAS,” which says problems must be
solved in the following order: Parenthesis,
Exponents, Multiplication, Division, Addition,
Subtraction. “Maybe I should have mentioned
that History was my favorite subject before
answering,” Gruber later told reporters.

Dateline: Florida

Apparently, he’s going to make America high
again. Police in Hernando County seized
hundreds of individually wrapped heroin
packages stamped with the image of President
Donald Trump. Tampa news station WFLA
reports law enforcement officers found 5,500
packages of heroin following a six-to-eight-
month long investigation. It is believed the
heroin was purchased in the Northeast and
shipped to Florida via the postal service. Some
of the packets bore the names or images of
other notorious figures, such as Mexican drug
lord Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman and
Colombian cocaine kingpin Pablo Escobar.
Authorities were at a loss to explain the purpose
behind Trump brand heroin, but noted that
dealers often stamp batches of heroin with
individual street names. Police arrested 46-year-
old Kelvin Scott Johnson on suspicion of heroin
trafficking and other charges in connection to
the Trump heroin. Florida Attorney General
Pam Bondi said the dealer “made a big mistake”
using Trump’s picture. a

Compiled by Devin D. O’Leary. Email your weird news
to devin@alibi.com.
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This memorial echoes a 2000 memorial that
declared Albuquerque an immigrant-friendly
city and barred using city resources to identify
undocumented workers or immigration
statuses. When Mayor Richard Berry took
office in 2009, his new policy allowed federal
ICE agents to check the status of those arrested
prior to being transported to jail.

Councilors Klarissa Peña, Ken Sanchez,
Diane Gibson, Isaac Benton, Pat Davis and
Brad Winter joined together in the
affirmative. Councilor Trudy Jones voted
against it, saying that doing so might cause the
Feds to think that Albuquerque is a “sanctuary
city” that will contravene federal law.
Councilors Don Harris and Dan Lewis were
absent for this vote.

Stepping Up
Nearly a dozen people were appointed to

various boards, commissions and advisory
councils. Congratulations and thanks to these
citizens for stepping up and taking part in
shaping our city government: Alfonso Otero
was appointed to the Area Agency On Aging
Advisory Council; Sophie LaBorwit, Analise
Mirabal, Brian Kilman, Hanna Alley were
appointed to the Youth Advisory Council;
Sandy Barnhart y Chavez became part of the
Cable Franchise & Hearing Board and
Jonathan Peña has been assigned to the
Veterans and Military Affairs Advisory Board. 

Burque Bling
About $125 million in capital projects were

set up for subsequent funding. Some of those
projects include $30 million for a number of
street improvements, $13 million for drainage
projects, $12 million for parks and recreation
projects, $14 million for public safety needs,
$1 million for animal welfare shelter rehab and
equipment, $1.5 million for Phase II of the Pat
Hurley Community Center, $2 million for a
new library on Central in the International

NEWS | COUNCIL WATCHNEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE

APS Keeps Transgender Rights Policy
The Trump administration lifted federal
guidelines last week that protect transgender
students’ rights to use public school bathrooms
and locker rooms matching their chosen gender
identity. New Mexico Public Education
Department officials say it’s up to the individual
school districts to decide their own policy in
regards to transgender bathroom use. In a
prepared statement, Albuquerque Public
Schools spokeswoman Monica Armenta
expressed concerns over President Trump’s
wording of the announced removal of federal
protections. “The Obama mandate was issued
for all public schools, while President Trump’s
communication states that the issue should be
decided at the local level,” Armenta said. “Until
we have clear guidance as to what ‘local level’
means, we will continue to follow our current
policy ...” The policy, which was enacted in June
of last year, allows transgender students to
dress and be addressed as their chosen gender
identity. It also allows transgender students to
join the sports teams of their chosen gender
identity. The district’s decision to retain the
policy for now has received praise from local
advocates.

Bill to Classify Nuclear Power as
Renewable Tabled
A bill that would label nuclear energy as a
“renewable” source was tabled last week after a
tied vote from the New Mexico House Energy,
Environment and Natural Resources Committee.
The bill, HB 406, sponsored by Rep. Cathrynn
Brown, R-Carlsbad, would have altered the
state’s Renewable Energy Act to include
nuclear energy on its list of renewable sources.
The Renewable Energy Act requires energy
companies to get a certain amount of electricity
from renewable sources. The law was made to
encourage the use of alternate energy sources.
Because of the split vote, HB 406 will be left
stalled in committee for the time being.

Election Consolidation Bill Passed By
House
The N.M. House of Representatives approved
legislation aimed at improving voter turnout by
consolidating most local elections into a single
election. The new plan would hold the
consolidated election on a Tuesday in
November, on odd-numbered years. If it
becomes law, HB 174 will combine the elections
for cities, school districts, special hospital
districts, community college districts, technical
and vocational institute districts, learning center
districts, arroyo flood control districts, special
zoning districts, soil and water conservation
districts, and water and sanitation districts
beginning in 2019. It would also add
conservancy districts in 2023. Officials with the
Las Cruces Public Schools and New Mexico
State University oppose the bill, citing financial
reasons including the higher fees required from
the state and the increased advertising costs
that will be needed to compete with other
government agencies attempting to pass bonds
at the same time. The bill passed with a House
vote of 38-29. It will now move on to the
Senate. a

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

W
ay to go
Albuquerque!
Hundreds of people

turned out for the Feb. 22
Albuquerque City Council
meeting to reaffirm
Albuquerque’s status as an
immigrant-friendly city.
The chambers, including an
overflow room, were
packed. The meeting went
long but the mood was festive. Citizens of
various ages and ethnicities wore bright yellow
buttons declaring “I support our local
immigrant communities.” 

The city of Albuquerque is not alone in
making a statement in support of our
immigrant population. The Santa Fe City
Council did the same and Las Cruces city
leaders denounced the idea of a border wall.
Up in Santa Fe a bill is making its way through
the state Legislature to not allow the use of
any state lands for a proposed border wall. 

These actions were sparked by the Trump
administration’s orders to the federal
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
agency to intensify enforcement, detention
and deportation. 

Palabras Publicas
Just about all the public comments were

focused on the immigrant-friendly measure on
the table. Former City Councilor Rey
Garduño took the podium first, to remind
citizens that we are the privileged ones and
not necessarily the ones impacted by the
Trump administration’s hardline immigration
plan. “But we must stand with them,” he said.
Many comments said in numerous ways that
the Trump administration has caused a climate
of fear and hate across the country, and that
Albuquerque is not that kind of a community.

Immigrant Love
The immigrant-friendly measure, in the

form of a non-binding memorial which bears
no weight of law, passed on a 6–1 vote. When
this happened the crowd burst into applause.
The memorial says that the city will not use
city resources to help round up illegal
immigrants unless otherwise required by federal
law. Councilors said the city will comply with
any federal mandates handed down. Many
attending the meeting wanted the Council to
prohibit cooperation by local law enforcement.

Council Reiterates 
Immigrant-Friendly Stance

Overflowing crowd cheers city policy

District, $3 million for the
completion of the North
Domingo Baca gymnasium,
$1 million for
improvements to Los Altos
Park, $400,000 for Uptown
street and sidewalk
improvements and $1
million for a Route 66
Visitors Center, among
many other projects.

Bike Cops
Barely enough councilors agreed with

Councilor Pat Davis who asked the Police
Department to designate some funding for two
additional bike-riding police officers in the
area of the University of New Mexico
bordered by Yale and Carlisle and Lomas and
Coal. Councilor Trudy Jones said that UNM
has its own police force and that there is a
need for more police protection across the city,
not just this area. Police Chief Gorden Eden
said Davis’ idea was not relevant, as area
commands have the authority to assign officers
to bike patrols already. The vote pedaled by
authorization on a tight 4–3 vote.

Quickies
Councilors approved amending the city’s

noise control ordinance to give it more teeth.
Some of the changes include setting the
residential noise levels to 50 decibels at night
and 55 during the day. Commercial noise
levels are currently capped at 60 night/65 day
and industrial sounds are limited to between
70 and 80. 

A handful of third grade students from
Georgia O’Keefe Elementary School read
portions of their essays on the topic of “The
Leader in Me” program. Some of the wise words
included, “You need to work together; you need
to synergize with others because it makes you a
better person,” “being proactive is the best
habit because then you are not reactive,” “being
proactive is a habit successful people use to be
successful.” We should listen to these
youngsters as they work to bring their
progressive views to our town’s adult citizens. a

Send your comments about the City Council to
carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting 
Monday, March 6, 5 pm

Council Chambers in the basement of City Hall
View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

Councilor Trudy Jones voted against a memorial not to use city
resources to round up illegal immagrants.
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anymore? I went to high school there, and
now I’m at Columbia University. While I
was at Mater Dei, no one, including the
lucky Chicano students from the
neighborhood who went there, made a fuss
about expansion and gentrification, and
not only around that nasty sore thumb of a
campus, but around Santa Ana’s
downtown, too. I mean, I guess I’m as
guilty as the next mexicano. I lived most of
my life a block from Memorial Park. Here
at Columbia, Harlem residents are doing
something, and some student “allies” are

helping out. Serious, güey:
Why don’t Mexicans
make more noise about
their dying, gentrifying
community?

—Fresita

Dear Pocha: For my
non-Orange County
readers: Mater Dei is
the largest Catholic
high school west of the

Mississippi, an athletic
powerhouse that also was

one of the largest pedophile
priest-and-coach factories in the

nation, a fact alumni always try to forget (I
don’t, since its legendary boys basketball
coach, Gary McKnight, once threatened to
sue me because he didn’t like my coverage of
his dealings with an assistant who molested
students). Mater Dei is in Santa Ana
(pronounced and spelled “SanTana” by the
natives), a muy-Mexican city that has seen
mucho gentrification over the past decade.
Chicano activists across the country are
fighting gentrification in their barrios
(shoutout to Defend Boyle Heights!), but
let’s turn this on the gentrifiers. Gentrifiers:
where y’all at in the fight against
deportations? You’ve only had like 25 years
to join, but I guess ustedes would rather toast
your good life with another Modern Times
Oneida—chavalas!!! a

Ask the Mexican at
themexican@askamexican.net. Be his fan on

Facebook. Follow him on Twitter
@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram

@gustavo_arellano!

BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

D
ear Mexican: I work at a Mexican
restaurant where the majority of the
workers are, you guessed it, Mexican.

I hear the word cabrón all the time, but
each time I ask what exactly it means, no
one has a definitive answer. I’d like to
think that they’re not bullshitting me, and
that it doesn’t exactly translate well. Is it
really that hard to explain, or are they just
making fun of my whiteness? Help a güero
out.

—Phatbudz 

Dear Gabacho: There is a
literal definition to
cabrón—“male goat.”
But even the Real
Academia Española
doesn’t care much for
that meaning,
relegating the
ruminant to the sixth
slot in the word’s
dictionary listing. Above
that definition are others for
most Latinos know the word:
“said of a person, of an animal, or of a
thing: That does bad things or is annoying,”
“said of a man: That he suffers from his
wife’s infidelity, and especially if he
consents,” and more. Mexicans get the fifth
tense—“Said of a person: of bad
character”—but, as usual, Castilians don’t
know shit about Mexicans. You don’t want
to call a stranger in Mexico a cabrón,
because it means “asshole” in that context.
But among friends, cabrón is used as a form
of respect (“Él es cabrón”—he’s a badass), as
a meme (go find the one of an old paisa in a
tejana smoking with the legend “No pos…ta
cabrón,” which chipsters use when they’re
wowed by something). If your Mexican
coworkers call you that, take it as a form of
respect—at least they’re not calling you 
“Trump,” amiright?

Dear Mexican: I was wondering why no
one really talks about Mater Dei High
School fucking up Santa Ana for all the
Mexicans? I mean, we can’t cruise

OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!
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Foundations in Herbalism is a 7-month
immersion program designed to teach
the foundational principals of herbal
medicine, medicine-making, botany and
ethical wildcrafting. With nature as our
guide, we will navigate our way
through the year using seasonal foods
to keep us healthy and herbal remedies
to treat common ailments. The
program incorporates Western,
Southwestern and Chinese Five
Element approaches to health and
herbal medicine. Upon successful
completion of the program, students
will receive a 250-hour Certificate in
the Foundations of Herbalism.

Next session starts April 18, 2017
For more information visit

MilagroSchoolofHerbalMedicine.com.

Distance Learning Course
Interested in our program but don’t live in

Santa Fe or can’t make the in-person
commitment? We now offer a comprehensive,
multimedia online distance program! Call (505)
820-6321 for more information.

In addition to our 7-month program,
Milagro Herbs hosts a number of
stand-alone classes on a wide variety
of natural health topics. a

Business Address
419 Orchard Dr. Santa Fe, NM

Business Phone
(505)820-6321

Business Hours
Mon-Sat 10am-5:30pm

Business Email
info@milagroherbs.com

Website
http://www.milagroschoolofherbalme
dicine.com/

The 2017 resident program is now accepting applications.
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Let’s Not Forget our Young Men
Raising sons in Donald Trump’s America

BY TIFFANY BOURELLE

A
few weeks ago, Desmond Fox wrote an
article for Weekly Alibi titled “Through
Dissent, Strength and Humor: How to

Raise Your Daughter in Donald Trump’s
America” [vol.26, i.5, Feb. 2-8, 2017] which
focused on preparing daughters for what is to
come in a world where the president’s “bigotry
and disdain for women are spotlighted by the
media, a trend which is likely to continue for
the next four years.” Like Fox, I am also
interested in empowering our daughters to
stand up for themselves and others they see
being disrespected—to join the fight, as well as
the conversation, using their voices and
actions to indicate their dissent. His article
offered tangible approaches to teaching our
daughters self-empowerment, including
enrolling them in martial arts and introducing
them to punk music that challenges the status
quo. But a question began to form as I was
reading Fox’s article: What about our sons? 
Donald Trump—with his sexist, racist,

egomaniacal, bullying behavior—is a terrible
model for our youth. Not to minimize his
other character traits and his oppressive ideals,
but as the mother of a young boy, I’m
particularly troubled by the misogynist
example he sets for the treatment of women. 
Fox says we need to teach our daughters

that even though the president has the loudest
voice, his attitudes do not reflect those of our
country. It is easier to believe the lack of
shared attitudes when you live in a blue state
full of diversity. A former conservative, I’m
from Tennessee and still have friends whose
values and voices reflect those of the man they
elected into office. I’ve always been very proud
of where I come from, until recently when I
visited my home state after the election. Over
the course of three days, I became sickened as I
saw rebel flags flying proudly above both
homes and restaurants, along with bumper
stickers that said, “Trump that Bitch.” Not to
mention my encounter with men who joked
that they were going to grab me and my friend
in the pussy. It’s all a big joke, right? Just
“locker room talk.” Until it isn’t. 
The most recent report from the National

Sexual Violence Resource Center notes that
one in five women will be sexually assaulted at
some point in her life. We live in the age of
Brock Turner, the college student who was
convicted of sexually assaulting a female who
had passed out behind a university dumpster,
where the victim was trolled on social media
and called a coward for not coming forward
and reading her courtroom statement of the
incident. Need more proof? Results of a 2016
study published in the Journal of Youth

Development researching middle schoolers’
reactions to rape myths (i.e., date rape
acceptance, it was the victim’s fault, etc.)
reported that males had higher rape myth
acceptance than females, even after
researchers presented what they call an
“educational intervention” to dispel some of
the misconceptions. The troublesome part of
these findings, to me, is that the subjects
studied were youth in grades 7-8. This suggests
that it is never too early to start telling your
sons that “no means no.” 
It’s time that we teach our sons to be

respectful of women, not just teach our
daughters to survive. And it’s high time we
teach our sons to use their voices in an
appropriate manner of support, not hate. To
support Fox’s suggestions, mothers need to be
the voice of dissent and illustrate to their sons
how to effectively use this voice. When I was
in D.C. last month, I took my son to a
peaceful protest to express to him how
important it is that we all join together to
fight, and I encourage readers to find similar
venues to show their collective support as a
family. 
Beyond protesting, we need to look for

other teachable moments. As parents, we
should turn off the television when a show or
movie promotes rape culture and talk to our
sons about why this behavior—when seen in
reality and represented in a fictional manner—
is not only wrong, but also repulsive and
denigrating to women. Find examples of
misogyny on social media and talk to your sons
about how to combat these specific types of
cyberbullying. Take your sons to see examples
of empowering female speakers when they
come to your city. Read books with your son
that illustrate strong female characters like

Meg Murry from A Wrinkle in Time by
Madeleine L’Engle or Liesel from The Book
Thief by Markus Zusak. 
Perhaps the easiest thing we can do is to

simply try to be the model for our sons.
Mothers, we need to be examples of strong
women—don’t let a man disrespect you or
someone you know, and if it happens, show
your son what it means to be a woman
standing up for herself and others. Fathers
need to do their part, too, and be the role
model of a man who not only loves and
respects women, but also does his share of the
“woman’s work” like the dishes, the laundry,
the making of school lunches and so on. These
are just a few easy things parents can do to
combat the social construction of misogyny
that is prevalent in our culture—one that was
there long before Trump. 
Before I conclude, I’d like to return to Fox’s

argument that the majority of Americans don’t
share the same attitudes as Trump. Similarly,
my father argued that many of the people who
voted for Trump don’t condone his misogyny.
He has since said he didn’t mean to use the
word “condone,” as the word actually means to
overlook a negative behavior, and one would
almost certainly have to overlook Trump’s
behavior in order to cast a vote in his favor.
But I’m going to take his words at face value:
liberals, conservatives, mothers and fathers—
don’t look the other way. Teach your young
boys that misogyny is harmful to men and
women. Help them understand that all women
deserve to be respected. Raise your sons to be
the future feminists on the front line with your
daughters. It’s only when we teach our
daughters and our sons to resist hatred that we
even stand a chance in dismantling the
cultural norm of disrespect for women.  a
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EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF MARCH 2-8

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

FRIDAY MARCH 3 SATURDAY MARCH 4

WEDNESDAY MARCH 8

MONDAY MARCH 6

TUESDAY MARCH 7

GREAT BUDS OF FIRE
What are you doing this weekend? Well, cancel those plans because
it’s time for the 29th National Fiery Foods and Barbecue Show at
Sandia Resort and Casino. Where else in Albuquerque can you get
all your spicy, fiery, barbecue-y food needs in one place? There are
demonstrations, contests and samples (oh, the samples!), plus Chile
the Kid is there all weekend. This show runs Friday, March 3, to
Sunday, March 5. Tickets are $15 for adults, $5 for children 7-18
and kids 6 and under are free. Get your appetite ready, and grab
some antacids before heading over to this family-friendly event.
SANDIA RESORT & CASINO 30 RAINBOW NE, 4 TO 8PM alibi.com/v/4p3t. (Taylor
Grabowsky) a

SPLISH SPLASH
Looking for a sparkling pool for a refreshing mental
swim? Head Downtown to the Sanitary Tortilla Factory
on Friday, March 3, from 6-9pm to experience Deep
Waters, Thin Places. SCA Contemporary is presenting
new art by Erin Fussell in which she transforms Embudo
Dam in the Sandia Foothills. Works include video,
performance, sound, lithography and sculpture. All
ages are welcome and the event is free. And if you’re
especially intrigued by the artwork, make sure not to
miss the artist talk on Thursday, March 23, from 6-7pm.
SCA CONTEMPORARY AT THE SANITARY TORTILLA FACTORY 403
SECOND STREET SW, 6 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/4nvs. (Renée Chavez) a

BRING A TISSUE
An up and coming local band I have been enjoying
listening to is named Tear Pressure. I found out
about them when I was wandering the local college
campus and saw a flyer for a show they were doing
at some apartment complex up on Copper in the
Heights, yo. That was a decent show with an
excellent barbeque and I felt like Tear Pressure was
going to appear on the scene within the year. Now
of course, they are playing their dirty and delicious,
slithery and subtle no wave at Burt’s Tiki Lounge
on Monday, March 6, and as usual at Burt’s there
is no goddamn cover charge. Ever. I hear some
daring lo-fi pop credentials being built on tunes
from the band’s latest recording, the Chill Ass EP—
songs like “Quaaludes” and “All Moms Are Weirdos”
that build intensity as they roll through cray melodic
and stylistic changes. They’ll be opening for math
mastermind and CRTTRZ guitarist Gabriel Angel
Fuentes and Austin indie taco-rockers Regulus, so
be there. BURTS TIKI LOUNGE 515 CENTRAL AVE NW,
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87102, 9PM TO 1:30AM alibi.com/v/4rbn.
(August March) a

PHILANTHROPICALLY PHAT
What would you do if I told you that you could help the
New Mexico Cancer Center Foundation while eating
delicious noms and drinking beer? You—like every
good citizen—would shout, “Hell, yeah!” Every Tuesday
this month beginning on March 7, Sidetrack Brewery
will be hosting the fundraiser Eat, Drink and Be
Charitable featuring music, brews and food. The
proceeds raised from 5-9pm will be donated to the
organization, so invite the whole office for a nice, cold,
altruistic beer. SIDETRACK BREWERY 413 SECOND STREET SW, 5
TO 9PM alibi.com/v/4rby. (Megan Reneau) a

THINK OUTSIDE THE SECOND DIMENSION
Albuquerque libraries are celebrating Teen Tech Week in style by inviting individuals between the ages of 12
and 17 to the Cherry Hills Library on Monday, March 6, and the Juan Tabo Library Tuesday, March 7, to get
some firsthand experience with a 3D printer. The workshop, which runs from 4:30-7:30pm on Monday and 4-
7pm on Tuesday, will offer an introduction to design for 3D printing and at the end, everyone gets to walk away
with a printed 3D model of themselves. All of this, and it’s totally free (with prior registration on the library’s
website). Prodigious. CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY 6901 BARSTOW NE, 4:30 TO 7:30PM alibi.com/v/4qc8. (Maggie Grimason) a

THE LAND
BETWEEN TIMES

Neither Aleister Crowley nor George
W. Bush will be around (maybe) but
prepare to sharpen your horns and
do some bidding for some badass
folks who definitely aren’t involved
in the occult—the doom metal trio
Castle enchants locals at the
Launchpad this Saturday, March 4,
with the doors to the underworld
opening at 8pm. Joining the ’70s
heavy metal-esque group will be
Burque inhabitants Shoggoth,
SuperGiant and Jagged Mouth. Only
vessels 21+ for this $8 show allowed.
LAUNCHPAD 618 CENTRAL SW, 8PM
alibi.com/v/4qbs. (Megan Reneau) a

RISING UP
Join the international movement for
equality this Wednesday, March 8, for
the second Women’s March at the
International Women’s Day March
and Rally at the UNM Bookstore. The
Albuquerque branch of the Party for
Socialism and Liberation is hosting
this celebration of women and rally
against the new administration that is
reversing nearly all the progress we’ve
made as a country in the last eight
years (#THANKSOBAMA). From 5-8pm
join fellow freedom fighters in
demanding full rights for all. They’re
trying to silence us, but it is our
American right to be heard and served.
As the great Malala Yousafzai said, “I
raise up my voice—not so I can shout
but so that those without a voice can
be heard ... we cannot succeed when
half of us are held back.” UNM BOOKSTORE
2301 CENTRAL NE, 5 TO 8PM alibi.com/v/4r4x.
(Megan Reneau) a

ERIN FUSSELL

COURTESY OF TEAR PRESSURE FACEBOOK PAGE



THURSDAY MARCH 2
FLYING STAR CAFÉ Make A Wish Fundraiser Night. Ten percent
of sales go to supporting local children with life-threatening
medical conditions. 8001 Menaul NE. 5-9pm. 293-6911.
alibi.com/v/4qxd.

MAIN LIBRARY Peace Corps Information Session. Learn about
volunteer experiences, ask questions about service and gain tips
on completing your application. 501 Copper NW. 3-4pm.
340-4244. alibi.com/v/4r76.

LEARN
BOW AND ARROW BREWERY Cannabis and Taxes. Derek Davis
teaches what taxes and cannabis have to do with each other
and gives tips for filing New Mexico state taxes. 602 McKnight NW.
$25. 6-9pm. alibi.com/v/4r4l.

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Science on Tap. Water engineer, Bruce
M. Thomson’s perspective on water and potential public risk to
humans. 4310 Central SE. 5:30-6:30pm. 255-6782.
alibi.com/v/4r4h.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba. An aerobic dance class
set to hip-hop, soca, samba, salsa, merengue and mambo music.
3215 Central NE. $5. 5:25-6:25pm. 977-8881. alibi.com/v/4n22.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Flamenco Fit and Fabulous.
Introduction to an adult flamenco experience. No experience
necessary. 1620 Central SE. 6-7pm. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/4o5u.

FRIDAY MARCH 3
WELLNESS/FITNESS
ECKANKAR CENTER Beyond Meditation: Community HU Chant.
Chant HU, a once secret name for God. 2501 San Pedro NE.
6-6:30pm. 265-7388. alibi.com/v/4mhh.

SATURDAY MARCH 4
KIDS
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Jazz Dance Workshop. A foundation
for young dancers in the rhythmic and stylized dance form, set
to upbeat and fun music. For ages 2-4. 8081 Central NW.
11-11:30am. 768-5170. alibi.com/v/4q4p.

CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Baby Flamenco Classes.
This class utilizes techniques to develop rhythm and coordination
for beginning flamenco dancers, ages 3-5 years old. 10-11am.
alibi.com/v/4oj0. Also, Child Intro to Flamenco Classes. A basic
introduction to the skills and processes of flamenco that prepare
students to advance through the curriculum. 1620 Central SE.
11am-noon. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/4oig.

MEDIA ARTS COLLABORATIVE CHARTER SCHOOL Superhero
Photography Workshop. Turn into a superhero of your own creation,
through photography, green screen technology and Photoshop.
4401 Central NE. $25. 9am-noon. 252-2452. alibi.com/v/4q0o.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Star Party. Educational displays
and astronomical-themed activities, and telescopes of all sizes
for visitors’ viewing of the spring skies. 6500 Coors NW. 6-9pm.
897-8831. alibi.com/v/4qip.

WISE PIES ARENA AKA THE PIT Men’s Basketball. UNM Lobos
versus San Diego State. 1414 Avenida Cesar Chavez SE. $18-$40.
8-10pm. alibi.com/v/4prl.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
LOS POBLANOS HISTORIC INN & ORGANIC FARM Lavender
Self-Care. Hands-on demonstrations, aromatherapy tips and a
live steam distillation. 4803 Rio Grande NW. 10am-4pm.
344-9297. alibi.com/v/4r64.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Speakeasy Swing. Learn the
basics of swing dance without a partner. Go online for the entrance
password. 3215 Central NE. $5-$6. 8:15-11:15pm. 366-4982.
alibi.com/v/4bez.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Flamenco Fit and Fabulous.
1620 Central SE. 9-10am. See 3/2 listing.

SUNDAY MARCH 5
LEARN
HIGH DESERT CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING Sunday with
Reverend Jac Blackman. The Reverend discusses and provides
tools for personal growth and for dealing with the accelerating
timeline of evolution we are experiencing. 5621 Paradise NW.
$20. 10am-1pm. 922-1200. alibi.com/v/4rbp.

Calendar | Community

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Guided Nature Walk. A moderately
strenuous guided hike through one of the largest riverside-cotton-
wood forests in the world. 6500 Coors NW. 9-10:30am.
897-8831. alibi.com/v/4qiq.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba. 3215 Central NE. $5.
11am-noon. See 3/2 listing.

OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Five Keys Qigong. Basic gentle
martial arts class includes exercises that are safe for all ages.
6500 Coors NW. $5. 3:30-4:45pm. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/4qjf.

MONDAY MARCH 6
KIDS
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Introduction to 3D Printing, Scanning
and Design. Participants are individually scanned for 3D
printing of themselves and learn how to design for 3D printing
through an online program. 6901 Barstow NE. 4:30-7:30pm.
768-5170. alibi.com/v/4qc8. See Event Horizon.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Level One. Build on the funda-
mentals of salsa dancing by reinforcing the basic steps, essential
footwork, turning and spin techniques, and leading and following
methods. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 8:30-9:30pm. 268-1558.
alibi.com/v/4qlx.

ST. THOMAS OF CANTERBURY CHURCH Silent Meditation Group.
One hour of silence for meditators of strong determination.
425 University NE. 6pm. 450-3409. alibi.com/v/4fif.

TUESDAY MARCH 7
Q BAR First Tuesdays. Business owners and executives network.
800 Rio Grande NW. 4:30-6:30pm. 933-6003. alibi.com/v/4qfq.

KIDS
JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Introduction to 3D Printing,
Scanning and Design. 3407 Juan Tabo NE. 4-7pm. See 3/6
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY listing. See Event Horizon.

MAIN LIBRARY Ozobot Fun. Learn to program a mini-robot by
drawing designs and patterns for the robot to trace. For ages
12-18. 501 Copper NW. 4-5pm. 768-5170. alibi.com/v/4qcb.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Adult Flamenco Intro
Classes. 1620 Central SE. 6-7pm. See 3/2 listing.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Essentials: Ladies Techniques.
Focus on fundamental and essential skills necessary to become
stronger in partner dance. 7-8pm. alibi.com/v/4qne.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Zumba. 3215 Central NE. $5.
5:25-6:25pm. See 3/2 listing.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Flamenco Fit and Fabulous.
1620 Central SE. 6-7pm. See 3/2 listing.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 8
CANVAS ARTISTRY KITCHEN MUSIC ART BAR Indivisible Nob
Hill Weekly Meeting. Join locals in discussing political issues.
Progressive precinct training to energize the community and inject
the State Democratic Party with an active and conscientious,
progressive voice. 3120 Central SE. 5:30-6:30pm. 350-3323.
alibi.com/v/4px9.

UNM BOOKSTORE International Women’s Day March and Rally.
March with locals in the community to commemorate this
international holiday. 2301 Central NE. 5-8pm. 277-9752.
alibi.com/v/4r4x. See Event Horizon.

LEARN
MAIN LIBRARY Saving Family Memories. Learn how to bring your
family’s unique story to life using family photographs, documents,
letters and experiences. 501 Copper NW. 2-3:30pm. 768-5170.
alibi.com/v/4qco.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Sportsmen and Women’s
Meeting. Discuss public lands, hunting and fishing tips and issues
that matter to outdoor enthusiasts. 1912 Second Street NW.
6-8pm. 299-5404. alibi.com/v/4eac.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
90-Day Healthy Body Challenge. The New Mexico Office of African
American Affairs continues this series with weight loss and the
African American experience. 310 San Pedro NE. 6-8pm.
383-6216. alibi.com/v/4omt.

Compiled by Megan Reneau and Taylor Grabowsky. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

W
hen I watched the live stream of “He
Will Not Divide Us,” the installation art
piece created by Shia LaBoeuf, Luke

Turner and Nastja Säde Rönkkö that recently
landed in downtown Albuquerque after being
evicted from its first home in Astoria, Queens,
I saw a man hoist his toddler in front of the
camera, the child repeating the mantra in
sing-song. At another point I watched a
woman hold up a sign that read “Support
Immigrant Rights,” while a car crept by down
early-morning Seventh Street and a crow
scolded the passerby in the background. Later,
I watched the mottled figure of a man attempt
to clean the lens after someone early on
Tuesday buffed the installation with pink spray
paint and the words “Reject False Idols. Do
It!” After that, a guy in sunglasses smoked a
bowl while “Wonderwall” played in the
background. Inane, earnest or sometimes even
sweet, these images, I think largely speak to
the artists’ vision, yet, unease unfolds around
the project, too. 
The installation was mysteriously brought

to Albuquerque and set up on the west wall of
the El Rey Theatre after The Museum of
Moving Images in New York deemed the work
“a serious and ongoing public safety hazard.”
The concept is thus: A webcam (streaming
live, 24-hours-a-day) is mounted to a wall
under blocky, capital lettering that reads: “He
Will Not Divide Us.” Participants are
encouraged to approach the camera and repeat
the words however many times they like, in
whatever way they are moved to. The camera
is intended to roll for the duration of Donald
Trump’s presidency in an effort to protest “the
normalization of division,” as LaBoeuf put it.
Yet, during its tenure in New York, the
installation quickly devolved from its intent,
and instead became a “flashpoint for
violence,” as the museum stated, where
participants and white supremacists, nazis and
Trump supporters of all stripes clashed,
effectively increasing the policing of the area,
and even at one point causing the installation
to be fenced off, literally dividing the camps. 
Considering its history, and all that the

piece has incited, the relocation of “He Will
Not Divide Us” to Albuquerque is fraught.
Here, some community members respond to
the work in their own words. 

“I think it’s pretty ostentatious and [that]
he [LaBoeuf] would be a better actor if [it] did
not exist.”
-Anonymous

“I struggle to see any functional impact of
the project. To alter the trajectory of politics
in the States, we have to shake up the social
structures, because social structures provide

ARTS | culTuRe Shock

Divided We Stand
Collected responses to Shia LaBoeuf’s “He Will Not Divide Us”

the foundation for power structures. People,
and their votes, get a candidate into office and
legitimize that candidate’s behavior through
action or inaction, through approval or
disapproval. The power structure (among
other things) determines the parameters in
which the economy operates through
legislation pertaining to tariffs, tax incentives,
interest rates, wage, federal spending, etc. The
interaction of the power structure and social
structure serve to drive the economic structure
through consumption, investment,
employment availability, labor stability, etc.
Trump was elected because he engaged a broad
enough cross section of American social
structures, through, in part, his personal brand
recognition, his promise of returning to a
previous, and presumably more stable structure
(as suggested by the campaign slogan “Make
America Great Again”) … and distrust of the
Other … such as migrant laborers, Muslims,
refugees, women, LGBTQ [people] or those
that value science and change over tradition.
Making statements into a camera perhaps
offers catharsis, however, a statement like “he
will not divide us” is in [and] of itself critical of
Trump, and while that criticism may be quite
reasonable, it is most attractive to those
already critical of him and thus feeds right
back into a partisan echo chamber. If the
“resistance” of the moment doesn’t confront
extant structures or engage a conversation
across already divided political affiliations,
then what does it really accomplish?”
-Mick 

“I think installing this art action,
considering what it inspired in other locales,
was worthy of a POC impact study here in
Albuquerque. As someone who works nearby
and because I’m a member of the one percent
(one percent of Albuquerque’s population are
black women) I draw more than my share of
unwanted, unwarranted and unnecessary
attention. I’m not looking forward to meeting
up with white supremacists gathered there, day
and/or night. I think the installation reflects
the whimsy of some white artists who don’t
consider (or for whom it never occurs) their
impact on the communities they move into.”
-Anonymous

“Sincerity is subjective. We can’t tell … if
Da Vinci was being sincere or not when he
painted the ‘Mona Lisa.’ I would say that
sincerity is why it’s currently running in New
Mexico. He [LaBoeuf] came here to film the
[movie] Thundercat and had a great time and
met great people. He spent the three days prior
to install talking to New Mexicans [and] ABQ
businesses. … But metamodernism is not
modernism, so sincerity doesn’t matter.
Success or failure doesn’t matter. [The art] is
driven by the romanticism of doing. It [is] not

the relational aesthetic of Hirst or his ilk. It’s
not the manufactured scarcity of Abramovic.
He is making no money from this. The art is
about his own penitence and all the muddy
human and ineloquent things in between. It’s
performance and protest democratized. Your
soap box is equal to the soap box of the man
whom half of the people are just there to take
a selfie with. His celebrity often overshadows
[the] performance, but so what? What, if
anything, do artists or celebrities owe us?
There is no fee at the installation. Opinions
are not solicited as part of the work. It’s a
mirror to see ourselves. And of course there is
the classic “in the future everyone will be
famous for 15 minutes,” so he’s really just
building off of what pop art created decades
ago. Now the artist and celebrity are truly
indistinguishable and it overlaps with the lives
of everyday people.”
-Eric J. Martinez

“It’s odd that he would pick ABQ, [in that
way it] kind of just adds useless noise to the
already cacophonous echo chamber … It’s all
about the spectacle. Celebrity artists, nah …
but I invite him to speak at the gallery if he’d
like.” 
-Bradford Erickson, interdisciplinary artist

and lead facilitator at Small Engine Gallery

“I liked [the opening] because it got people
who don’t normally go to art-focused events to
go and maybe think a little deeper about who
is affected by [the issues it raises] and what
support systems those folks have (or lack
thereof). I think people are often really harsh
when celebrities are involved with things
because [they] are [very] privileged and often
seem to not realize it, but “average” people
forget celebrities [are] still human and are
actually fragile babies like everyone else.
(Another thought: Is Shia actually an artist or
part of the piece? Art needs to be eye-catching
to get attention, and his wacky factor really
gets people going.)”
-Megan Reneau
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“I haven’t seen the piece, but if the work
causes one to respond beyond the binaries we
are forced to engage with, I must support it.” 
-Raven Chacon, composer and artist

“[On the installation being vandalized with
the words “Reject False Idols. Do It!”] This is
the appropriate response when some sucker
comes from out of town and starts throwing up
his sign on your streets when he’s uninvited.
Those are the rules of street art. Albuquerque
has enough bad art and too many unseen
artists doing great, political work that we don’t
need our shit imported from Los Angeles [or
New York]. Reject false idols indeed!”
-Anonymous

“The Museum of Moving Images removed
this piece because ‘the installation created a
serious and ongoing public safety hazard,’ after
‘several incidents.’ It has now been plopped
down in Albuquerque without much context
(as one artist said to a journalist, ‘The rest of
the info is right there, chief, I got nothing else
to say to you.’). Clearly this work is divisive in
itself: With large block text looming from
above, the artist encourages the public to
repeat the phrase over and over like a child in
a tantrum. How can a meaningful exchange
occur when you are told what to say, much less
when you are facing a (security) camera on a
wall? If we are trying to avoid or conquer a
divide, we must face one another and have a
conversation. We must look into each other’s
eyes and develop radical empathy for one
another. Instead of allowing the piece to
devolve into another public safety hazard, let’s
use the camera as an opportunity to perform
our own art and our own truth.” 
-Lindsey Fromm, Project Director: Friends

of the Orphan Signs and CNM art faculty

After gunshots were reported in the area of
the installation, the live stream from the piece
was stopped on Thursday, Feb. 23.  a

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY



Calendar | arts & lit 

THURSDAY MARCH 2
SONG & DANCE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
Eric Bibb. A multi-award winning, Grammy nominated folk, roots
and blues singer-songwriter and guitarist accompanied with a
local string quartet led by his cousin, violinist William Houston.
310 San Pedro NE. $25-$35. 7:30-9:30pm. 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/4p8z.

FRIDAY MARCH 3
ART
BALLOON FIESTA PARK APS Metro Youth Art Exhibit Opening.
An array of award-winning works of art, created by APS high
school students. Runs through 3/12. 5000 Balloon Fiesta
Parkway NE. 5-7pm. 350-5413. alibi.com/v/4psk.

FREESTYLE GALLERY Visual Delights 2017 Opening. Local artists
Lester Berman, Roger Green, Nancy Kozikowski, Santiago Perez,
Harriette Tsosie and many more present their newest works. Runs
through 3/31. 1114 Central SW. 5-8pm. 948-3840.
alibi.com/v/4qtq.

GRAFT Scriblism Reception. Reception for a pop-up show
featuring new drawings by Las Cruces-based artist Mariah Morrell,
featuring live music by Austin Morrell. 1415 Fourth Street SW.
6-10pm. alibi.com/v/4r3y.

MARIPOSA GALLERY Cargo Reception. CB Brian explores the
concept of carrying cargo. Runs through 3/31. 3500 Central SE.
5-8pm. 268-6828. alibi.com/v/4qxa.

SCA CONTEMPORARY AT THE SANITARY TORTILLA FACTORY
Deep Waters, Thin Places Reception. An immersive installation
of video, performance, sound, lithography and sculpture. Artist
Erin Fussell transforms an urban desert flood control dam
into a creative site. Runs through 3/31. 403 Second Street SW.
6-9pm. 228-3749. alibi.com/v/4nvs. See Event Horizon.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Sanctuary: A Medieval Murder Mystery.
Following an accusation of murder, Thomas Fletcher seeks sanc-
tuary in the chapel overseen by Father Amaury D’Godfrey. The
town wants to hang Thomas but a trustworthy source arrives with
life-or-death news. 9813 Fourth Street NW. $10. 7:30pm.
898-9222. alibi.com/v/4phc.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Company. Follow a single man
who is forced to question his adamant retention of bachelorhood
during a hilarious array of interactions. 6320 Domingo NE.
$20-$22. 7:30pm. 265-9119. alibi.com/v/4oz0..

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK First Fridays Comedy Contest.
Local comedians battle for laughs for audience votes. 1800 Fourth
Street NW. 8pm. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/4qg5.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER She Stoops to Conquer. One of
the crown jewels of the British theatrical repertory. This classic
comedy is a mix of farce, tongue-in-cheek and innuendo.
4904 Fourth Street NW. $15-$25. 7:30pm. 410-8524.
alibi.com/v/4nrq.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. Authentic Spanish
cuisine, beverages and Flamenco performances. 800 Rio
Grande NW. 8pm. 242-7600. alibi.com/v/4oln.

LENSIC PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Santa Fe Trombone Shorty
and Orleans Avenue. Listen to this funk, rock, jazz, hip-hop
band from New Orleans. 211 W. San Francisco. $39-$49.
7:30-9pm. (505) 988-1234. alibi.com/v/4m6f. See Event
Horizon.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Red Note. An explo-
ration of the dynamic, visionary movements in dance, music and
visual art. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $20-$50. 8-10pm. 724-4771.
alibi.com/v/4qcc.

LEARN
CENTRAL FEATURES CONTEMPORARY ART Artist Talk With Cedra
Wood. The local artist shares her insights into her process
and modes of inspiration. 514 Central. 5:30-7pm. 252-9983.
alibi.com/v/4r4w.

SATURDAY MARCH 4
ART
TORTUGA GALLERY Living Artifact Workshop. Create an object
created in response to a question, prompt or person.
901 Edith SE. $30. 10am-1pm. 506-0820. alibi.com/v/4pwd.

ARTS & LIT
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STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Sanctuary: A Medieval Murder Mystery.
9813 Fourth Street NW. $10. 7:30pm. See 3/3 listing.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Company. 6320 Domingo NE.
$20-$22. 7:30pm. See 3/3 listing.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER She Stoops to Conquer.
4904 Fourth Street NW. $15-$25. 7:30pm. See 3/3 listing.

SONG & DANCE
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande NW.
8pm. See 3/3 listing.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Red Note. 1701 Fourth
Street SW. $20-$50. 8-10pm. See 3/3 listing.

LEARN
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Ukulele Workshop. Four-
time Grammy winner George Kahumoku Jr. teaches participants
the fundamentals of the lute instrument. 1025 Broadway SE.
2-3pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/4qbc.

SUNDAY MARCH 5
ART
STUDIO J CONTEMPORARY Latitude and Longitude Reception.
New abstract paintings by Linda Holland and Ann Hart Marquis
contemplating sense of place. Runs through 3/30. 6601 Fourth
Street NW. 4-7pm. (310) 666-1944. alibi.com/v/4pk3.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Sanctuary: A Medieval Murder Mystery.
9813 Fourth Street NW. $10. 7:30pm. See 3/3 listing.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Company. 6320 Domingo NE.
$20-$22. 2pm. See 3/3 listing.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER She Stoops to Conquer.
4904 Fourth Street NW. $15-$25. 7:30pm. See 3/3 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ELDORADO HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
Albuquerque Concert Band. Hear “Rhapsody in Blue” featuring
percussionist Melissa Harris on piano. Another wonderful piece,
“Londonderry Air,” features director John Sanks on Trombone.
11300 Montgomery NE. 3-4:30pm. alibi.com/v/4pvb.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco Guest Performance.
Authentic Spanish cuisine, beverages and flamenco performances
from world-class flamenco performers Adrian Santana, “La Popi”
and members of Yjastros. 800 Rio Grande NW. 6-8pm. 242-7600.
alibi.com/v/4oso.

LAS PUERTAS Chatter Sunday. James Shields, David Felberg,
Shanti Randall, James Holland and Conor Hanick perform
Bernstein’s “Sonata for Clarinet and Piano,” Penderecki’s “Clarinet
Quartet” and Schumann’s “Three Romances, Op 94.” 1512 First
Street NW. $5-$15. 10:30-11:30am. 234-4457. alibi.com/v/4prr.

TUESDAY MARCH 7
SONG & DANCE
SIDETRACK BREWERY Eat, Drink and Be Charitable. Raise
money for the New Mexico Cancer Center Foundation while
enjoying live music, brews and food. 413 Second Street SW.
2-5pm. alibi.com/v/4rby. See Event Horizon.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 8
WORDS
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER International Women’s
Day Poetry Celebration. Valerie Martinez, Ebony Isis Booth, Alysia
Coriz, Sarita Gonzalez and many more local poets perform in
celebration of the international holiday. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
7-9pm. 246-2261. alibi.com/v/4pwb.

ART
TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Art Fusion For A Cause. Artists
from all around the city collaborate to create original artwork.
118 Tulane SE. 7pm. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/4q0k.

SONG & DANCE
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Sixth Birthday Celebration.
Enjoy the jazzy elegant styles of vocalist Dianna Hughes and
pianist Jim Ahrend for a program featuring the music of Johnny
Mercer. 314 Lead SW. 12:05-1pm. 350-1530. alibi.com/v/4pru.

LEARN
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Arts Business Workshop: Intro
to Grant Proposal Research and Writing. Learn how to find avail-
able funds, determine if a funder is the right fit for you and your
organization and develop techniques to manage the steps required
to work with funders. 4121 Cutler NE. $50. 10:30am-2:30pm.
221-5168. alibi.com/v/4puo.

Compiled by Megan Reneau and Taylor Grabowsky. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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THIS IS ALBUQUERQUE

Albuquerque was ranked one of
2016's Most Fun Cities in
America.

ABQ was originally named “San
Francisco de Alburquerque,”
after the viceroy of New Spain,
Don Francisco, the Duke of
Alburquerque. 

In 1995, state legislature passed
a non-binding resolution to
restore the dropped r, but no
signs were ever changed.

SmartAsset.com named New
Mexico State Fair the 9th best in
the nation.

The first Bitcoin vending
machine in the US was installed
in ABQ's Imbibe cigar shop.

Vinepair.com listed Albuquerque
as one of the 6 Best New Beer
Cities.

New Mexico's gross state
product is $92 million.

Albuquerque boasts the highest
percentage of parkland in a US
metro area at 28%.

UNM was #7 for the Best Value
Graduate Engineering Programs.

The population of ABQ is 47%
Hispanic or Latino, 42% white,
5%  Native, 4% two or more
races, 3% African American and
3% Asian. The percentage of
foreign-born citizens was 10%

Average commute in the metro
area is 23.4 minutes.

The median household income in
Albuquerque is $47,413,
compared to $53,482 for the
entire US.

According to the Census Bureau,
20.4% of New Mexicans live
below the poverty line.

University of New Mexico Law
School was ranked 18th in the
nation by Abovethelaw.com.

New Mexico's Hispanic
millenneal population is the
highest in the nation at 52.9%.

Flipkey.com named ABQ as one
of the 10 Friendliest Cities in
America.

Wallethub.com ranked  ABQ as
the 22nd best place to have a
wedding.

Film productions spent $513.9
million on the procurement of
goods and services in New
Mexico between 2010 and 2014.

Nob Hill was recognized by the
American Planning Association
as one of the 2016 Great Places
in America.

The average age of an
Albuquerque metro resident is
38.7.

A NEW MILLENNIUM

AYURVEDIC
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CITY OF ABQ
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What was your first job?
Being a soldier in basic training! Wow! I

recommend that to any of our young teens fresh
out of high school! What a reality check! Taught
me a lot of life long values.

How did you get started in this
business?

I worked for a guy that did foam and fell in
love with the business.

Why did you choose this business?
I didn’t like roofing—it is a hard business to

do with the intense heat of New Mexico’s
summers—but I felt that installing insulated
roofs was important to our customers and not
enough energy saving contractors installing
these roofs were around back then.

What is your business philosophy?
Provide the best, longest-lasting roofs for

the best price possible. A roof that will be
trouble-free. Now who has ever heard of a
trouble-free flat roof? We have. We install them
all the time.

What is your educational background?
BS in psychology.

What is your company’s greatest
asset?

Our staff. They’re hard-working, dedicated
guys.

Why did you choose to do business in
Albuquerque?

Albuquerque is very well served with spray
foam roofs. The Phoenix area has more spray
foam roof installers than any other type of roof.
It’s a natural fit for our desert Southwest climate.

What motivates you to succeed
besides the desire to make money?

Making customers happy and satisfied. I
love visiting the customer a year after the install
and they tell me how not only did they have no
leaks but their home was so much warmer that
winter and so much cooler that summer. 

How is operating your own business
different than you expected?

The challenges: The economic climate, it’s
harder and more difficult to run a business
(we’ve had to advertise more than ever) and the
pressure to keep all our employees working.

What do you offer that the
competition doesn’t?

We provide insulated roofs. Our roofs are a
minimum of 1-1/2” thick! Ask the others how
thick their roofs are! Most other roofs are the
thickness of a dime! We also provide the longest
fully transferable warranties in the business. 

How do you maintain your competitive

Type of Business
Roofing

Year Established
2001

Owner
Rodney Rael

Business Address
4801 Lang NE

Business Phone
349-4475

Business Hours
Mon-Fri 8am-5pm

Website
millenniumsprayfoam.comedge?

By keeping our prices reasonable and our
quality the best. 

What do you think is the biggest
obstacle in operating a successful
business?

Economic challenges, keeping our
employees busy with plenty of work.

What are your growth goals?
No growth goals. We want to keep the

same size, to grow makes it difficult to control
quality.

What is your company’s greatest
challenge?

Maintaining zero money owed to all
creditors. By having no debt, we can afford to go
through slow times.

What contributions to the community
(charitable or otherwise) are you most
proud of?

Donating all the labor to San Antonio
Church in Questa. Questa is the town I was
raised in. So being asked to provide a full price
quote for the services you offer is big in a small
town like that. Then telling them we are doing 
$30,000 job for just the cost of materials made
them very grateful and it made us all feel good to
be part of this grand project.

How has the internet affected your
business and how do you think it might
affect your business in the future?

Before most people knew what spray foam
was, we were concerned about optimizing search
results to be number one in the spray foam
category. That was when there were many
companies competing. Now we are number one.
We are working on being number one on roofing
categories. We will get there. 

In what area of your business do you
invest the most energy?

Putting our name out in front of people so
they know about us. Networking, talking to lots
of people too.

What’s your favorite saying or
quotation?

Quality remains long after price is forgotten.

If you had a chance to live anyone else’s
life, whose life would it be?

What book are you currently reading or
what’s your favorite book?

Conversations with God, by Neale
Donald Walsh a NY Times best seller in the mid
1990’s.

Do you have a hero or mentor—
business or otherwise?

Denis Waitley and Jim Rohn. Both have
some great advice, as Waitley said “life is a
perception through the eyes of the beholder” in
other words “if the light is off inside of you—if
you are sick or depressed, the light is off in the
whole world, the whole world is sick and
depressed” So TURN THAT LIGHT ON
INSIDE OF YOU! Jim Rohn said, “If you don’t
have a plan for your life you’ll end up fitting into
someone else’s plan and chances are they don’t
have much planned for you.” 

If there is one thing about Albuquerque
or New Mexico that you could change,
what would it be?

Having more lakes and maybe a beach with
an ocean! Not just endless beach! 

What do you look for in prospective
employees?

Loyalty, discipline and hard workers.

What inspires you?
Visiting with new customers and learning

something new every day.

Three passions outside of work?
Lip synching or karaoke with the family.

Anything else you would like to add?
As I have developed my business, I have

seen how much people really appreciate when I,
the owner, talk with them and explain what’s
wrong with their roof or what is causing their
leak. Many are frustrated because they have just
gotten a new roof (less than 2 years old—and its
already leaking!) They want to have the
confidence that we  can solve their leaky roof.
a

T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E

A New Millennium 
Spray Foam Roofing

If you had to choose another career or
start another business what would it
be?

I haven’t given it much thought but if I
were to start another business it would have to be
something that has equal value to the customer
that no one else offers.

What words of wisdom would you offer
to someone starting their own
business?

Diligence. Don’t expect to be profitable the
first year. Buy as much as you can on a cash basis
without using credit. 

      Tori Ashley, she is goal driven, a hard worker, 
and determined to succeed. She is basically the 
female version of me, but with a greater capacity 
for love and craziness that I can’t seem to grasp. I 
would like todo a “Freaky Friday” exchange with 
her.

T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E
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Providing the ancient healing wisdom of

India, The Ayurvedic Institute has been a

leader in the field of Ayurvedic education

and treatment since 1984, under the

auspices of Vasant Lad. The Ayurvedic

Institute is one of the most well respected

schools of Ayurveda in the world, offering

seminars, week-long intensives and full-time

immersive education programs for students.

Our Panchakarma department provides

healing retreats. Our clinic gives

individualized healing consultations for mind,

body and spirit which incorporate herbs,

nutrition, Ayurvedic therapeutic cleansing

and more. Visit our store where you can pick

up books, massage oils, teas, Ayurvedic herbal

products and toiletries, gifts from India and

spiritual objects for your altar. Come spend a

weekend with us at a seminar for your own

personal enrichment or professional

education. Join us on the path of healing!

Low-Cost Community Clinic

Want to feel more calm and focused? Sleep

through the night? Have more energy or mental

clarity? Feel nourished? Come visit our clinic!

The Ayurvedic Center for Healing, Life and

Longevity provides low-cost Ayurvedic

consultations aimed at delivering simple,

practical and individually tailored solutions that

bring balance. Instructions in breathing

techniques, meditation, diet and lifestyle

practices as well as individualized herbal

preparations are available to our clients and our

The Ayurvedic Institute

community. Call us to book an appointment.

An Ancient Approach to Stress

Management

Our Panchakarma therapists offer sacred

Indian spa therapies to reduce stress and restore

balance. Our tenured practitioners impart

decades of expertise and compassionate healing.

Arrange a time to renew and rejuvenate with

time-honored Abhyanga massage and Shirodhara

therapy offered every Wednesday in our mini-

Panchakarma sessions or schedule a full five-day

healing retreat. 

Heart-Centered Education that Works

with your Schedule

Interested in learning Ayurveda? The

Ayurvedic Institute has many offerings to fit both

busy lives and people ready to dedicate a chunk of time to learning. For example, we have weekend

seminars and weeklong intensives where you can sit with Vasant Lad, Ayurvedic Physician, in Vedic-

style education and delve into healing in a focused way. We have webinars and a free online video

library, all of which you can access from home. For those who want to practice Ayurveda professionally,

we offer intensive one and two year certificate programs at our Albuquerque campus. Our sacred

approach will give you new tools to incorporate into your personal or professional practice. Our

seminars and intensives meet the requirements for many health-related professional organizations and

include a certificate of participation for your wall. 

Connect With Us

We are here to answer your questions. Please call or stop by Monday through Friday, 9am-6pm

and get more information about our offerings. Schedule a tour, take a brochure, have some tea. 

Spring Open House, Saturday, April 8

Join us Saturday, April 8, from 11am to 4pm for our Spring Open House! During the event you

can take a tour of our campus, receive a free pulse analysis and attend a lecture with Vasant Lad. Our

faculty and staff members will be available to chat and you can even connect with local Ayurvedic

practitioners. Tea and light snacks are provided. Stop by and say hello! a

Year Established

1984

Business Address

11311 Menaul Blvd NE

Business Phone

(505) 291-9698

Website

ayurveda.com

Number of Employees

60



Owner
Permanent Makeup by Candice

Business Address
2910 San Mateo NE

Business Phone
505-217-5508

Business Email
permanentmakeup.candice@gmail.com

Website
instagram.com/pmu_by_candice

How did you get started in this business?
I studied skincare in Atlanta, Ga. and waxing was my favorite subject in school. Later on I lived

in San Diego and waxed at the beach. 

Why did you choose this business?
I chose this business because I am a very good waxer, and I am great with people. I wanted to

create a business to make women feel comfortable and confident with my staff and my waxers. 

Brazilian Waxing Boutique 
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Type of Business
Waxing Salon

Year Established
2008

Owner
Jennifer Chavez 

Age
36

Business Address
2910 San Mateo, Suite 3

Business Phone
(505) 217-5508

Website
www.brazilianwaxingboutique.com

Number of Employees
14

What is your company’s greatest asset?
My staff! I have the best staff. Some of my

waxers have been with us for eight years, and
they’ve become more like family. 

Why did you choose to do business in
Albuquerque?

I moved here from California for my
husband, and when I opened my business it
boomed! So we stayed in New Mexico and
expanded our business in Albuquerque and Santa
Fe. 

What motivates you to succeed besides
the desire to make money?

I want to succeed in business for my
daughter. She is the driving force to my success.
Everything I do, I do it for her. 

What successes in the past year are you
most proud of accomplishing?

I got certified in Xtreme Eyelash Extensions.
We now offer them at our Albuquerque and
Santa Fe locations.

What is your company’s greatest
challenge?

Winter! Our winter months can be brutal.
Waxing of course is very seasonal. 

What contributions to the community
(charitable or otherwise) are you most
proud of?

Brazilian Waxing Boutique donates to
Biliary Atresia Awareness Foundation. This
foundation is close to my heart, since my

1. How did you get started in this business?
I started off as a freelance makeup artist in

2007, then received my esthetician license shortly
after. From there I began my career in skin care as
lead esthetician at Brazilian Waxing Boutique. In
2013, I decided to further my career and branch out
into permanent makeup.

2. Why did you choose this business?
I’ve always had a passion for makeup, skin

care, beauty,and glam. So, I decided to make a
career out of it! Helping other women look and feel
their best is very rewarding.

3. Do you have a hero or mentor-business or
otherwise?

I’ve always admired my mother and father’s
work ethic. They have always worked exceptionally
hard and have inspired me to do the same. I’ve also
learned a lot from Jennifer Chavez (owner of
Brazilian Waxing Boutique). She is an excellent
businesswoman and leader. She has definitely
helped me in pursuing my goals in the beauty field.

4. What is permanent makeup? 
Permanent makeup, or micropigmentation, is

a cosmetic tattoo. Pigment is placed into the dermal
layer of the skin with a tattoo machine or manual
hand tool to enhance facial features such as
eyebrows, eyes and lips.

5. Who can benefit from permanent
makeup?

Really, anyone! Especially if you have a busy
lifestyle and do not have the time or patience to
apply makeup every single day.

6. What do people ask for the most?
Definitely eyebrows! Brows tend to thin over

time with age or over tweezing, causing many

women to fill them in
every day. Brows frame
the face so they are an
important feature for a
lot of people. I can
help to enhance the
brow shape with a solid tattoo fill-in or with the
microblading method.

7. What is microblading?
Microblading is another form of permanent

makeup, using a tiny blade and semi-permanent
pigment to implant hair-like strokes into the skin.
The microblading method creates a very natural
looking brow. It’s really popular right now!

8. What other services do you offer?
Aside from permanent makeup I also offer

eyelash extensions, dermaplaning, Kelly Baker Brow
makeovers and full-body waxing at the boutique. a

T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E

Permanent Makeup by Candice

daughter is battling this horrible childhood liver
disease. 

What kind of wax do you use? 
Brazilian Waxing Boutique manufactures

our own wax imported from Italy. It’s a blend that
moisturizes the skin and has essential oils. a
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WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S
GREATEST ASSETS?

Our employees and the relationships they
have with our customers, as well as high quality
of local and organic products.

WHAT SIGNIFICANT CHANGES HAVE
YOU IMPLEMENTED LATELY?

We have expanded our catering menu to
offer services to any size party and meet any
menu request. The café is also available for
private parties in the evenings and weekends.

WHAT SUCCESSES IN THE PAST YEAR
ARE YOU MOST PROUD of?

We celebrated our fifth anniversary in June
and we have increased our outside patio seating.
We also catered several private dinners at the
café. 

WHAT DO YOU OFFER THAT THE
COMPETITION DOESN’T?

We can make any item on our menu
gluten-free, even our baked goods. Our food is
clean—no additives or chemicals. We also have
a beautiful dog-friendly patio for warmer
months.

WHAT IS YOUR COMPANY’S
GREATEST CHALLENGE?

It’s a challenge to be a small business
Downtown even though we love our location
and many of us live close to the café. 

WHAT’S IN THE FUTURE FOR CAFÉ
LUSH?

We’ll be expanding our menu to include
smoked meats, cheeses and vegetable options
sometime this summer. a

Business Address
700 Tijeras NW

Business Phone
(505) 508-0164

Website
cafelushabq.com

Café Lush
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What was your first job?
It was working with my Auntie Theresa

and Godmother Auntie Rachel at my aunt’s
landscaping business. It was a summer job. I was
12. I used to love to answer the phones and take
orders as well as keep everything organized.

How did you get started in this
business?

I come from a large family, so cooking for
an obscene number of people has never been
terribly intimidating. 

Why did you choose this business?
I have always loved to cook and bake. I

never dreamed that I would have a downtown
location. This is a dream come true.

What is your business philosophy?
Affordable, nutritious, edible art. 

What is your educational background?
I have an associate’s in Business

Management.

What is your or your company’s
greatest asset?

My employees; they are working hard daily
to promote my dream. 

Why did you choose to do business in
Albuquerque?

I love Albuquerque. Albuquerque is home.
We travel with our food truck, but I love my
business location in the heart of the city. 

What motivates you to succeed
besides the desire to make money?

I want to succeed to show my family that I
can make it. My son looks up to my a lot and I
just want to make him proud.

How is operating your own business
different than you expected?

It doesn’t stop. Just when you think it can’t
get any worse, it somehow does. 

What significant changes have you
implemented recently?

Business Address
400 Gold SW

Business Phone
(505) 339-6674

Business Hours
Mon-Fri 8:00am-2:00pm and
Sat 9:30am-1:30pm.

Conchitas Creations

We are always expanding our menu. Our
newest item is the Fajita plate. It has been super
popular this week.

What successes in the past year are you
most proud of accomplishing?

I can’t wait until we start to jar our salsa, but
I am happy to have a large space with local art in
the heart of downtown. We are growing and
always looking for new ways to help the
community at large.

What do you offer that the competition
doesn’t?

Fresh items, healthy portions and great
pricing.

How do you maintain your competitive
edge?

We are always experimenting in the
kitchen.

How would you define your position
within the marketplace or within your
market segment?

I feel that we have a good place. We started
as a food truck so we still have different events
with our truck, plus we offer catering. 

What do you think is the biggest
obstacle in operating a successful
business?

Myself. I feel like I am always second
guessing myself, but it is hard to have the “right”
answer. It gets expensive having to experiment
with new hours.

What was your biggest missed
opportunity?

Offering free delivery to surrounding
businesses sooner.

What are your growth goals?
I would love to move to an event center.

What is your company’s greatest
challenge?

Right now our biggest challenge is exposure.
We have a great location downtown
Albuquerque, but no one knows that we are there

T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E

or open. We tried expanding our hours to
Saturday, but business has been terrible. I hope
the change in seasons will bring a new clientele
to the restaurant. 

What contributions to the community
(charitable or otherwise) are you most
proud of?

We have done 4 Free burrito days where we

offered free basic burritos in exchange for
donations for the less fortunate community in
Albuquerque. We feed lots of people from
catering left overs to food truck extras. 

How has the Internet affected your
business and how do you think it might
affect your business in the future?

The food truck was stolen last May and
within a few hours the story of our missing truck
went viral. The truck was found a few days later
by APD. It was a crazy week! 

What words of wisdom would you offer
to someone starting their own
business? 

Breathe. a
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1. What is your business philosophy?
Over the years, it’s really fine-tuned itself into one thing:

community. Sure, we’re retail, but to prioritize the best interest of the
community over all else is how to establish ourselves on a base of
integrity. Do what you can to nurture the needs of your customers, and
it will build itself successfully.

2. Why did you choose to do business in Albuquerque?
I’ve been here my whole life, and over many, many years, I’ve

experienced a wide variety of video game stores that have come and
gone. Some I’ve worked at, some I’ve shopped at, but they’ve all left an
impact on me. I figure that if I could have such great experiences in
Albuquerque with shops that have meant so much, why not continue
the tradition to provide that to others who are here?

3. What motivates you to succeed besides the desire to
make money?

Money, while important to make sure that I’m able to sustain,
isn’t my motivation. I don’t need to be rich to be happy, and if money
were no issue, this is still what I’d be doing. The most important thing
is that I love what I do. I have loved this industry my whole life, and to
participate in people’s experience with it is my favorite thing to do.

4. What do you offer that the competition doesn’t?
A store is just a store until it has someone to run it with their

entire heart, and I will gladly say that this is a store that is run entirely
on passion. While the last thing I’m ever going to do is badmouth
another business, we have been fortunate enough to be at the
epicenter of our gaming community, to draw people in to our
personality and experience, and to allow people’s interests and horizons
to grow in a natural and effective manner

5. What was your biggest missed opportunity?
On a personal level? Working for Nintendo. I mean, it’s not to say

it’s not in the cards someday, but not too long into this business
venture I had the opportunity to take a job up in Redmond. With my
business as a fledgling endeavor, I couldn’t abandon it so quickly,
because there was just so much more waiting to happen. As it
continued to grow, I realized how much work I had put in and decided
to keep it going. Someday, I’d still like that opportunity, but right now,
I’m still watering my own garden.

Type of Business
Video Game Retail

Year Established
2003

Owner
Jon Sakura

Age
36

Hometown
Albuquerque

Business Address
1512 Wyoming NE, Suite C

Business Phone
(505) 332-0717

Business Email
jsakura@garetro.com

Website
www.garetro.com

Number of Employees
6

8. What’s your favorite saying or quotation?
“On my business card, I am a corporate president. In

my mind, I am a game developer. But in my heart, I am a
gamer.”

Satoru Iwata

9. If there is one thing about Albuquerque or
New Mexico that you could change, what would
it be?

I couldn’t change this city. The city is what it is. I
couldn’t change the people, as they are who they are, and
they do what they feel they need to. This is a beautiful place
to live, and I am in a position where there are uphill battles
to fight, and I couldn’t possibly blame the people or city for
that, but I can choose to do everything in my power to make
this city—and the people’s experience—better. If I can’t
change anything outside of myself, I will change how much I
put into everything around me. a

6. In what area of your business do you invest the most
energy?

Keeping the gears turning. As I’ve gotten older, I’ve found that
there is no greater joy than keeping everything running under the
hood so that people can come in an experience a seamless experience
from retail to enjoyment. Community management is probably what I
focus on the most, so I try to keep on top of communication, art assets
and miscellaneous merchandise that celebrates the community as a
whole.

7. What words of wisdom would you offer to someone
starting their own business?

It will be hard. It will take everything you’ve got. If you believe in
it, however, it will be worth every last bit of your soul that you pour
into it. There are a lot of technical things to consider to keep your
ducks in a row, but if you nurture your shop with integrity and love, it
will come back. What is most important is to see what works, but to
make it your own. If you want to succeed, you can’t simply copy. What
you copy is already out there. Offer an experience that cannot be
found anywhere else.

T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E
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Instituto Cervantes of Albuquerque
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Type of Business
Language School

Year Established
1991

Owner
Spanish Government

Age
All Ages

Hometown
Spain

Business Address
1701 Fourth Street SW

Business Phone
505-724-4777

Business Email
adxabq@cervantes.es

Website
albuquerque.cervantes.es

Number of Employees
20

Hello, do you speak Spanish?
Whether you want to learn Spanish or

improve your Spanish skills, you have come to
the right place! We offer exciting classes at
different days and times to fit your schedule. You
can find all the information online or you can
come to our office at the National Hispanic
Cultural Center. We would be more than happy
to help you get started.

What is your company’s greatest
asset?

Our international staff and location. We
have teachers from Latin America and Spain that
are trained to teach Spanish as a second
language. We are housed by the National
Hispanic Cultural Center and are also offerring
classes in Northeast Heights and Santa Fe. We
work together to offer a program that includes
events in Spanish. Our classes are 100% in
Spanish, our students are immersed in the
language from beginning to advanced levels.

What are your strongest business
traits?

We are an international non-profit
organization founded by the Spanish
government. We are the largest institution
dedicated to teaching Spanish in the world. We
offer a wide variety of Spanish classes for
Albuquerque residents, teachers of Spanish,
businesses and schools all year round. We also
offer a Spanish camp in July for children ages 6-
12.

Why did you choose to do business in
Albuquerque?

Instituto Cervantes has over 80 centers in
the world. In the US there are centers in
Chicago, New York, Seattle, Boston and
Albuquerque. This (Albuquerque) center was
opened in 2002 thanks to the relationship
between New Mexico and Spain.

What motivates you to succeed besides
the desire to make money?

There are 41 million native Spanish
speakers in the US plus 11.6 million who are
bilingual. New Mexico is at the top with 47% of
Spanish speakers. We want to keep teaching
Spanish, now considered the second most
important language on Earth after English.

What successes in the past year are you
most proud of accomplishing?

Instituto Cervantes of Albuquerque has
over 50 associated centers in Mexico, Central
America and the Caribbean. We also have a
Spanish immersion program for high schools. So
far we have brought more than 500 students from
Canada to learn Spanish. We organized the only
Latino Film Festival, ¡Cine Magnifico!, and
brought filmmakers from Cuba, Guatemala,
Mexico and New Mexico.

What do you offer that the competition
doesn’t?

Instituto Cervantes offers Spanish language
classes of all levels as well as special courses for
business, medical and law professionals, children
and teachers and cultural enrichment courses for
those who enjoy cinema, literature, music and art
of the Spanish-speaking world.

How do you maintain your competitive
edge?

Our classes are 100% in Spanish and no
more than 12 students per class. The curriculum
is based on the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching and
Assessment. Our teachers are native, our classes
are small and we also organize cultural events to
complement our Spanish classes. We train our
teachers to keep up with the developments in the
teaching of a second languages.

How would you define your position
within the marketplace or within your
market segment?

Instituto Cervantes is a pioneer in teaching
Spanish language, we also have the only Spanish
Diploma (DELE: Diploma of Spanish as a Second
Language) in the world supported by the Spanish
Government.

What are your growth goals?
We have a school program that we launched

a couple of weeks ago. We would like to be able
to work with Albuquerque schools to help
children to become bilingual.

What is your company’s greatest
challenge?

We are working to offer classes in different
parts of the city and State

What contributions to the community
(charitable or otherwise) are you most
proud of?

We offer free, public events all year round.
We offer film series, teacher workshops, concerts,
etc. and also partner with local nonprofit
organizations that share our same goals.

How has the internet affected your
business and how do you think it might
affect it in the future?

The internet has changed the world and it
will continue to do so. Information is more
accessible to our clients and they can look for us
and find all the information they need.

In what area of your business do you
invest the most energy?

Spanish classes and cultural events.

If there is one thing about Albuquerque
or New Mexico that you could change,

what would it be?
It would be great to have a central park

where people can go and spend time.

What do you look for in prospective
employees?

All of our employees are bilingual. a
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Business Address

Business Phone

Website
www.igcri.or

Email
agent.fermi@gmail.com

g

Intergalactic Cultural
Relations Institute

PO Box 27711
87125

 505-255-3519

The InterGalactic Cultural Relations Institute was 
founded in October 2015 in Albuquerque, NM, USA 
Earth, Milky Way Galaxy. The purpose of the institute is 
to ponder the role of arts and culture in future inter-
planetary diplomatic relations. The founding of the 
institute was inspired by the over 20 year development 
of Spaceport America in south central New Mexico. 
“When I �rst learned about the Spaceport being the 
�rst commercial �ight facility for humans to leave Earth, 
I wondered if it might also be the �rstfacility that would 
welcome extraterrestrials to this planet,” states the 
IGCRI Primary-CoFounder, Agent Fermi.
The “think-tank” organization explores this idea, with two purposes – one to give artist a 
safe space to communicate and share their ideas about creating art for and inspired by an 
alien audience, and two, to explore terrestrial cultural policy initiatives that allow artists 
better access to outer space research and exploration opportunities. “Obviously because 
we don’t know much about “them” or if they even exist, the inquiry forces people to look 
deep within themselves to �nd answers to the questions about why humans are creative, 
who they create for and what value creativity has – especially on this planet, right now.”

GCRI Logo design by Maggie Macnabb, © Maggie Macnabb and IGCRI 2016  Photo Credit Tim March, © Tim March Photography

Since its formation, the institute has held gatherings and 
talks about “creating galacticly”, has celebrated ExtraTrerres-
trial Culture Day (as designated by the New Mexico Legisla-
ture in 2003) and World Contact Day, every March 15th and 
is currently producing an intergalactic inspire temporary 
public art project called the InterGalactic Ambassadors 
Project. During World Contact Week 2017 (March 15-18) the 
�rst ever InterGalactic Ambassadors Assembly will take 
place at the Anderson Abruzzo Albuquerque International 
Balloon Museum to celebrate the role of cultural ambassa-
dors to and from other galaxies. “This art project has 
pushed artists from ages 9 to 75 to explore the idea of what 
symbols, colors, forms and messages would provide an 
open and welcoming message for interplanetary diplo-
macy.
For more details about the InterGalactic Cultural Relations 
Institute and the upcoming events at the Balloon Museum 
in mid-March, please visit the institute’s web site at 
www.igcri.org.  a
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I was the co-founder of a popular New Mexico-based
software company called HoldMyTicket.com which I
spent seven fun-filled years building from nothing into
something very special. I sold my part of this company to
my co-founding partner in late 2014 to pursue other
interests. After cashing in on HoldMyTicket, I took my
family on a year-long cross-country RV trip which was
amazing. However, I’m now back in Albuquerque,
starting over, and carving out a new niche for myself.

Type of Business
Chevrolet Car Sales, Sustainability
Consulting, Residential/Commercial
Solar Power, Chevy VOLT/BOLT
Specialist

Year Established
2014

Owner
Jeremy McCollum

Business Phone
505-934-9988

Business Email
mccollumglobal@gmail.com

Website
mccollumglobal.com

Number of Employees
1

McCollum Global, LLC

I work with Galles Chevrolet in Albuquerque specializing in
Chevrolet’s amazing new high-tech electric vehicles, the VOLT and
the BOLT. I am passionate about technology and sustainability, and my
objective is to educate people on electric cars, get people excited about
them and ultimately get more people on New Mexico’s roads driving
them! If you have not driven one of these vehicles, you need to do
yourself a favor and take a test drive. When I drove my VOLT for the
first time, I was amazed by the incredible and unique driving
experience with no transmission and completely quiet electric
operation, both in-town and on the highway. Electric vehicles are also
very quick and responsive with surprising power, defying the misguided
notion that electric cars are notoriously “slow” and “unreliable.”

I believe that within 10 years the majority of new cars sold will
either be electric or hybrid. Solar power and renewable energy are our
future and they go hand-in-hand with electric vehicles. Working with
EVs led me to get involved in solar, and I’m currently also offering free
solar consultations. Most people don’t realize that a home solar system
can be purchased for less than the cost of their electric bill and can be
paid off in short order.

I’m interested in developing long-term relationships and helping
people purchase a car that really suits their needs rather than just
making a “quick sale.” I am not a high-pressure sales guy and I want
people to feel good about a purchase so that in the future they will
come back and send their friends. In fact, I’m offering a $100 referral
to anyone who sends me a car buyer. 

Of course, many of Chevy’s gas cars are now approaching 40 mpg.
And even though I have focused my efforts on Chevy’s EVs and
hybrids, I am also more than happy to help get a customer into a
Malibu or Spark, or a Tahoe or Silverado truck, or any other type of
automobile that suits their needs.

My cell phone number is (505) 934-9988. Let me know if you
have any questions or if I can help you out in any way. a

Photo: Henrdix McCollum

Serving environmentally-conscious customers throughout central New Mexico

-Jeremy McCollum
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How did you get started in this
business?

It was my first job out of high school in
1986. We were the largest volume record store in
the Philadelphia area and a national top 100
billboard magazine reporting store. I love music
and it was the most fun job I ever had.

Why did you go back to this owning
this business?

It was my passion and I always thought that
a record store would be my rocking chair after
raising my family.

What is your business philosophy?
Provide cool affordable music to the masses.

What separates you from your
competition?

My number one customer needs to be the
kids. In order to do so, I’m attempting to drive
prices down to where buying a few records
doesn’t wipe out your paycheck. If the vinyl
industry is to thrive and survive the kids have to
be part of the plan. I have nothing against the
collectors, but they are not my first priority.

What is your company’s greatest asset?
Customer service. Currently the bulk of our

sales are in the used market which has its
limitations with availability of titles. When
we’re out of stock on items we do our best to log
our customers’ wish lists, and notify them if and
when we find what they’re looking for.

What are your short-term growth
goals?

Open a westside store and then a Santa Fe
store to maximize our ability to purchase all
available used vinyl from the public.

Type of Business
Record store

Year Established
2016

Owner
George Dilks

Age
49

Hometown
Gloucester City, New Jersey

Business Address
3025 Central NE

Business Phone
505-369-1159

Business Email
myvinyloffer@gmail.com

Website
myvinyloffer.com

Number of Employees
3

What are your long-term growth goals?
Once we have 3 stores we would like to expand and become a

secondary distributor to all of the mom and pop stores in the
southwest that offers twice a week deliveries to all major cities.

What’s your biggest challenge?
Restocking the best titles. The highly sought after titles move

fast so an aggressive restocking plan has to be a priority and has been
successful so far.

How can your company innovate?
We are looking into starting a vinyl recycling program. There’s a

lot of crappy vinyl out there and it seems that recycling and providing
the vinyl to the manufacturers would have its benefits. The current
problem with new vinyl is the cost of it. Recycling seems to be the
best way to bring that down. a
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NEW MEXICO IN FOCUS 
Involved, Informed, In Depth.

NEW MEXICO IN FOCUS is New Mexico 

PBS’s news magazine show covering the 

events, issues, and people shaping life in 

New Mexico and the Southwest.

Hosted by Gene Grant, NEW MEXICO 

IN FOCUS gives a critical voice to not 

only journalists, authors, policymakers 

and scientists, but also everyday New 

Mexicans who are often left out of 

important conversations. Together,  

these voices provide context, identify 

solutions to long-standing problems,  

and help people understand how 

decisions in the state are made. 

“What we try to do each and every 

week is explain why things are the 

way they are, and then give people a 

clear and concise understanding of 

what they can do to make a positive 

contribution on the local community.”

  – Gene Grant, host

“You really help me understand the 

issues in New Mexico. Gene Grant 

always handles the panel so well and 

is respectful but does stay on topic.” 

  – Harry L., Albuquerque

WATCH NEW MEXICO IN FOCUS 

Fridays at 7 p.m. and Sundays at 7 a.m. 

on New Mexico PBS Channel 5.1

Saturdays at 5 p.m. on New Mexico PBS 

Channel 9.1

WATCH PAST EPISODES AT: 
NewMexicoInFocus.org

ENGAGE WITH US ONLINE!

Twitter: @NMInFocus

Facebook.com/nminfocus

Youtube.com/nminfocus

Medium.com/@nminfocus
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Business Address
201 Third Street NW, Ste 1340

Business Phone
(505) 998-1500

Website
Peacocklaw.com  

Peacock Myers Law
Intellectural Property•

Patents, Trademarks & Copyrights•

Licensing & Technology Commercialization•

Biotechnology &FDA Law•

Computer & Internet fLaw•

Art & Entertainment Law•

Trade Secrets & Policies•

Intellectual Property & Comercial Litigation•

Corporate & Commercial Transactions•

Venture Capital & Due Diligence•
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1. How did you get started in
this business?

After opening his first restaurants in
Chicago—and with 30 years of
experience in the pizza business—Hass
moved to Albuquerque and opened Pizza
9 at the Gibson store (5305 Gibson SE)
with his business partner, Rod. In January
2010 they incorporated Pizza 9 and
franchise opportunities are now available
in New Mexico and its surrounding states.
There are currently 24 Pizza 9s that are
open for business!

2. What is your business
philosophy?

The customer should always leave
with a smile. It is important to
understand that every customer’s needs
are different, and we are here to make
them all happy. Our customers are our
greatest asset. They love our food and
come back often. They also spread the
word to their friends and family so they
can experience our quality food and
service. We love leaving our customers
with a smile on their face and a full belly.
We’re motivated by that.

3. What significant changes
have you implemented recently?

We are constantly changing and
growing. Our goal is to expand
throughout New Mexico. While we are
very appreciative of being voted Best
Pizza Delivery for four consecutive years,
we also want to be your dine-in
destination! Many of our stores have
expanded their dining rooms. Our new
location in Gallup, N.M. even has a
glow-in-the-dark mini golf course in it!

Type of Business
Pizza Restaurant & More!

Year Established
2008

Owners
Hass Aslami and Rod Etemadi

Business Address
Various locations

Business Phone
505-764-3780

Business Email
contactus@pizzanine.com

Website
pizzanine.com

Number of Employees
500+

Pizza 9

4. What successes in the past
year are you most proud of
accomplishing?

We are extremely happy to continue
our expansion. We have a few more stores
under our belt than we had last year ...
and even more coming in the future. We
have even expanded across state lines to
Amarillo, Texas, Oklahoma City, Okla.
and even fabulous Las Vegas, Nev.! We
will have locations opening soon in El
Paso and Dallas, Texas. We are really
excited to deliver delicious pizza (and
more!) to even more homes and provide a
fun and comforable space for our dine-in
and carry-out customers.

5. What do you offer that the
competition doesn’t?

Fresh ingredients, and we make our
dough fresh daily! We have a variety of
options on our menu, including Chicago-
style pizza, garden and specialty salads
made fresh each day, calzones, pizza rolls,
hot sandwiches, pastas, soups and amazing
desserts. We also have gluten-free pizza
and other gluten-free products.

6. What was your best business
decision?

The decision to franchise and create
opportunities for families to own their
own businesses was our best decision. We
are excited to continue expanding
throughout the beautiful state of New
Mexico and beyond.

7. What contributions to the
community (charitable or
otherwise) are you most proud
of?

We want to get as involved as
possible in the community, and we have
contributed to many organizations in the
area. This past year we have increased our
donations. In 2016 we donated over
$25,000. Currently, we support Folds of
Honor, which is an organization that
provides educational scholarships to the
spouses and children of those killed or
injured while serving our nation. $1 from
each sale of our loaded breadsticks goes to
support Folds of Honor. We also make it
our mission to help locally in our
communities wherever and whenever
possible. We’ve hosted many fundraisers
for the families of fallen officers and we
are proud that we can provide an outlet
for our wonderful customers to show their
support for the law enforcement
community. We also love holding
fundraisers for local groups, clubs, teams,
etc. We are now offering an exciting

fundraising program that you won’t find
anywhere else in the Albuquerque area.

8. How has the internet affected
your business and how do you
think it might affect your
business in the future?

Our website, pizzanine.com, gives
information on our business and locations
and provides a menu for our customers
and an opportunity to order online. Social
media also helps us connect with our fans.
We love to hear feedback from our
customers and try to implement it to
improve their experience.

9. What do you look for in
prospective employees?

We look for a positive, upbeat and
professional attitude. We also look for a
clean driving record for our drivers. P.S.
must love pizza!a
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Nancy Langer, Managing Co-Owner.
Founded Red Rock Roasters in 1993
with husband David in their
converted barn in Corrales. Their
daughter, Rachel, is Coffee Director. 

What is your business philosophy?
Creating a business that we can be proud of.
For us, that means taking care of everyone
along the supply chain: our coffee producers,
our employees, and of course our customers.

What is your company’s greatest asset?
The people! Our employees are truly like
family to us. We’re so lucky to have their
creativity and commitment.

What are your strongest business traits?
Perseverance. That’s what it takes to make
it as a small business in what is, frankly, a
challenging local economy. 
Also, transparency is something that not
every coffee company has. We let people
into our factory, and share knowledge about
various aspects of our business with both our
customers and the public. We survive and
grow because we keep up with the industry,
but also respect hundreds of years of
European and Middle Eastern coffee
tradition.

Why did you choose to do business in
Albuquerque?
We fell in love with the Land of
Enchantment: with the outdoors and with

Type of Business
Coffee Roaster

Year Established
1993

Business Address
4801 Jefferson NE

Business Phone
505-883-1175

Website
www.RedRockRoasters.com

Red Rock Roasters

the people! Burqueños are so down-to-Earth
and genuine. There's such an appetite for
craft coffee, yet with so little snobbishness,
and that's so endearing and refreshing.

What motivates you to succeed besides the
desire to make money?
To create a sustainable business that can
endure for all involved. Creating a
livelihood that provide jobs to New Mexico
is not a minor part of what we do. It makes
me happy.
The other thing that gets me up in the
morning is the challenge. The industry keeps
changing. Coffee is getting better and better.
Striving to be the best when your
competition is also improving is very
rewarding.

What successes in the past year are you the
most proud of accomplishing?
We are pleased with our new sales growth in
an increasingly competitive market. This
shows that our brand is resonating with
people. It indicates increased recognition of
our quality among customers and peers.
We’ve begun to approach coffee roasting
with a much more data- and evidence-based
approach, marrying the craft with the
science. Experience has taught us so much,
but it’s important to read new studies as they
come out. 
We became founding members of the New
Mexico Coffee Association. Elevating New
Mexico’s coffee culture has always been part
of our mission, and if that means working

and sharing knowledge our competitors, then
we’re happy to do it.

What significant changes have you
implemented recently?
Our new cupping lab brings the wine tasting
experience to coffee. For many years we had
no venue for showing off the best we can do.
This new, bright, inviting space allows us to
continue the coffee conversation with our
customers.

What do you offer that the competition
doesn’t?
Coffee crafted through generations of
knowledge. You can’t be a craft roaster if you
don’t have experience.
People are buying really bad green coffee and
roasting it badly and they don’t even know it
because they don’t have the cupping skills.
That is why educating the customer is so
important to us. And that’s why we have
succeeded.

What was your best business decision?
For a business established in 1993, the hard
part is keeping yourself open to new ideas.
We hire people with good ideas and we
listen. 

What is your company’s greatest challenge?
Differentiating ourselves in the marketplace.
As a wholesaler, some of our customers don’t
know when they are drinking our coffee.
And our biggest daily frustration is that we
can’t control how the coffee is ultimately

brewed, even with a training program in
place. If you just roast for your own cafe, you
get to control everything.

What contributions to the community
(charitable or otherwise) are you most
proud of? 
We donate 10% of our profits to local and
coffeeland charities—you can see which
ones on our website. Creating jobs with a
living wage and benefits is very important to
us.

Anything else you’d like to add?
We invite everyone to come by and see what
we are doing at our cupping lab. Ask all the
coffee questions you were afraid to ask a
barista! We always have a free brewed
sample of whatever’s fresh and exciting. a
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How did you get started in this
business? 

RGHC was founded after researching
alternative treatment options for family
members battling breast cancer. Wendy decided
to try CBD products for her own Pituitary tumor
and thyroid tumors and found her MRI results
showed the tumors to be gone after 6 months
using CBD.

Why did you choose this business? 
We chose this business because we believed

in its wellness benefits.

What is your business philosophy? 
Never give up, and always look for ways to

make things better in the world.

What is your educational background? 
Wendy has 17 years as Respiratory Care

Practitioner in various roles in the medical field.
Pam has 19 years as a business owner. Both
owners have several years in the CBD and

Owners
Wendy J. Linscott, CEO and Pamela
Stahnke, COO

Business Address
3621 Wyoming NE

Business Phone

Rio Grande Hemp Company

What are your strongest business
traits? 

Our strongest business traits are our
compassion and education on benefits of CBD
Hemp and medical cannabis as alternatives
treatment options for many medical conditions.

Why did you choose to do business in
Albuquerque? 

We are both Albuquerque residents and
involved in the CBD Hemp and medical
cannabis industry in New Mexico. We found
there was a need for greater access to CBD Hemp
products, so we opened shop in the Heights to
meet the demand for access in that demographic
area.

What motivates you to succeed besides
the desire to make money? 

We are motivated daily by the positive
testimonials, feedback, reviews and comments
patients and professionals in the medical field
provide us.

What significant changes have you
implemented recently? 

We have added more medical and science
professionals to our team of affiliates.

What successes in the past year are you
most proud of accomplishing? 

We are proud of formulating safe Full
Spectrum CBD Hemp vape products with natural
botanical Terpene profiles exclusively at RGHC
which were not available in New Mexico prior to
our product launch.

What do you offer that the competition
doesn’t? 

Although other CBD companies offer a
variety of great products, we can only speak to
our products backed by science. 

How do you maintain your competitive
edge? 

We take pride in knowing our products from
soil-to-sale; our own brand product formulations
meet the highest standards with constant new
product developments in progress.

How would you define your position
within the marketplace or within your
market segment? 

We are proud to share the market with
other CBD Hemp businesses; in fact, we carry
several other company products that we believe
in, based on the science behind the product.

What was your best business decision? 
Our best business decision was to build

alliances with other local New Mexico businesses
in the industry to create a solid, supportive CBD
Hemp community for patients.

What are your growth goals? 
We have many growth goals, but mainly we

would like to see everyone knowledgeable about
CBD Hemp and medical cannabis benefits, so

people know there are other options for their
wellness goals.

What contributions to the community
(charitable or otherwise) are you most
proud of? 

RGHC is involved in and supports many
community events. 

In what area of your business do you
invest the most energy? 

Most of our energy is directed at education
and product development to achieve the highest
quality and best results in a variety of products.

What words of wisdom would you offer
to someone starting their own
business? 

Love what you do, and do what you love.

What’s your favorite saying or
quotation? 

Never give up, and always find gratitude in
everything.

If there is one thing about Albuquerque
or New Mexico that you could change,
what would it be?

Legalize Agricultural Hemp grows for New
Mexico so we don’t have to purchase out of state.

What inspires you? 
The results people get from our products

and education is what inspires us the most.

Anything else you would like to add? 
We are grateful for all the great business

relationships and alliances we have developed
since we have been in the industry. We also
cannot thank our family, friends, referral sources,
community affiliates and patients and customers
enough for the support and positivity that drives
us to bring the best science and gratitude we can.
a
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(505) 369-1060

Web Site
RioGrandeHempCompany.com

Medical Cannabis industry.
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Type of Business
Catering Service

Year Established
1999

Business Phone
(505) 848-7182

Business Email
adinamora@kmssa.com

Website
abqbiopark.com

Who We Are
We are a full-fledged catering service. We

manage all of the restaurants on property at the
ABQ BioPark, from the Cottonwood Cafe at
the zoo to the Shark Reef Cafe at the
aquarium, we have something for everyone,
young and old.

What We Do
Our custom menus are just the beginning

of the wide variety of menu options we offer or
can put together for your special event. We
even do off-site catering.

Be a party animal at the zoo or make a
splash at the aquarium and host your next
event at our unique facilities! We offer catering
for:

1) Corporate Events/ Convention Outings 
2) Weddings / Receptions 
3) Groups of all sizes
4) Birthday Parties 
5) Customized Menus 
6) Day/ Evening Events 
7) Picnic/ BBQ

Other Services 
We offer complete event planning,

from table and chair rentals with colors to
match your mood, to hiring the
entertainment to make your event a success.
We provide a unique setting with
outstanding service!  a
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Pushing Boundaries Creates 
Opportunity

Many entities have produced 
dinner theatre, but a gimmick is far 
from an experience. Tablao is the 
purest way to immerse oneself in 
flamenco. As it was seen in Sevilla 
200 years ago, it appears on stage 
today. Bringing together audiences 
for a live cultural experience sets 
Tablao apart from everything else.

Authenticity Counts
Heritage Hotels & Resorts 

went to great lengths to ensure that 
Tablao’s menu was truly authentic 
Spanish fare. Chef Miller and Chef 
Aragon went to Spain in search 
of the best tapas in the world, and 
proudly present them alongside 
sumptuous libations. Tablao is 
authentic flamenco from the palmas, 
to the potables, to the plate.

Strategic Partnerships Create 
Artistic Longevity

The Tablao Flamenco Albuquerque 
is a perennial platform for flamenco 
artists worldwide to share their 
talents, and develop new audiences 
from around the globe.

Type of Business:
Performance Venue,  
Restaurant and Bar

Year Established:
2016

Business Phone:
505.222.8797

Business Address:
Located in  
Hotel Albuquerque  
at Old Town 
800 Rio Grande Blvd. NW

Website:
TablaoFlamenco.org
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The Shop
T H I S  I S  A L B U Q U E R Q U E

Type of Business
Restaurant

Owner
Israel Rivera

Business Address
2933 Monte Vista NE

Business Phone

Business Hours
8am-2pm

How did you get started in this
business?

Well, I mostly just fell into it. I got a job in
the kitchen when I was 15, kept doing it and fell
in love with it—so I stuck to it, and here I am: a
little breakfast and lunch spot of my own in Nob
Hill.

What is your business philosophy?
It’s simple really: to provide excellent food

and coffee, using local and organic ingredients
when possible, and really just trying to be a part
of the community as much as possible by holding
events here, doing dinners, supporting local
artists, farmers and friends. We try to work as
closely as possible with local farms and use thier
produce when possible. We even go out and visit
the farms and really see what’s going on. We
actually have a couple dinner-on-the-farm events
in the works coming up soon. We host small
gatherings like art exibitions and ice cream pop-
ups, and even comedy shows from time to time in
our restaurant, just trying to be a space that
everyone can enjoy and feel like we are all part of
the community.

What is your educational background?
None. I learned everything I know on the

job. All my knowledge of food is from either

working in kitchens, staging in kitchens across
the country or research I’ve done on my own. I
worked for and with a lot of great chefs, and I
have them to thank for pushing me in the right
direction.

Why did you choose to do business in
Albuquerque?

Because I’m from here, it’s my home, and I
wanted to bring to it something it hasn’t had, just
change up the scene a little and bring people
something new.

What significant changes have you
implemented recently?

Well, we have been working really hard at
getting the catering side of business rolling. We
have been doing private dinners, luncheons,
business meetings and even wedding caterings!
Just to name a few. We got all the catering needs
covered and really want to start doing more of
that! I want people to know that we branch out
from just breakfast and lunch and actually do
things like plated dinners and buffet-style
catering, and whatever else anyone could need!

What do you offer that the competition
doesn’t?

I think, more than anything, we offer
something a little different than most cafes offer
here in Albuquerque. I mean, we have a few New
Mexican staples like huevos rancheros and a
breakfast burrito, but we do things that you won’t
find anywhere else like our chilaquiles and chorizo
and egg torta! Another thing is that we really do
care about the product we are serving: Our main
goal is to provide excellent food and coffee to our
customers at a reasonable price, and we use high
quality, locally-sourced ingredients to do so.

Anything else you’d like to add?
If you are interested in anything we do here,

give us a follow on Instagram or Facebook
@theshopbreakfastandlunch. We post all of our
specials and events we may be doing on those
sites, so keep an eye out. Come check us out and
you’ll be glad you did!!! Come in and find out
why we keep winning awards for our food! a
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What is Therapeutic
Massage? 
Therapeutic Massage helps the
body not only to relax and de-
stress, but it also aids in
recovery from injuries and
certain physical and medical
conditions. For instance,
preoperative massage can lessen
the recovery time after surgery.
Prenatal massage can help
women deliver with less
discomfort and anxiety.
Postoperative massage from
orthopedic surgery can enhance
recuperation. 

Has there been a change
recently in the way people
view Therapeutic
Massage? 
Massage was once thought of as
a nice way to relax. Now, as
many people seek release from
pain for specific physical
ailments of diagnosed
conditions, it has become more
recognized in the medical arena.
Athletes use massage to enhance
their abilities. Michael Phelps
received two massages daily
while winning eight gold medals
in the Olympics. Massage also
helps with relief of stress-related
events. 

Does Therapeutic Massage
employ one specific
technique? 
No, it encompasses many
different modalities, such as
Swedish massage, hydrotherapy,
sports massage, shiatsu,
myofascial release, reflexology,
craniosacral and more.
Therapists can specialize in
specific areas, but most will
integrate many of these
techniques in their practices. 

What is Medical Massage? 
Medical Massage is helpful to
individuals who suffer from an
assortment of health conditions.
It is used to treat specific
injuries, conditions or ailments
with a systematic medical
approach. It is usually offered in
a clinical or hospital setting, and
the therapist has advanced
Medical Massage training.
Medical Massage therapy skills

allow the massage therapist
to be more of a problem
solver in order to achieve
results in treatment and
rehabilitation of soft tissue
injuries. Medical Massage
could also be prescribed by
a health care practitioner
who has a specific goal in
mind for a patient and
their health care regime. 

Why enter the field of
massage therapy? 
Unlike the slowdown that
is happening in most career
areas, the field of massage
therapy is still expected to
grow by more than 22%.
The newer field of Medical
Massage is expected to
exceed that. Most people
enjoy the benefits of
massage to relax, and
health care professionals
are now encouraging
individuals to receive
massage. For some it could
be a career change or a
discipline added to their
current occupation. 

What type of programs
does UTMI offer for its
students? 
UTMI offers two types of

programs: Therapeutic Massage (720 hours)
and Therapeutic Medical Massage (1080
hours) . UTMI is the leading massage school
in New Mexico that offers an accredited
advanced course in Therapeutic Medical
Massage. 

How long has UTMI been in
operation? 
Mary Jo Jones founded the Universal
Therapeutic Massage Institute, Inc. in 1993.
It was her wish that every student have a safe
and nurturing environment to learn and
grow in—the students are our first concern.
We realize the individual is unique, and we
strive to provide training in a variety of
techniques to enable each student to develop
his or her own personal style. In 2006, UTMI
was purchased by a new owner, and it is his
desire that the institution continue to
provide a quality education to its students. 

Who are your instructors? 
All of our instructors are part-time. They all
have their own practices outside of UTMI.
We have Licensed Massage Therapy
Instructors with many years of experience in
both educating and practicing massage
therapy. We also have Doctors of
Chiropractic Medicine and Doctors of
Oriental Medicine. Our instructors must
keep up with continuing education to meet
state and accreditation requirements and to
keep their licenses to teach. This also allows
the institution to remain up-to-date on the
trends in this industry. 

Who are your students? 
We currently have about 70 students. The
average age of a student is 30. Our youngest
student was 17 (but must be 18 before
graduating). The oldest student we’ve ever
had was 72. All students must have a
minimum of a high school diploma or GED
to be licensed by the state of New Mexico. 

Is there financial aid available? 
Yes. Because we are accredited by the
Accrediting Commission of Career Schools
and Colleges and approved by the U.S.
Department of Education, students can use
Title IV federal financial aid if they qualify.
There is also a customized financing program
for those students who do not qualify or who
do not wish to participate in the Title IV
program. 

Does UTMI help students find
employment after graduating? 
Yes. Placement has become easier due to the
fact that massage therapy is such a fast-
growing field. Massage therapists can find job
opportunities in hospitals, doctors’ offices
and medical clinics as well as spas, resorts
and hotels. Many choose to go into private
practice so they can set their own hours or
work part time. 

How often do classes start? 
Approximately every month. We offer
morning, afternoon and evening sessions in
order to accommodate students’ schedules.
Currently, the Therapeutic Medical Massage
Program takes place in the morning, and
classes start on a weekly basis. If a licensed
massage therapist wants to further their
skills, these classes are designed to do just
that. Our admissions representative would be
happy to assist you. 

Anything else you would like to add? 
We offer student massages to the general
public at a reduced rate—$27.00 including
tax. There are further discounts for seniors.
We recently added a graduate clinic for
professional massages. Medical massages are
available from time to time. Please call if you
have specific injuries or medical conditions. 

Where can people find more
information?
Visit our information-packed website at
www.utmi.com or check us out on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/utmi.massage.school. You
can always visit our admissions advisor for a
tour of the school as well as auditing a class.
Call now to put your career into your own
hands.

Universal Therapeutic
Massage Institute

Type of Business
Massage Therapy
Training School

Year Established
1994

Owner
Richard Jockisch

Business Address
3410 Aztec NE

Business Phone
(505) 888-0020

Business Fax
(505) 837-1828

Business Email
info@utmi.com

Website
www.utmi.com or
www.facebook.com/ut
mi.massage.school

Number of Employees
21
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dipping sauce with heat that shouldn’t worry
timid diners. Last in the trinity of holy Thai
appetizers: egg rolls ($4.50 for two). I find
Thai egg rolls are typically a touch on the
small side, and too often heavy on the minced
veggies and oil—leaving them a bit flat. But
Thai Kitchen’s are not only bigger with a
flaky, crunchy-fried wrapper, but offer up a
great balance between the pork and veggies
within. As cliché as it may be, they were my
favorite of the appetizers by just a nose—but
you won’t go wrong with any of these.

If it’s a gray day, the kind where winter just
won’t let go, take the tom yum soup ($9.95 to
$13.95 depending on your protein)—served in
the world’s biggest soup bowl! Think of a
sturdy stew with onions, tomatoes and
mushrooms in a clear, spicy orange stock of
ginger and lemongrass, freckled with green
onions and featuring the protein of your
choice. It’s a simple, vinegar-tinged bowl with
a mellow chili heat. One bowl is absolutely
plenty for an entire table—a nice starter for
everyone if the other appetizers don’t float
your boat, especially on those wind-blown
days.

If it’s lunchtime and you’re intimidated by
the menu, here’s our pick for a super-safe dish
that will fill you up: the combination fried rice

($10.95). It’s chicken, steak and pork in a
basic and approachable fried rice. We’re
talking egg, tomato, onions, celery and rice—
all things you know—and a great way to dip
your toe in and test the waters. The lunch
specials are a good and affordable way to get a
quick tour of the menu’s highlights, always
coming with a cup of the soup-of-the-day.
Like the fried rice, pad thai with chicken
($8.50 for chicken, beef, pork, tofu or
vegetables/$10.50 for shrimp) is a staple of
Thai cuisine and a fine gateway dish to the
rest on offer. The blend of crushed red pepper
flakes and peanut oil, thin rice noodles, the

Thai Kitchen
10701 Corrales NW
(505) 890-0059
thaikitchennm.com

Hours: Mon-Fri 11am-3pm, 4:30-9pm; Sat noon-
9pm

Vibe: An exterior that belies an atmosphere as
serene as a temple, as warm as sunshine on a

carved wood wall
Alibi Recommends: Egg rolls, spicy Jungle noodles

w/ beef, and a Thai Kitchen lager

FOOD | rEstAurAnt rEviEW

“What’s Good to Eat Around Here?”
A serene gem in the Far North Valley

BY HOSHO MCCREESH

R
eal foodies know that it’s always best to
have a few different spots to choose from
… and not just a few spots, but a few spots

depending on what part of town they’re in. It’s
not just about what’s good, but what’s good
around here. You gotta have options. 

At the crossroads of the far North Valley,
and the Westside sits Thai Kitchen. From the
outside looking in, hanging out at the end of
an average-looking strip mall, it’s an easy
place to overlook. That would be a mistake.
The cold steel and glass outside immediately
give way to warm, earthy tones, gorgeous
carved wood features, and cheerful, vibrant art
and appointments, along with promising
scents from the kitchen.

We started with spring rolls ($4.95 for
two), always in the running as my favorite
appetizer. Fresh strips of carrot, cabbage,
lettuce and cilantro, a cold tangle of noodles,
and your choice of shrimp or tofu, all wrapped
in rice paper with a peanut dipping sauce—it’s
a fresh bite to start your meal and hints at
bigger Thai flavors to come. The potstickers
($5.95 for six) are the crispy-fried variety,
stuffed with minced chicken and the
herbaceous punch of cilantro, plus a sweet

lemongrass and cabbage —it’s no accident
that this is where many first-timers start, and
Thai Kitchen’s definitely measures up. If
you’ve never had Thai, give it a try.

But if this ain’t your first rodeo, then try
the Massaman curry with chicken ($10.95): a
luscious and butter-creamy curried gravy with
spicy hunks of potato, tomatoes and peanuts. I
ordered “hot” and the silky, creamy character
of the curry sauce, served with a decent-sized
bowl of rice, does quiet down the burn—so
order a touch hotter than you typically would.

Not so with the spicy Jungle noodles with
beef ($9.95) which I also ordered “hot.” A
small chop of cabbage and carrots with rice
noodles as wide as the interstate, some
broccoli, onions and thin-sliced, well-done
bits of beef, all pan-fried in chili paste—and
hot damn, that’ll get your nose running! The
noodles were slathered in the fiery, garlicky
sauce without going the least bit heavy or oily.
By the third bite I knew I’d stumbled on a
brand-new must-have. Add a beer (perhaps
the mysterious Thai Kitchen lager) to squelch
that heat, and now you’re really dining! 

So the next time you find yourself on the
far northern reaches of the city, get yourself a
little bit of what’s definitely good around
there. a

Tom yum soup Above: Moo-ping (Thai grilled pork skewers)
Below: Storefront

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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FILM | REVIEW

Get Out
Jordan Peele turns racial tension into all-out

terror in timely horror-comedy

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

H
orror films, at their best, have always
served as a mirror for society’s most up-to-
date fears. From the terror of atomic

mutation in the 1950s (Godzilla, Them!) to the
clash between religion and science in the ’70s
(Rosemary’s Baby, The Exorcist) to the political
paranoia of today (The Purge), Hollywood has
paid close attention to what’s bothering us as a
nation. Now comes another timely take on the
horror genre, exploiting a topic that could not
be more ripped-from-the-headlines: racism in
America.

Less than a year ago, Jordan Peele and his
comic partner in crime, Keegan-Michael Key,
were busting out of TV (the zeitgeist-grabbing
sketch comedy series “Key & Peele”) with
their first feature. Keanu had its moments of
comic inspiration, but it proved too much of a
one-joke premise to register as a hit with
audiences. Instead of going back to the
drawing board, Peele flipped it over entirely
and went in a very different direction, writing
and directing a low-budget, blackly comic
horror thriller with strong elements of social
commentary. The result, Get Out, is smart,
funny, sharply observed and damn scary when
it needs to be.

A nicely balanced mixture between the
trenchant social commentary of Guess Who’s
Coming to Dinner and the eerie suburban satire
of The Stepford Wives, Get Out starts by
introducing us to a young, African American
photographer named Chris Washington
(British actor Daniel Kaluuya from Sicario) and
his Caucasian girlfriend Rose Armitage

(Allison Williams from “Girls”). The two are
at that stage of their relationship where it’s
time to meet the parents. Chris’ mother and
father are tragically out of the picture, but
Rose’ parents live in a fancy suburban enclave
outside of the city. Chris repeatedly quizzes
Rose, making sure she’s informed her parents
that he’s actually black. She assures him it’s no
big deal—they’re a couple of white collar
liberals who would have voted Obama in for a
third term.

Despite the reassurances, Chris finds
himself distinctly out-of-place inside the
Armitages’ tidy, rural mansion. Brain surgeon
dad Dean (Bradley Whitford) and
hypnotherapist mom Missy (Catherine
Keener) are almost too friendly. They and
their lily-white neighbors go out of their way
to express their admiration for African
Americans. Hey, they love Tiger Woods—how
bad could they be? It’s this liberal twist that
lends Get Out its biggest impact. It would have
been easy to make Rose’s parents a couple of
Archie Bunker-ish Trump voters—which is, no
doubt, the scenario most conservative pundits
imagined when hearing about this film. But
Peele is saying there’s a certain, two-faced form
of racism inherent in even the most liberal of
white privilege. 

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Over time, of course, Chris begins to
suspect that something’s not quite right in this
privileged community. There are, for example,
the Armitages’ two black servants, a maid and
a groundskeeper, who—for all their cordial
kowtowing—come across as slightly zombie-
ish. Dean admits that having black servants
“looks bad,” but they were hired to take care of
his parents, and he would have felt bad letting
them go. Chris is portrayed as a modern, urban
black man, deft at shrugging off the constant
barrage of quiet racism pointed in his
direction. Plus, meeting your potential in-laws
is a tense time under the best of circumstances.
So, despite the lingering weirdness, Chris
ignores his nagging suspicions about Rose’s
family—not to mention the comic warnings of
his skeptical pal back home (the terrific LilRel
Howery), who insists rich white people are all
on the hunt for black sex slaves. 

Eventually, of course, the other shoe drops,
and Chris’ life is in some serious peril. The
reasoning behind it all is, of course, far-
fetched—but the film attains such momentum
in the crazy revelations, jump scares and gory
shenanigans of its final reel that it’s hard to
really notice. Peele proves himself an expert
genre director, balancing the occasional
chuckles with some serious, scary thrills. His
script. meanwhile, is deep enough to give some
solid context to these characters. A flashback
to Chris’ childhood, spurred by Missy’s
hypnotic help (you knew that particular career
would figure into it sooner than later), serves
up some emotional tragedy and sets the stage
for the scary moments to come.

Get Out is a bold, ballsy offering—unafraid
to call bullshit on institutionalized racism, to
turn genre tropes on their head or to laugh at
the absurdity of it all. It’s not perfect by any
means. The “big reveal” in most horror movies
rarely lives up to the “tense buildup”—and
that’s arguably the case here. Could this film
have been scarier? Sure. Could it have been
even funnier. Probably. But it’s an
entertaining, edge-of-your-seat start to Peele’s
directing career.  a

The Force Re-Awakens
The Lockheed-Martin DynaTheater inside the New
Mexico Museum of Natural History & Science is
now being put to uses other than educational. This
weekend, for example, the theater will screen the
2015 smash Star Wars: The Force Awakens. This
seventh installment of the Star Wars saga picks up
decades after the events of 1983’s Return of the
Jedi and introduces audiences to a whole new
generation of Star Wars heroes, including Rey
(Daisy Ridley) and Finn (John Boyega). The film will
show Friday, March 3, at 6pm, Saturday, March 4,
at 6pm and Sunday, March 5, at 5:30pm. In
addition, the museum will host an afternoon of Star
Wars-related activities for kids (coloring pages,
word searches, origami, rocket building) for free
with museum admission from 2 to 5pm on
Saturday. Tickets for the film are $10 for adults, $8
for seniors and $6 for children 4 to 12 years of age.
You can get them, in advance, by going to
naturalhistoryfoundation.org. The Museum of
Natural History & Science is located at 1801
Mountain NW. 

Hey, Hey, We’re the Monkeys
The South Broadway Cultural Center (1025
Broadway SE) gets its monkey on with a screening
of the wildlife documentary The Vervet Forest on
Friday, March 3. This nature film tells the story of
five orphaned baby Vervet monkeys rescued by
South Africa’s Vervet Monkey Foundation. The film
follows them as they grow into intelligent, playful
juveniles and are adopted by “foster mother”
monkeys. The filmmakers also find time to discuss
the environment outside the foundation, where
forests and habitats are being destroyed by human
intervention. There will be a silent auction, a raffle
and “vegan goodies” before the film. Doors open at
5pm and the film begins at 6:30pm. All proceeds
from the event will go toward the Vervet Forest
fund. Tickets are $15 for adults, $10 for
students/seniors and $8 for children. To get tickets
in advance, go to southbroadwaytickets.com. For
more info on the film, go to thevervetforest.com.

Climb the Mountain
The KiMo Theatre is welcoming back the Banff
Mountain Film Festival World Tour. This annual
collection of sporting, high-altitude short films and
documentaries will hit Albuquerque on March 8 and
9. The festival is a benefit for the Access Fund, the
New Mexico Wilderness Alliance and the Mountain
Fund. Doors open at 6pm each night, and the
screenings begin at 7pm. Viewers are invited to
ignite their passion for adventure, action and travel
by journeying to exotic locales, paddling the wildest
waters and climbing the highest peaks. Wednesday
night features 10 films culled from the 41st Annual
Banff Mountain Film Festival in Alberta, Canada.
Thursday night features nine different films for the
outdoor adrenaline junkie in you. A two-day pass to
the festival will set you back $25. Individual nights
cost $15 apiece. For more info got to
kimotickets.com.

Cinematic Cruces
If you’re in the mood for a road trip, the Las Cruces
International Film Festival is scheduled to
commence this Wednesday, March 8, through
Sunday, March 12, at the Allen Theatres Cineport
10 in Las Cruces. Actor Brendan Fraser—star of
Encino Man, The Mummyand Gods and
Monsters—is set to receive the LCIFF’s
“Outstanding Achievement in Entertainment”
award at a reception on Thursday, March 9. This
year’s five-day festival includes special guest
appearances by Johnny Galecki (star of “The Big
Bang Theory”), Don Foster (writer-producer of
“The Big Bang Theory”), Jon Heder (star of
Napoleon Dynamite) and Rizwan Manji (of
“Outsourced,” “Schitt’s Creek” and “The
Magicians”). The opening night film is The Tiger
Hunter, a ’70s-set comedy about immigration
starring Danny Pudi, Rizwan Manji and Jon Heder.
Go to lciff.com to check out the dozens of film
screenings and workshops available at this year’s
film festival. All-access film passes run $150 to $75.
Student film passes are $25. Daily passes are $20.
a

Get Out
NOW PLAYING

Written and directed by Jordan Peele
Starring Daniel Kaluuya, Allison Williams, Bradley

Whitford, Catherine Keener
Rated R

“You're right. Marley & Me is a major tearjerker.”
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TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX By DEVIN D. O’LEary

B
roadly speaking, Marvel has been much
more successful than its rival DC in
translating the adventures of its comic book

heroes to the realm of live-action
entertainment. Marvel/Disney’s big screen
movies (from Iron Man to Captain America: The
First Avenger to Guardians of the Galaxy) have
been one success after another. DC/Warner
Bros., on the other hand, has struggled to find a
tone that works (Green Lantern, Batman v
Superman: Dawn of Justice, Suicide Squad). The
one place where DC has looked like a success
has been on television. Shows such as “Arrow,”
“The Flash,” “Legends of Tomorrow” and
“Supergirl” have steered clear of WB’s
“grimdark” mandate and have actually had fun
with the superhero mythology. But between its
superb Netflix shows (“Daredevil,” “Jessica
Jones,” “Luke Cage”) and the newly revitalized
“Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.” on ABC, Marvel is
catching up quickly. 
The widening split can be seen clearly in

FX’s new Marvel-based “Legion” and FOX’s new
DC-based “Powerless.” Whereas “Powerless” is a
painfully generic workplace sitcom (basically a
laughless rip-off of ABC’s underrated “Better Off
Ted”), “Legion” is an edgy, genre-bending
original. FX’s intriguing, hour-long drama is
based loosely on characters from Marvel’s X-
Men franchise. That franchise is owned not by
Disney but by 20th Century Fox, which has had
some ups and downs in the handling of
characters (Fantastic Four = awful, Deadpool =
awesome). But “Legion” places them in good
hands. The series is the work of Noah Hawley,
who created FX’s quirky, Emmy-winning spinoff
of the Coen brothers’ Fargo. 

“Legion” looks in on David Haller (an
unrecognizable Dan Stevens from “Downton
Abbey”), a young man stuck in a mental
institution with what appears to be some severe
issues. But, as it turns out, he’s the world’s most
powerful mutant. Those voices in his head?
They’re basically the voices of every person on
Earth—which he’s more than capable of hearing.
Haller is eventually liberated from the mental
institution and taken to an academy for young
mutants, run by Dr. Melanie Bird (Jean Smart).
It’s a thin substitution for Professor X’s school.
(The show, evidently, does not have the rights to
any X-Men characters other than Haller). But
the question remains: How crazy is our main
character, and how much of what’s happening to
him is real? 
Hawley offers plenty of unexpected zigs and

zags in “Legion,” not the least of which is a
narrative that feels like it was put inside a snow
globe and shaken vigorously. But the fractured
storytelling more than reflects the mindset of our
protagonist. The setting is equally slippery,
looking like it takes place in some mod 1960s
world, complete with bouffant hairdos and reel-
to-reel tape decks. That could be some sort of
clue about what’s really happening in
“Legion”—but it’s more likely Hawley just likes
the anachronistic appearance. 
“Legion” is certainly not for every taste. It’s

unconventional in the extreme, occasionally
surreal and loaded with bizarre humor. It’s
probably not the best introductory series for
those who don’t actually read comic books. But
it attests to the elasticity of these characters,
showing just how different in look and feel each
iteration can be. And “Legion” is nothing if not
different. a

“Legion” airs Wednesdays at 11pm on FX.

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH
psychedelic (and more often than not,
static) imagery relates the story of a
peasant woman who is banished from
her village and makes a deal with the
devil to gain witchy powers. A handful
of retrograde sexual ideas aside, the
film tries hard to drive home a
feminist message. Despite the fact
that director Eiichi Yamamoto is most
famous for his work on the seminal
cartoon “Astroboy,” this erotic anime
borders on the X-rated.

SUNDAY 5
“The 2017 iHeartRadio Music Awards”
(TBS/TNT/truTV 6pm) Katy Perry, Ed
Sheeran, Justin Bieber, Rihanna,
Beyoncé, Bruno Mars and all the other
radio-friendly usual suspects are here

“Making History” (KASA-2 7:30pm)
Adam Pally (“The Mindy Project”) and
Leighton Meester (“Gossip Girl”) star
in this goofy comedy about a nerdy
college professor who builds a time
machine and starts mucking around
with history all Bill & Ted/Hot Tub Time
Machine-style.

“Time After Time” (KOAT-7 8pm) The
1979 film almost everyone has
forgotten gets a weekly reboot. In case
you forgot, it’s about H.G. Wells (sexy
Freddie Stroma) traveling through time
to fight Jack the Ripper (the also-sexy
Josh Bowman). 

“Feud: Bette and Joan” (FX 11pm)
Jessica Lange and Susan Sarandon
star as aging Hollywood icons Joan
Crawford and Bette Davis, shown
famously clashed with one another
while shooting 1962’s What Ever

Happened to Baby Jane? Ryan
Murphy (“American Horror Story”)
produces this 8-episode series.

MONDAY 6
“Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs”
(Cartoon Network 6:30pm) This
non-3D computer animated prequel
to the popular movie series finds
would-be serious scientist Flint
Lockwood struggling through his
awkward high school years.

TUESDAY 7
“She’s in Charge” (TLC 8:02pm)
School guidance counselor Veronica
“Pooh” Nash-Poleate helps her fans
with their problems. If you’ve never
heard of her, don’t worry, she’s
internet famous. Her basic message?
Eat meat, stay out of the ocean,
radiate love. 

“People Icons” (KOAT-7 9pm)
Because the world needs more
celebrity gossip, People launches this
network news show, starting with
tonight’s topic: Celebrity love stories.
We’ve got Beyoncé and Jay-Z, Prince
William and Kate, the Obamas and
more. Please, People, tell me more
about William and Kate!

WEDNESDAY 8
“Survivor” (KRQE-13 7pm) Get ready
for the 34th season of CBS’ hit
reality show competition. That’s a
mere 14 more than “M*A*S*H*”
and “Seinfeld” combined. a

THURSDAY 2
“When We Rise: The People Behind
the Story” (KOAT-7 7pm) ABC takes
a look at some of the real-life
personalities behind its four-night
LGBT history miniseries. Gay rights
activists Cleve Jones, Roma Guy, Ken
Jones, Diane Jones and Cecilia
Chung talk about their part in the
movement.

FRIDAY 3
“Cesar Millan’s Dog Nation” (Nat
Geo Wild 7pm) “Dog Whisperer”
Cesar Millan continues to milk the
whole dog thing, traveling the nation
with his son visiting with nonprofit,
dog-based organizations and
meeting with various dog lovers.

SATURDAY 4
Custody (Lifetime 6pm) Viola Davis,
Hayden Panettiere, Catalina Sandino
Moreno, Ellen Burstyn and Dan
Fogler star in this family court drama
that was clearly not made for
Lifetime.

Belladonna of Sadness (TCM
12:15am) Kudos to TCM for digging
up this edgy and obscure Japanese
animated film from 1973. The

Crazy/Cool
“Legion” on FX
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America’s songwriter shares the songs and personal stories of one 
of the most successful musical collaborations of all time.
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Cultural Services, City of Albuquerque, Richard J. Berry, Mayor
www.KiMoTickets.com

Classic Performances . . . Classic �eatre
Sci-Fi Fridays: H. G. Wells on Film
�e Invisible Man (1933)
6 & 8:30 p.m.  Friday  March 3
�e Time Machine (2002)
6 & 8:30 p.m.  Friday  March 10 

Ballet Repertory �eatre
Coppélia
7 p.m.  Saturday  March 4
2 p.m. Sunday  March 5

Stone Age Climbing Gym
2017 Ban� Mountain Film Festival
7 p.m.  Wednesday  March 8
7 p.m.  �ursday  March 9

505 Natural Muscle Classic
Body Building, Physique, Figure, Bikini Contest
11 a.m.  Saturday  March 11

Alibi & �e City of Albuquerque
Best of Burque Music Showcase
8 p.m.  Saturday  March 11

AMP Concerts
DakhaBrakha
7:30 p.m.  Sunday  March 12
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All advertised financing is conditional on approval of credit. Financing plans are provided by third parties and the providers may change from time to time. The financing plan selected affects APR and APR is disclosed in the financing documents. Deferred payment offers and “same-as-cash”
offers contain significant conditions which are disclosed in the financing documents. “Same-as-cash” financing accrues interest from the date of purchase. Interest will be waived if payment is made in full on or before the final date stipulated in the finance agreement. “No-interest” financing
requires minimum monthly payments as stipulated in the finance agreement. Interest will be charged to your account if minimum payments are not made or if the full balance is not paid by the stipulated date. Other finance plans may be offered from time to time, with conditions and charges
that are fully disclosed in the finance agreement. Customers are advised to read agreements fully before signing. All illustrations similar. "Mfg. List” is published suggested retail prices and does not necessarily reflect the selling price in the area. For comparison only. Not responsible for typo-
graphic errors. * LOW PRICE OR IT’S FREE: Item must be locally advertised in the last seven days and available in local competitor’s stock..  Must be new, undamaged merchandise, same maker, same model, same fabric/color/finish. No “as-is,” demos or closeouts. Competitor’s ad must be pre-
sented at beginning of transaction. Prior purchases excluded. (1) SAME DAY DELIVERY offered on in-stock merchandise when delivery can be completed within normal business hours. Geographic and other limitations apply. Copyright © 2016 Country Dan’s — Reproduction Prohibited

1201 S. Renaissance NE 
341-4122

Mon - Sat
9 AM to 7 PM
Sun 12-5 PM

FREE
LAYAWAY

SAME DAY
DELIVERY(1)

Montano

85Re
na

iss
an

ce

FINANCE UP TO 5 YEARS!
On approved credit. $1999 minimum  purchase. Conditions and restrictions apply. Details at store.

COUNTRY DAN’S — QUALITY, VALUE AND SERVICE SINCE 1974!

$599

APARTMENT
SPECIAL!

WHOLE HOUSE!

$899
SAVE $500!

ADD SERTA 
SAND HILLS
MATTRESS

$299

MEYER
SOFA &

LOVESEAT
IN MOCHA
OR BLACK

“JENNY”
KING SIZE
BED WITH

DRESSER & 
NIGHTSTAND
BY ELEMENTS

CHEERS
NAILHEAD
BANNER
MOTION
SOFA &

LOVESEAT

ALL
WOOD
DINING

FOR
SIX

CHOICE OF
QUEEN OR
FULL-SIZE
PLATFORM

BED IN GREY
OR ESPRESSO 

GLASS
TOP

DINING
SET

SEATS
FOUR

Steve Silver Carolyn dinette, FOA CM7008, Primo DJ Meyer sofa / loveseat

LIVE LIKE A KING!

$2999
SAVE $950!

Elements Jenny headboard, footboard, rails, dresser, nightstand; Cheers 1012 sofa and loveseat; Steve Silver SU700W with bench

COMPLETE KIDS ROOM
Sturdy 2 x 4 bunk bed frame with ladder

and rails, wirth matching 
dresser and nightstand. 

Tax Refund Delayed? No Problem!
WE HAVE FINANCING PLANS INCLUDING 
5-YEAR TERMS, 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
Not all customers will qualify for all financing programs. Financing is offered by third parties. Agreements contain

significant conditions and restrictions. Customers are advised to read all documents carefully before signing.
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alongside Kevin Costner and Kirsten Dunst. It’s a formulaic,
feel-good tribute to unsung heroes, but it delivers its
predetermined beats with humor and sympathy. 127 minutes.
PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Century Rio, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, UNM Midweek Movies)

I Am Not Your Negro
Samuel L. Jackson narrates this powerful documentary which
relates famed writer James Baldwin’s attempt to tell the story
of race in modern America via his unfinished novel Remember
This House. Six years in the making, this collection of images,
interviews and historical clips is a brilliant, galvanizing and
frighteningly timely examination of the Civil Rights Era. 95
minutes. PG-13. (High Ridge, Guild Cinema)

John Wick: Chapter 2
Keanu Reeves shot back into relevance with 2014’s hard-
hitting, stripped-to-the-bone, out-of-nowhere action flick John
Wick. This second outing amps things up a bit for Reeves’
titular, light-lipped assassin, but—between Reeves’ grimly
stone-faced performance and the film’s near-balletic
bloodshed—still manages to achieve the same level of pure
pulp poetry. 122 minutes. R. (Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix
Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Kedi
Cat lovers will be in Heaven with this warm and fuzzy
documentary about the cats of Istanbul. Not quite house cats,
not quite feral animals, the felines of Istanbul have freely
roamed the storied Turkish city for thousands of years. This film
concentrates on a handful of these furry characters as they
wander in and out of the lives of various people. Somehow,
rather than being tamed, these cats have tamed those around
them, inspiring joy, kindness and comfort in streets, homes
and businesses. Beautifully shot and magically told. In Turkish
with English subtitles. 80 minutes. Unrated. (Guild Cinema)

The LEGO Batman Movie
Fans of 2014’s The LEGO Movie (and there are plenty) are, no
doubt, salivating at the prospect of a spinoff concentrating on
Will Arnett’s hilariously self-obsessed crimefighter. This time
around, Bruce Wayne finds himself dealing with a wave of
criminals in Gotham City (including, but not limited to, Zach
Galifianakis’ Joker, Jenny Slate’s Harley Quinn, Conan O’Brien’s
Riddler, Doug Benson’s Bane and Billy Dee Williams’ Two-
Face). On top of that, our hero’s learning to accept the
responsibility of his recently adopted ward, Dick Grayson
(Michael Cera). No, it’s not as profound as its predecessor.
But damned if it isn’t ridiculously fast-paced fun. 104
minutes. PG. (Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century
Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Lion
Adapted from Saroo Brierley’s autobiographical book A Long
Way Home, this tear-jerking/inspirational drama relates the
life story of a 5-year-old Indian boy who gets lost on the
streets of Calcutta, thousands of miles from home. Eventually,
he is a adopted by a kindly Australian couple. Some 25 years
later, he returns to India to sort out his confusing past and
mixed identity. Dev Patel (Slumdog Millionaire, The Best Exotic
Marigold Hotel) stars alongside Nicole Kidman, David Wenham
and Rooney Mara. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Cottonwood Stadium
16, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Century 14 Downtown,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, High Ridge)

Manchester by the Sea
Casey Affleck, Michelle Williams and Kyle Chandler star in this
fantastically moving family drama for Academy Award-
nominated writer/director Kenneth Lonergan (Gangs of New
York, You Can Count on Me). Affleck stars as a glum,
hardworking Boston handyman who gets word that his beloved
older brother has passed away. He heads back to his
hometown for the funeral, where he’s suddenly confronted
with the information that he’s now the guardian of his
brother’s moody and perpetually horny teenage son. Haunted
by the memory of everything that brought him to his current
sad sack state of affairs, our protagonist tries his best to deal
with his fractured family’s lingering grief. 137 minutes. R.
(Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, High Ridge, Grande 12
Albuquerque IMAX)

Moonlight
Like an inner city version of Boyhood, this engrossing indie
drama drifts through the life of a confused Miami kid. By
covering three separate sections of his life (and using three
different actors), the film shows us how young Chiron comes
of age while coming to grips with his sexuality. Though it is
sounds rather specific to the gay and African-American
experience in America, this slow, patient tone poem vividly
expresses what it’s like to struggle with who and what you
are—no matter what your background happens to be.
Reviewed in v25 i45. 110 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, High Ridge, SUB Theater,
Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX)

Rock Dog
In this Chinese-American computer-animated comedy, a
sheep-herding Tibetan Mastiff (who, it must be noted, is not at

OPENING THIS WEEK
All About Eve
Bette Davis and Anne Baxter star in this classic 1950
backstage drama about an ingenue who befriends an
established but aging Broadway actress in hopes of stealing
her fabulous life. It was nominated for 14 Academy Awards.
That’s a lot. 138 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 3/5 at
Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

Before I Fall
Zoey Deutch (daughter to actress Lea Thompson and director
Howard Deutch) stars in this teenage version of Groundhog
Day. Deutch plays Sam, a spoiled-rich high school mean girl
who dies in a car crash and then finds herself reliving the
previous 24 hours. As you can probably imagine, she’s got to
change her behavior, learn how to be kind, not care about
popularity and dump her bad boyfriend in favor of the nice kid
in order to escape. (Duh.) There are some solid insights into
modern teen behavior and the moral lesson is certainly
valuable, but the story is strictly recycled. It’s based, of course,
on a YA novel of the same name. 99 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Thursday 3/2 at Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

The Freedom to Marry
This “nail-biting” documentary shows how same-sex marriage
became the law of the land by following Evan Wolfson, the
architect of the movement, civil rights attorney Mary Bonauto
and their key colleagues for the better part of a decade. More
than just a tale of judicial triumph, this shows how dedicated
activists can effectively change the minds and law of this
nation. 86 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Monday 3/6 at Guild
Cinema)

Logan
Hugh Jackman returns as Logan/Wolverine in this X-Men
spinoff. Loosely based on the Old Man Logan comic book
series by Mark Millar and Steve McNiven, this one’s set in a
post-apocalyptic future in which mutants have all but
dwindled out of existence. Wolvie is busy hiding out in the
Mexican desert and taking care of an elderly Professor X
(Patrick Stewart) when a mysterious preteen mutant (Dafne
Keen) with a serious connection to our claw-popping hero
shows up needing his help. Stripped down, bleakly imagined
and properly bloody, this superpowered Western is a satisfying
stand-alone. 137 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 3/2 at Flix
Brewhouse, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

The Lure
This glam-gore horror-musical is the debut film from Polish
director Agnieszka Smoczynska. Set in an alternate 1980s, the
film reimagines Hans Christian Anderson’s “The Little
Mermaid” as a new wave tale about two carnivorous mermaid
sisters who wash up on shore in Poland and are seduced by
the wonders and temptations of life on land. Before long, their
tantalizing siren song lands them a job in a seedy striptease
cabaret. But the bonds of sisterhood are tested when one gal
falls in love and the other craves human flesh (for eating, that
is). In Polish with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Friday 3/3 at Guild Cinema)

Maya Angelou: And Still I Rise
Incomparable poet and author Dr. Maya Angelou is the subject
of this biographical documentary, an intimate and personal
portrait of the woman’s life and legacy. From her upbringing in
the Depression-era South to her work with Malcolm X to her
inaugural poem for President Bill Clinton, the film takes
viewers on a journey through the life of a true American icon.
114 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Monday 3/6 at Guild Cinema)

Pan’s Labyrinth
Hoping to avoid the grim reality of Franco’s fascist post-war
repression, a young girl escapes into a fantasy world of her
own creation. In time, the two worlds—one stylized and
beautiful, one bloody and brutal—begin to meld. Despite
certain Alice in Wonderland connections, this dark, disturbing
2006 fantasy from Guillermo del Toro is not a kid’s film. 118
minutes. R. (Opens Saturday 3/4 at Guild Cinema)

The Shack
After his young daughter is murdered, a grieving man (Sam
Worthington, Avatar) receives a mysterious, personal invitation
to meet with God (Octavia Spencer) at the remote shack
where his daughter was killed. There, he encounters
manifestations of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost and
learns some sort of lesson. Probably religious in nature. This
faith-based drama is based on the best-selling Christian novel
by William P. Young. 132 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday
3/2 at Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

Table 19
Mumblecore pioneers Jay and Mark Duplass (The Puffy Chair,
Baghead, Cyrus, The Do-Deca-Pentathlon and Jeff, Who Lives
at Home) wrote this dramedy about a maid of honor (Anna
Kendrick) who is relieved of her duties after being
unceremoniously dumped by the best man at her friend’s

wedding. Determined to keep a stiff upper lip, she attends the
reception anyway—only to end up at the dreaded titular
location with a bunch of other losers. There, they meet, talk,
commiserate and maybe fall for one another. Stephen
Merchant, Lisa Kudrow, Craig Robinson and Margo Martindale
are among the comic ringers in the cast. 87 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Thursday 3/2 at Century 14 Downtown)

A United Kingdom
Back in the late 1940s, Seretse Khama—prince of
Bechuanaland and the first president of Botswana—met, fell in
love with and married a common English girl working as a
clerk at Lloyd’s of London. The interracial relationship shocked
much of Africa and certain people in England as well, making
it fine fodder for a historical biopic. David Oyelowo (Selma)
stars Khama, while Rosamund Pike (Gone Girl) takes up the
role of his paramour, Ruth Williams. British filmmaker Amma
Asante (Belle) adds some workmanlike direction to Oyelowo
and Pike’s quiet chemistry. 111 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Friday 3/3 at Century 14 Downtown)

STILL PLAYING
Collide
Nicholas Hoult (Mad Max: Fury Road) and Felicity Jones
(Rogue One: A Star Wars Story) star in this cheesy U.K.-
German action flick about a smalltime American crook who
falls in love with an attractive ex-pat in Cologne. Wouldn’t you
know it: She suddenly needs a kidney transplant, and our hero
is forced to do “one last job” for his old boss (Sir Ben
Kingsley). After stealing a truckload of cocaine (from Anthony
Hopkins, no less), he ends up on the run across Germany’s
high-speed Autobahn. Kingsley and Hopkins are in their own
little competition to see who can chew the most scenery. 99
minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Grande 12
Albuquerque IMAX, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX)

A Dog’s Purpose
Lasse Hallström (My Life as a Dog, Hachi: A Dog’s Tale) directs
this movie about a dog who tries to discover his purpose in life
over the course of several lifetimes and owners. Every time he
dies, you see, he’s reincarnated as another dog. In other
words: It’s a feel-good movie about a dog who dies.
Repeatedly. Josh Gad voices the dog. Based on the novel by
W. Bruce Cameron. 120 minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Fifty Shades Darker
Personally, I’d rather be waterboarded—but you’re a consenting
adult, and you’re welcome to make your own decisions. At
least this follow-up to 2015’s suburban mommy porn Fifty
Shades of Grey has some faint hint of a storyline. After the
first film—which consisted almost entirely of contract
negotiations between two toxically boring people—Anastasia
(Dakota Johnson) finds herself drawn back to riding-crop-
addicted businessman Christian (Jamie Dornan) and must
confront a string of his angry/crazy former girlfriends. Plus,
spanking. 115 minutes. R. (Cottonwood Stadium 16, Flix
Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, Grande
12 Albuquerque IMAX, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Fist Fight
Charlie Day ( “It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia”) is a nebbish
teacher who runs afoul of a pugnacious fellow teacher (Ice
Cube), gets him fired and is challenged to an after-school
fight. The bulk of this simple comedy is taken up with our
protagonist trying to avoid the titular altercation. 91 minutes.
R. (Century 14 Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Get Out
Reviewed this issue. 103 minutes. R. (Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Century 14 Downtown)

The Great Wall
Zhang Yimou (Hero, House of Flying Daggers, Curst of the
Golden Flower) directs this effects-heavy period fantasy flick.
Matt Damon leads a group of mercenaries into ancient China
looking for black powder and gets embroiled in a fight
involving the Great Wall. Turns out it was built not to keep out
Mongols, but hordes of giant monsters. It’s not the director’s
finest hour, but it’s pretty as hell and there’s an epic amount
lot of action. 103 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Grande 12
Albuquerque IMAX, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Hidden Figures
This important historical drama is based on the true story of
the Human Calculators, a team of African-American women
who worked for NASA, providing crucial mathematical data in
the early, pre-computer days of the American space program.
Taraji P. Henson, Octavia Spencer and Janelle Monáe star

all socially, politically or religiously oppressed by the People’s
Republic of China) decides to become a rock star after a radio
literally falls out of the sky. It’s based on the graphic novel
Tibetan Rock Dog by Chinese rock musician Zheng Jun and is
animated by the folks who gave us 2013’s Free Birds. Luke
Wilson, Eddie Izzard, J.K. Simmons, Lewis Black and Sam Elliot
provide the voices. 80 minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Century 14 Downtown)

Split
M. Night Shyamalan—on something of a roll after 2015’s
surprisingly good, stripped-down thriller The Visit—casts James
McAvoy (X-Men: First Class) as a psycho killer with 24 distinct
personalities. In order to escape his death dungeon, three
young women must seek out and exploit the “nice”
personalities inside of him, while avoiding the “nasty” ones.
Sure, there’s a twist to it all, but Shyamalan expertly delivers
enough psychological gimmickry and nerve-jangling scares to
give this claustrophobic little frightener a solid base before the
big—and completely unexpected—reveal. 117 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, Grande 12 Albuquerque IMAX, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

SECOND RUN
Doctor Strange
Marvel finally unleashes the magic on screen with its first
mystical superhero. Benedict Cumberbatch stars as an
egotistical surgeon who loses the use of his hands in an
accident and embarks on a journey of healing—only to wind
up as the apprentice to a magical superbeing (Tilda Swinton,
natch) in Nepal. The trippy visuals and unpredictable storyline
prove these Marvel superhero movies still have plenty of
originality in store for audiences. 115 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies West, Movies 8)

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them 
J.K. Rowling revisits the pre-Harry Potter world of Harry Potter
with this 1920s-set prequel in which wizardly writer Newt
Scamander (Eddie Redmayne) heads to New York City and
accidentally loses a suitcase full of magical monsters. David
Yates (who gave us Order of the Phoenix, Half-Blood Prince
and Deathly Hallows) directs. Colin Farrell, Zoë Kravitz,
Samantha Morton, Jon Voight and Johnny Depp costar. Expect
four more of these before we’re done. 133 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8, Movies West)

Hacksaw Ridge
Mel Gibson (yeah, that Mel Gibson) directs this true story
about a World War II army medic who served during the battle
of Okinawa, despite being a conscientious objector. Even
though Desmond Doss (played here by The Amazing Spider-
Man’s Andrew Garfield) refused to carry a weapon, he saved
the lives of many soldiers and was eventually awarded a
Medal of Honor. Gibson is in remarkably good territory here,
giving audiences a vigorously old-fashioned tale of heroism.
131 minutes. R. (Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Movies 8,
Movies West)

Jackie
Natalie Portman puts a great deal of effort into her mannered
portrayal of Jackie Kennedy in this tight biopic, which looks in
on the First Lady in the immediate aftermath of her husband’s
assassination. The story jumps around a lot in time and place,
but that keeps it from becoming your standard-issue historical
drama. Chilean filmmaker Pablo Larraín (Tony Manero, No, The
Club) captures a tantalizing intellectual moment when, in the
midst of tragedy, Jackie created the myth of Camelot. Expect
Oscar nods. Reviewed in v25 i51. 100 minutes. R. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

Moana
Dwayne Johnson and Auli’i Cravalho provide the voices for this
Polynesian fantasy story which comes to us courtesy of the
animators at Disney. The titular Moana is a headstrong young
girl who uses her navigational skills to set sail for a fabled
island with the help of a legendary (if somewhat past his
prime) demigod named Maui. This charming, fun musical
cartoon harkens back to the glory days of The Little Mermaid.
Reviewed in v25 i48. 113 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

Monster Trucks
From Nickelodeon Movies comes this rather obvious pun of a
kiddie flick. See, it’s about a monster that lives in a truck—a
monster truck! Small town gearhead Tripp (Lucas Till) hopes
his hand-built monster truck will help him escape his petty
life. Then a squiddy monster shows up and hides under the
hood, leading to all sorts of wacky adventures. Jane Levy,
Thomas Lennon, Barry Pepper, Rob Lowe, Danny Glover and
Amy Ryan crowd the unnecessarily crowded cast list of this
CGI/live-action clunker. 104 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

Passengers
Two passengers on an interstellar ship carrying people to a
distant planet for colonization find themselves unexpectedly
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CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

All About Eve Sun 2:00, 7:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Logan Fri-Sun 11:00am, 12:55, 2:25, 4:10, 5:45, 7:25, 8:25,
9:05; Mon-Thu 11:00am, 12:55, 2:25, 4:10, 5:45, 7:25,

The Shack Fri-Sun 12:55, 4:00, 7:05, 10:10; Mon-Thu 12:55,
4:00, 7:05

Before I Fall Fri-Sun 12:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40, 10:30; Mon-Thu
12:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40

Table 19 Fri-Sun 11:40am, 2:10, 4:30, 7:00, 9:20; Mon
11:40am, 2:10, 4:30, 7:00

Get Out Fri-Sun 12:00, 2:35, 5:10, 7:45, 10:20; Mon-Thu
12:00, 2:35, 5:10, 7:45

A United Kingdom Fri-Sun 11:05am, 1:50, 4:35, 7:20, 10:05;
Mon-Thu 11:05am, 1:50, 4:35, 7:20

Rock Dog Fri-Sun 12:20, 2:45, 5:05; Mon-Thu 12:20, 2:45,
5:05, 7:30

Fist Fight Fri-Sun 12:35, 3:00, 5:25, 7:50, 10:25 Mon-Thu
12:35, 3:00, 5:25, 7:50

The Great Wall Fri-Sun 11:45am, 2:20, 4:55, 7:35, 10:15;
Mon-Thu 11:45am, 2:20, 4:55, 7:35

The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Sun 11:30am, 2:05, 4:40, 7:15,
9:55; Mon-Thu 11:30am, 2:05, 4:40, 7:15

Lion Fri-Sun 11:10, 1:55, 4:40, 7:40, 10:30; Mon-Wed 11:10,
1:55, 4:40, 7:40; Thu 11:10am,v1:55

Moonlight Fri-Sat 11:55am, 2:35, 5:15, 7:55, 10:35; Sun
10:35; Mon-Tue 11:55am, 2:35, 5:15, 7:55; Thu 11:55am,
2:35

Hidden Figures Fri-Sun 1:10, 4:05, 7:10, 10:10; Mon-Thu
1:10, 4:05, 7:10

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

Logan Fri-Sun 11:05am, 12:15, 1:25, 2:35, 3:45, 4:55, 6:05,
7:00, 7:15, 8:25, 9:35, 10:05, 10:30, 10:45, 11:55; Mon-
Thu 12:15, 4:45, 7:15, 10:45

The Shack Fri-Thu 12:20, 3:40, 7:00, 10:20
Before I Fall Fri-Sun 11:10am, 2:00, 4:50, 7:40, 10:30; Mon-
Thu 12:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40

All About Eve Sun 2:00, 7:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Get Out Fri-Sun 11:05am, 12:30, 2:00, 3:25, 4:55, 6:20,
7:50, 9:10, 10:45, 12:01am; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Rock Dog Fri-Sun 11:10am, 1:45, 4:25; Mon-Thu call for
showtimes

Fist Fight Fri-Sun 11:35am, 2:15, 4:50, 7:35, 10:15; Mon-Thu
call for showtimes

The Great Wall Fri-Sun11:00am, 1:55, 4:45, 7:45, 10:40;
Mon-Thu call for showtimes

John Wick: Chapter 2 Fri-Sun 1:00, 4:10, 7:20, 10:35; Mon-
Thu call for showtimes

Fifty Shades Darker Fri-Sun 12:55, 4:10, 7:30, 10:35; Mon-
Thu call for showtimes

The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:50, 4:40, 7:30,
10:20; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

A Dog’s Purpose Fri-Sat 11:15am, 1:55, 4:40, 7:25; Sun
11:15am; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Split Fri-Sun 12:50, 4:00, 7:10, 10:25; Mon-Thu call for
showtimes

Hidden Figures Fri-Sun 12:25, 3:40, 6:55, 10:10; Mon-Thu
call for showtimes

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

Logan Fri-Thu 10:30am, 11:00am, 12:00, 1:30, 2:30, 3:30,
4:45, 6:15, 7:00, 8:00, 9:45, 10:30

Fist Fight Fri-Wed 11:15am, 1:45, 4:15, 6:45, 7:30, 11:00;
Thu 11:15, 1:45, 4:15, 7:30, 11:00

The Great Wall Fri-Tues 12:00,1:45, 8:15, 11:30; Wed 12:00,
1:45, 11:30; Thu 12:00,1:45, 8:15, 11:30

The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Tue 10:30, 1:30, 2:45, 4:30,
5:30, 9:15, 11:15; Wed 1:00, 2:45, 4:00, 5:30, 9:15,
11:15; Thu 10:30, 1:30, 2:45, 4:30, 5:30, 11:15

John Wick: Chapter 2 Fri-Thu 10:30am, 1:45, 5:00, 8:15,
10:15

Fifty Shades Darker Fri-Thu 11:00am, 4:30, 7:30, 10:30

GRANDE 12 ALBUQUERQUE IMAX
3810 Las Estancias SW • 

Logan: An IMAX Experience Fri-Sun 12:30, 3:45, 7:00, 10:15;
Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Logan Fri-Sun 12:00, 3:15, 6:30, 9:45; Mon-Thu call for
showtimes

Before I Fall Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:40, 4:10, 6:40, 9:10; Mon-
Thu call for showtimes

Manchester by the Sea Fri-Sun 6:45, 10:00; Mon-Thu call for
showtimes

Moonlight Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00; Mon-
Thu call for showtimes

Collide Fri-Thu 11:15am, 1:45, 4:15, 6:45, 9:15; Mon-Thu call
for showtimes

Get Out Fri-Sun 11:00, 1:35, 4:10, 7:00, 9:35; Mon-Thu call
for showtimes

Rock Dog Fri-Sun 11:30am, 1:50, 4:10; Mon-Thu call for
showtimes

The Great Wall: An IMAX 3D Experience Fri-Thu 11:00am,
1:35, 4:10, 6:45, 9:20; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

The Great Wall 3D Fri-Sun 2:05, 9:50; Mon-Thu call for
showtimes

The Great Wall Fri-Sun11:30am, 4:40, 7:15; Mon-Thu call for
showtimes

Fist Fight Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:25, 4:00, 7:00, 9:25; Mon-Thu
call for showtimes

The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:35, 4:20, 6:50,
9:25; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

Fifty Shades Darker Fri-Sun 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00; Mon-Thu
call for showtimes

Split Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00; Mon-Thu call
for showtimes

Lion Fri-Sun 11:00am; Mon-Thu call for showtimes

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

I Am Not Your Negro Fri-Sun 3:34, 8:00
Kedi Fri-Sun 6:00
The Lure Fri-Sat 10:30
Pan’s Labyrinth Sat-Sun 1:00
The Freedom to Marry Mon-Thu 3:30, 8:00
Maya Angelou: And Still I Rise Mon-Thu 5:30

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

The Shack Fri-Thu 10:45am, 10:45am, 1:40, 4:35, 7:30,
10:25

Logan Fri-Thu 10:30am, 12:40, 1:40, 3:50, 4:50, 7:00, 8:00,
8:40, 10:10

Get Out Fri-Thu 10:35am, 1:00, 3:25, 5:50, 8:15, 10:40
Rock Dog Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:10, 4:20, 6:30
Fist Fight Fri-Thu 10:45am, 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 10:00
The Great Wall Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:15, 4:50, 7:15, 9:40
John Wick: Chapter 2 Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15,
10:00

The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Thu 1:40, 4:05, 6:30, 8:55

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

Sing 3D Fri-Thu 1:50, 10:20
Sing Fri-Thu 11:00am, 4:40, 7:30
Jackie Fri-Thu 12:40, 7:00
Monster Trucks 3D Fri-Thu 2:00, 10:30
Monster Trucks Fri-Thu 11:10am, 4:50, 7:40
Sleepless Fri-Thu 2:50, 8:50
Why Him? Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:10, 6:50, 10:00
Hacksaw Ridge Fri-Thu 11:30am, 5:30
Passengers Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:30, 6:40, 9:40
Moana 3D Fri-Thu 2:40, 5:40
Moana Fri-Thu 11:40am, 1:10, 4:10, 7:10, 10:10
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them Fri-Thu 8:40
Doctor Strange Fri-Thu 3:40, 9:50

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

Sing 3D Fri-Thu 11:20am, 5:00
Sing Fri-Thu 2:10, 7:50
Jackie Fri-Thu 1:50, 7:30
Monster Trucks 3D Fri-Thu 11:10am, 4:50, 10:30
Monster Trucks Fri-Thu 2:00, 7:40
Sleepless Fri-Thu 11:00am, 4:40, 10:20
Why Him? Fri-Thu 1:30, 4:25, 7:20, 10:15
Hacksaw Ridge Fri-Thu 12:10, 6:50
Passengers Fri-Thu 1:10, 4:10, 7:10, 10:10
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them Fri-Thu 3:30,
10:05

Moana 3D Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:30, 5:30, 8:30
Moana Fri-Thu 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:55
Doctor Strange Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:00, 6:00

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

Logan Fri-Thu 11:30am, 12:30, 3:05, 4:10, 6:20, 7:50, 9:35
Before I Fall Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00
The Shack Fri-Thu 11:15am, 2:20, 5:25, 8:30
Collide Fri-Thu 9:35
Rock Dog Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:40, 4:20, 6:55
Get Out Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:50, 4:40, 7:30, 10:20
Fist Fight Fri-Thu 12:35, 3:00, 5:25, 7:50, 10:15
The Great Wall 3D Fri-Thu 3:30, 9:00
The Great Wall Fri-Thu 12:40, 6:15
The LEGO Batman Movie Fri-Thu 11:35am, 12:25, 2:30, 5:25,
6:10, 8:20

The LEGO Batman Movie 3D Fri-Thu 3:15, 9:05
John Wick: Chapter 2 Fri-Thu 11:00am, 2:10, 5:15, 8:25
Fifty Shades Darker Fri-Thu 11:20am, 2:25, 5:30, 8:35
A Dog’s Purpose Fri-Thu 12:35, 3:10, 5;50, 8:30
Hidden Figures Fri-Thu 12:20, 3:35, 6:50, 10:00

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

Moonlight Fri-Sat 6:00, 8:30; Sun 1:00, 3:30

UNM MIDWEEK MOVIES
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-4706

Hidden Figures Tues 8:00; Wed 4:00, 7:00; Thu 3:30

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.
210 Yale SE    505.268.0044    www.outpostspace.org

ERIC BIBB
with Michael Jerome Browne
at the African American Performing Arts Center

SEASON OPENER!

MAR
2
7:30PM

JQ Whitcomb and 
Five Below

Rahim AlHaj Letters 
From Iraq

Cathryn McGill

Sheila Jordan-Alan 
Pasqua

Bobby Bradford-
Vinny Golia

ABQ Slam
Championship

David Murray-Kahil 
El’Zabar

Vaivén

Austin Piazzolla 
Quintet

Doug Lawrence 
Organ Trio

Christopher Shultis

Jesus Muñoz w. 
Chuscales

Arlen Asher

Round Mountain
+ Taksim  

Anat Cohen & Trio 
Brasileiro

Gerald Clayton

Armando Ortega & 
Wagogo

René Marie

5th Annual Gala 
Fundraiser at the
Albuquerque
Museum with Lisa 
Fischer & Grand Baton

Plus Jazz & Latin 
Music Classes,
Art Exhibits & More!

Spring 2017 Season Highlights

FILM | CAPSULES

awakened from suspended animation—90 years too early. Can
they figure out what is causing the malfunction, and can they
fix it in time? Also, is it possible they can fall in love with one
another amid the crisis? Chris Pratt and Jennifer Lawrence star
in this sci-fi mystery/romance that squanders a rich setting by
more-or-less refusing to deal with the questionable moral
twist at the center of it all. 116 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

Sing
The French animation company behind the Despicable Me
films offers up this tune-filled toon. When a fast-talking,
showbiz-loving koala finds his once-glorious theater
threatened with foreclosure, he comes up with the idea of

hosting an amateur singing competition. Although “American
Idol” would seem like slight inspiration for a family film, the
script conjures up quite a bit of sympathy for its
anthropomorphic pigs, hedgehogs, gorillas and mice. Amid the
comedy hijinks and the rather impressive songs, we get a lot
of compelling backstory, telling us what brings each of these
animalistic contestants to this particular grab at glory.
Matthew McConaughey, Reese Witherspoon, Seth MacFarlane,
Scarlett Johansson and Taron Egerton are among the cast.
108 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Sleepless
Jamie Foxx stars in this remake of a French cop drama (Nuit
Blanche) about a corrupt police officer with connections to

the underworld who scours a nightclub in search of his son—
who’s been kindapped by a powerful drug dealer. Hollywood
had to go all the way to France to give us another Taken
variation? 95 minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Why Him?
Jonah Hill helped out on the story for this foul-mouthed
comedy starring his pal James Franco. Franco plays an
internet billionaire who’s about to pop the question to his
girlfriend over the holidays. Unfortunately, her dad (Bryan
Cranston) takes an instant dislike to the crass, inappropriate
man-boy, setting off a war between the menfolk. 111 minutes.
R. (Movies 8, Movies West)
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MUSIC | SHOW UP!

BY AUGUST MARCH

N
ew slang when you notice the stripes, the
dirt in your fries/ Hope it’s right when you
die, old and bony/ Dawn breaks like a bull

through the hall/ Never should have called/ But
my head’s to the wall and I’m lonely—“New
Slang,” a song written by James Mercer for The
Shins, from their breakthrough album, Oh,
Inverted World.

So, I spent the morning thinking about The
Shins. I went to the morgue and dug through
issues of Weekly Alibi from 2001. I found an
archival copy of volume 10, number 25. That’s
the one where AlibiMusic Editor Michael
Henningsen goes on and on about the how the
band is gonna turn the world upside down, how
The Shins are Albuquerque’s Fab Four. I took a
bound copy of that issue down to my office and
proceeded to spill a spoonful of frozen burrito
filling on page 31, the page where Oh, Inverted
World gets a surprisingly limpid review from
Stewart Mason. Later, my publisher stopped by
the office and noted that I had gotten some
chow on the archives; I reflected that among
such a dusty and disused 25-year-old collection
of newspapers, such was evidence of deeper
meaning—in the far future such eager
clumsiness would be viewed with great gravitas
by other, yet unknown readers who had rocanrol
on their minds or in their hearts.
In between all of that, James Mercer, the

visionary pop musician at the center of the
multitenacled, multivoiced and mostly
mysterious entity called The Shins gave me a
bell. An Albuquerque native and generational
cohort, we chatted briefly about all things
Burque before getting to the meat of the day’s
discourse. That meat, in case you want to know,
had to do with the meaning and purpose of the
Shins, past and present as well as—appropriately
enough—the concept of here, there and
everywhere as the band makes preparations to
release its first album in more than five years.
The release of Heartworms will coincide with a
US tour that begins right here in Burque on
March 2, with a sold-out gig at the Historic El
Rey Theater. 

Weekly Alibi: James, how has your vision of
The Shins, your feelings about the project,
changed since your previous album, Port of
Morrow, dropped about five years ago?
Aesthetically, I have a new vision for the band. I
am interested in different things, but mainly this
is a record with an up-tempo vibe; I’ve embraced
the pop side of my writing, whereas, even on
Port of Morrow, I had the dregs of ’90s anti-pop
sentiments at the forefront of my work.

Pop is a guiding force for this latest effort, but
I’d like to say that maybe rock and pop are
dead in 2017. Ironically, your new album is
filled with these elusively beautiful, very
produced pop gems. How does that aesthetic

fit into the post-rock, post-Radiohead
landscape? How do you reconcile
yourself with the massive changes that
have taken place in the music world,
post-millenium?

I think what’s interesting, as you say that,
is that I feel what is coming in the future—
and these are just my views right now—is
more aggressive guitar music, a return to
rock and roll basics. When I listen to rock
radio here in Portland, I rarely find
anything interesting anymore. It all sounds
like a video for Kinfolk Magazine, and that
kinda makes me wanna fucking barf. I’m
really sick of that [hipsterism]. What I do
here as a pop influence on production and
performance defies all these bands with
their fancy beards and stuff.

So are you talking about the tendency
pop has taken toward so-called
Americana? In other words, lo-fi.
Acoustic, folky sort of music?
What I’m talking about actually is this
really highly produced stuff you hear all
the time, like Twenty One Pilots.

Is your mission, then to reinvigorate
rocanrol through the participation of The
Shins?
I never liked it [alt-rock], and now I am
utterly exhausted by it. I can hardly listen
to alternative rock radio anymore. I don’t
feel a part of any sort of thing at all. I don’t
feel that way, I feel like [The Shins] are
something other. I mean, do I want to thumb my
nose at the stuff we’re describing? Yes! I’m
interacting all right, but more out of spite and
anger than a desire to save something. I’m not
trying to correct anyone [in the music industry]
or help them in any way. I want them all to
fucking disappear.

So although you see yourself as an outsider,
you do realize that work from your classic
period, like Oh, Inverted World is considered a
pop masterpiece? After that, do you still see
yourself as someone who is on the outside
looking in?
Yes, that’s true. My recollection of that time is
that I was possessed by a similar level of vitriol
about the music scene. Back then, every band
was made up of some combination of Pavement
and Nirvana.

But didn’t you break through that post-
Nirvana haze?
And found a little niche. Look Pavement and
Nirvana are two of my favorite bands, and I was
immersed in that stuff. Its just when you find
yourself in a situation where that kinda music
becomes the wallpaper, the background noise, it
gets tiresome. When you go into the studio and
start working on stuff, I think it’s important to
decide what you fucking don’t want to be
anymore. Start there. What are you hating 

on right now?
So, we kinda started this record with that

attitude. We don’t want to be Mumford & Sons,
we don’t want to be the Head and the Heart.
Not that they’re bad bands ... I hope you get
what I’m saying.

I get it. You’re espousing a classic punk
attitude about rock music, which I find very
invigorating, because I don’t think a lot of
younger rockers are willing to address the
issues you’re addressing. But what else
inspired this album?
I really fell in love with the work of Ariel Pink.
Not just the pop stuff either but also just the
fucking weirdness. He’s someone who feels
incredible artistic freedom, that’s the way he
comes across. And that was really exciting to
me. I’m also really stoked about Angel Olsen’s
latest record.

Well, I listened to Heartworms last night and
then again this morning and can’t help but feel
there’s this wide-ranging complexity, an
attention to pop music history at the work’s
heart. It’s rather sprawling. What kind of long-
term influences do you have?
In high school, in England, I listened to The
Cure. I just listened to “Boys Don’t Cry.” There’s
a lot of influence there. I can’t get away from
Johhny Marr, either.

The New Slang is Still Rocanrol
In an interstellar burst Shins are back to save the universe

How are millennials reacting to that sort
of thing?
I’ve had a good response to my work from
younger people to songs from the album
like “Cherry Hearts,” which sorta has a
hip-hop influence in its production and
presentation. But on a song like
“Mildenhall,” which is basically country-
Western, I get a very polarized response
from that age group. So it’s all kinda
variable.

But what you’re doing goes beyond simply
characterizing genres. It’s not derivative,
it’s rather at the forefront, am I right?
Dude, you know I was talking to one of my
other interviewers about Grimes and her
new record which is ultimately avant-garde.
I love it, but it’s very out there, production-
wise. That’s very awesome to me. When I
compare my songwriting to her, it seems
relatively tame.

So you’re kinda in the experimental wing
of pop music now, defying convention
while you’re at it, taking a different
direction than the course pop music
decided to take?
That’s an interesting way to put it. Only
some of it is intentional. Most of it is
visceral. This is stuff I get angry about.
American music feels milquetoast, it feels
like a Kinfolk Magazine cover to me.

Sitting here, reading the article Alibi
Music Editor Michael Henningsen wrote

about you in 2001, it occurs to me that he saw
The Shins as a band, when it turns out it’s
always mostly been you. Is that something
you’d care to comment on?
Yeah, I can see where Henny got that because
the band that came before The Shins, Flake, was
really collaborative. I really wanted that to be
true for the sake of my bandmates. My solution
at the time was not to brag about how I was the
songwriter, et cetera. I didn’t feel comfortable
defining the band back then. I’m to blame in
that I didn’t want to make that story clear at
first. I wanna be in a band. I wanna be in The
Beatles. But it didn’t work out that way. That’s
rock and roll.

What sort of trajectory are you following as
the Shins rise up again?
I don’t have the same sort of ambition. I don’t
know if my sights can be set that high again.
We’re going to tour the hell out of this record.
We are damn proud of it. By starting our tour in
Albuquerque, we are saying we were party to
that vestige that was the local scene but also
providing evidence that we are what comes
next, too.  a

The Shins
Thursday, March 2, 2017 • 7pm

The Historic El Rey Theater • 622 Central SW

James Mercer of The Shins PHOTO BY NIKKI FENIX
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Wednesday MARCH 2 7:00pm Doors

Sunday MARCH 5 7:00pm Doors

Saturday MARCH 4 8:00pm Doors

Friday MARCH 3 8:00pm Doors

Tuesday MARCH 7 6:30pm Doors

Firday MARCH 10 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday MARCH 8 8:00pm Doors

Saturday MARCH 11 8:00pm Doors

KATASTRO
THE HOLDUP

THE RIDDIMS
POCKET FULL OF DUB SOUNDSYSTEM

TRIBUTE TO CURTIS MAYFIELD

B SIDE PLAYERS
MERICAN SLANG DJ POSITRAX

CASTLE
SHOGGOTH

SUPERGIANT  JAGGED MOUTH

LIL WYTE
STATIK G  BISKIT  STEVIE 

MILES  IZZY DUNFORE

SILENT PLANET
HAIL THE SUN

DAYSEEKER  GHOST KEY

THE REBELLE ALLIANCE PRESENTS
A NIGHT OF CLASSIC BURLESQUE

FEATURING VIVIAN MIRANN AND 
SOPHIA SUNDAY

RED FANG
BIG JESUS  MARSUPIOUS

ALIBI MUSIC SHOWCASE

Wednesday MARCH 1 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday MARCH 8 8:00pm Doors

ALL DRINKS $1 OFF!!

LOW SPIRITS OPEN MIC NIGHT
Friday MARCH 3 8:00pm Doors

Thursday MARCH 9 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday MARCH 8 8:00pm Doors

Friday MARCH 10 4:00pm Doors

ALL DRINKS $1 OFF!!

LOW SPIRITS OPEN MIC NIGHT

IAN MOORE
KEVIN CUMMINGS TRIO

BLINDDRYVE
THE JIR PROJECT

SIGNAL 99
GARRY MARTIN BEASLEY

LEVI PATERO
JADEMASQUE

HAPPY HOUR WITH

THE SURFLORDS!!

THIS
THURSDAY!!!THIS

THURSDAY!!!



1st/8PM

2nd/6-9PM

3rd/8PM

4TH/8PM

5TH/8PM

6TH/8PM

7TH/8PM

Darci Carlson with Gunsafe 
and Kelsey Manning.

Survival Guide & Lungs and 
Limbs with Full Speed Veronica 

and Shoulder Voices. Happy 
Hour with The MLC.

Arcade Rivals with Rats in the 
Rosebush, Ukrai, Crrtrz.

Blitzar & Augustus with La 
Llorona, 2 Dope Boys.

interMIXture with Skipz, 
Saddle Tramp, I Cite, 

Infrequency, Inbox b2b gEm.

Gaby Fuentes with Regulus 
and Tear Pressure.

Bass Crunch with 
DJ Low Key.

$18
WED
MARCH 1
DOORS 8PM

DOORS 8PM

ARCHGOAT
VALKYRJA - HELLFIRE DEATHCULT

$10
MON
MARCH 13

DEATH VALLEY GIRLS
DEATH HYMN NO.9

$17/$22
WED
MARCH 15
DOORS 7PM

DOORS 7PM

$10
FRI
MARCH 3  THE FLASH HITS - HOLY GLORIES

$10
SAT
MARCH 11
DOORS 8pm

DEAD MEADOW

ALIBI BEST OF BURQUE
MUSIC SHOWCASE

LEECHES OF LORE -DEF-I - THE RIDDIMS - ROCK JONG IL - DJ WAE FONKY 

THE MEMORIES-EMOTIONAL-ADULT BEVERAGE

TERRENCE SIMIEN
& THE ZYDECO EXPERIENCE
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THURSDAY MARCH 2
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Chris
Ravin Showcase • rock ’n’ roll, R&B • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Tylor Brandon •
acoustic, variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGE Lungs and Limbs • Survival Guide • Full
Speed Veronica • indie, pop rock • Shoulder Voices • death
pop • 9pm • FREE

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Chris Dracup • acoustic, blues • 6pm •
FREE

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Ladies Night •
DJ Sider • country, Latin, New Mexican • 8pm • FREE

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER The Shins • indie • 7pm • $30 •
ALL-AGES!

HOTEL ANDALUZ Comedy Night • Kate Willett • 8pm • $10

LAUNCHPAD The Holdup • Katastro • rock • The Riddims •
roots, rock, reggae • 8pm • $13

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras String Dinner • folk rock • 6pm • FREE

FRIDAY MARCH 3
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho SIRSY •
indie rock, pop • 4:30pm • String Dinner • folk rock • 7:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Designated
Minds • variety, rock • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Black Pearl
Band • country, Spanish, oldies • 9pm • FREE

THE JAM SPOT Scarless • metal • On Your Doorstep • Kauses
to Become • The Other 99 • 11pm • $5-$8 • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD B-Side Players • funk, rock, jazz, hip-hop • Merican
Slang • funk, Americana • DJ Positrax • 9pm • $12

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Tijerina Acoustic
Trio • rock, blues • 3pm • FREE

LOW SPIRITS Ian Moore • singer-songwriter • Kevin Cummings
Trio • 8pm • $12

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Brother Coyote • alternative,
folk • 5pm • High Desert Playboys • country • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Gene Corbin • Americana • 1:30pm •
Odd Dog • classic rock • 6pm • FREE

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Amped Owl Drive • Self Contained •
rock • 5pm • FREE

PALACE RESTAURANT AND SALOON, Santa Fe Scotty and
The Atomics • rock, reggae, funk • 10pm • $5

Q BAR Vanilla Pop • dance, variety • 10pm • FREE

SISTER Dead Meadow • indie rock • The Flash Hits • Holy
Glories • garage rock, psychedelic • 9pm • $10

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Ladies Night • DJ
Ecto 1 • top 40, hip-hop, EDM • 9pm • $0-$10

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM John De Hoyos • country,
folk • 8pm • FREE

WINNING COFFEE CO. Jimmy Abraham • singer-songwriter,
blues, folk • Chuck Houston • Neil Cole • Alan Coleman • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SATURDAY MARCH 4
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho The
Anslovers • country, bluegrass • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Kyle Martin
Band • country, rock ’n’ roll • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE BRIDGE AT SANTA FE BREWING, Santa Fe Cody Canada
& The Departed • country • 7pm • $15 • ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGE Blitzar • Augustus • La Llorona • 2 Dope
Boys • variety • 9pm • FREE

THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • 9:30pm • $5

THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe SIRSY • indie rock, pop •
8:30pm • FREE

THE CRAFTROOM Seth Hoffman • folk, acoustic • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

DIALOGUE BREWING Paul Hunton • singer-songwriter, variety •
6pm • FREE

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Black Pearl Band •
country, Spanish, oldies • 9pm • FREE

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE DJ Aztech Sol • Latin, salsa • 10pm

HOTEL ANDALUZ Chris Dracup Trio • blues, reggae, soul • 7pm •
FREE

LAUNCHPAD Castle • metal • Shoggoth • metal • SuperGiant •
stoner rock • Jagged Mouth • metal • 8pm • $8 • See Event
Horizon

LEMONI LOUNGE Jazz Brasileiro • bossa nova • 7:30pm • FREE

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Shane Wallin • singer-songwriter •
3pm • The Jakes • classic rock, southern rock • 8pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Rock Bottom • country • 1:30pm • Third
Element • rock, variety • 6pm • FREE

SOLID GROUNDS COFFEEHOUSE Bébé La La • folk, Americana •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Vegas Nights • DJ Andy
Gil • EDM, hip-hop • 9pm • $5-$10

STONE FACE TAVERN Kombat Kitty • rock • 8pm • FREE

SUNSHINE THEATERMemphis May Fire • metalcore • Blessthefall •
The Color Morale • Sylar • Bad Seed Rising • 7:30pm • $18

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Brian McDaniel • Americana,
indie, folk • 5pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Charlie Milo Trio • funk • 3pm •
FREE

SUNDAY MARCH 5
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Cloudship •
rock, variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Lilah Rose • indie, singer-songwriter •
3pm • FREE

LAUNCHPAD Lil Wyte • Statik G • hip-hop • Biskit • Stevie Miles •
Izzy Dunfore • 7pm • $10

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Key Frances • psychedelic blues •
3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Alchemie • indie, modern rock • 4pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

MONDAY MARCH 6
THE BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho New Mexico
Western Music Association Jam • country, variety • 6:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Dos Gatos • blues,
Americana, swing • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

TUESDAY MARCH 7
BURTS TIKI LOUNGE Gaby Fuentes • Regulus • Tear Pressure •
indie pop, punk • 9pm • FREE • See Event Horizon

THE COOPERAGE Albuquerque Jazz Orchestra • jazz • 7:30pm •
Donations encouraged • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Silent Planet • post hardcore • Hail the Sun • post
hardcore • Dayseeker • Ghost Key • 7pm • $13

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Ivan Rane • fingerstyle guitar • 7pm

SKYLIGHT, Santa Fe Donavon Frankenreiter • singer-songwriter,
variety • 8pm • $22-$32

WEDNESDAY MARCH 8
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin
Showcase • rock ’n’ roll, R&B • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BURTS TIKI LOUNGEWasted Inc. • Spalding • Ned Bundy • Third
Leg • DJ Wae Fonkey • variety • 9pm • FREE

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Karaoke • 7pm •
FREE

LAUNCHPAD Red Fang • stoner rock • Big Jesus • 9pm • $15

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Big Monsta Band • blues, soul,
garage rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Reverend E • rock • The Vagrants • blues •
6pm • FREE

SUNSHINE THEATER Tribal Seeds • reggae • Raging Fyah • Aloha
Radio • 8pm • $20

TIWA RESTAURANT & LOUNGE Elle Carpenter • singer-songwriter •
8:30pm • FREE

Calendar |MusiC

MUSIC
CALENDAR
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bakeD gooDS | cannabiS review by rini grammer

P
ost Traumatic Stress Disorder is often
characterized as being a “symptom of
war,” meaning that primarily soldiers

have it. But every person goes through their
own battles, and I am no different. I realized
I had PTSD when I was 19, but my then-
therapist—along with almost every
other therapist I had up to that
point and many after—just
wanted to feed me more
pharmaceutical drugs instead
of addressing the problem
through actually talking,
which is what I was in therapy
for. I eventually found my
salvation through the proper
use of cannabis. I didn’t get a
medical card until recently,
after a month of sobriety
resulting in my worst
neuroses bubbling to the
surface. 
For those who are unaware of
what it actually feels like to
have PTSD, for me, it feels like my
head is a beehive being hit with a flaming
baseball bat. Anyone around me is subject to
a sobbing distrust and screaming rage that
my mind tells me is their fault. The anxiety
is unforgiving, freezing my body—it tells me
everyone hates me, everyone I have ever
loved wants nothing to do with me because
I’m so broken. It says if I move, I’ll die, so
maybe I should go ahead and move and get
it over with. There are more symptoms but I
think you get the idea.
Shortly after my most recent realization—at
the suggestion of our resident cannabis
connoisseur, Joshua Lee—I went to meet
with the professionals at R. Greenleaf on the
Westside to get some help. After being
diagnosed, I expected my card to come in
60-90 days, but I received it after just a
month. Since then, I’ve sampled various
strains and intake methods to see what is
right for me, and I’ve found that I prefer
sativa and CBD, though different situations
call for different strains.
I ran out of sativa over the weekend, so I
headed on over to PurLife in Midtown and
restocked. I asked the ever-friendly staff if
they could help me figure out what strain I
got at the beginning of December, and lucky
for me, they keep that on record. I found out
it was the sativa-dominant strain Blue Dream
(THC: 20.5%, CBD: 0.04%), but they only
had it available in pre-rolled joints so I
happily purchased one for $9. I decided to
grab my favorite CBD edible, Medi-Crackers
(CBD: 5mg/cracker, $12/2.9 oz bag), from R.
Greenleaf while I was in the neighborhood.
I particularly like Blue Dream because it’s a
very mellow high. I’m still functional, but it
enhances my mood and eases my anxiety.

Sweet Dream
When the restless become rested

I’ve read that people with bad anxiety
generally don’t do well with sativas, but I
really like Blue Dream because it completely
relaxes me without draining my energy. It’s
an excellent pre- or post-work de-stressor.
When I got back home around 5:30pm, I

grabbed my favorite lighter and smoked
a quarter of it, but didn’t feel
anything. The fruity smell drifted
across my face as I inhaled
another quarter of the joint and
started to feel that smoldering
bliss of Blue Dream. I remember
the taste from my first try of
this strain being purely sweet,
but now wrapped in this paper,
it was a little less flavorful
but still tasty and
effective. My body and
mind relaxed enough for
me to read, exercise,

make dinner, pack a lunch
for the next day and clean my
house all before 10pm with no
anxiety or buzzing in my mind.

I prefer to save the Medi-Crackers for
stressful days so I can stay calm while
working. Using one cracker per hour usually
keeps me functional without any of the
stress, anxiety or sleepiness that often
accompanies the use of sativa and indica
strains. On one of my busiest days at work, I
decided to make it easier on myself by
popping the cheese-flavored crackers
(cooked in cannabutter, so it still smells like
cannabis) once every one and a half to two
hours. I got all of my work done and then
some, all the while staying perfectly calm
and collected. 
Overall as well as on a quotidian basis—
from work capabilities to social relationships
to personal peace of mind—medical
cannabis has had a major beneficial impact
on my life. So, dear readers, I look forward
to spreading the knowledge and exploring
the options Burque provides for medical
cannabis patients. a

PurLife 
3821 Menaul NE, Ste F
Mon-Fri: 10am-6pm
Sat-Sun: 10am-4pm
(505) 433-2672

First-time Freebies: Yes

R. Greenleaf
4414 Menaul NE, Ste 1
Mon-Fri 10am-6pm

Sat 11am-4pm 
Sun 11am-4pm
(505) 510-1717 

First-time Freebies: Yes Photo credit - Sergio Salvador - at RGO Midtown. ©2017 All rights reserved. R. Greenleaf Organics, Inc.

(505) 510-1717 • WWW.RGREENLEAF.COM

NOB HILL LOCATION
4014 Central Ave. SE

Albuquerque, NM 87108

GRANTS LOCATION 
411 W. Santa Fe Ave. Suite 1

Grants, NM 87020

OPENING SOON!
HEIGHTS LOCATION

9821 Montgomery Blvd. NE Suite A
Albuquerque, NM 87111

WESTSIDE LOCATION
5201 Ouray Rd. NW  Suite E

Albuquerque, NM 87120

NORTH COORS LOCATION 
9421 Coors Blvd. NW Suite C

Albuquerque, NM 87114

MORE CLINICS 
TO BETTER 
SERVE YOU.

We are excited to announce our newest clinic in the NE 
Heights will be opening soon! As an Albuquerque based 

company, we are dedicated to following our mission: 
to supply patients safe access to quality medical cannabis. 

Sign up for our newsletter updates at rgreenleaf.com!

MIDTOWN LOCATION
4414 Menaul Blvd. NE Suite 1

Albuquerque, NM 87110
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stRaigHt dope | advice fRom tHe abyss  by cecil adams

How did anyone do math in
Roman numerals?

How did the Romans actually do any
mathematical calculations with
Roman numerals? Without the
concept of places (units, tens, etc.)
how did they add, subtract, multiply,
divide, sell slaves and build
aqueducts?

—Leonard Frankford, Baltimore

Let me toss that question right back at you,
Leonard: How do you solve complex math
problems? You’re probably not working through
them in your head or even on paper. If you need to
figure something unwieldy or tricky—say, the
square root of 41,786—you reach for a calculator.
And so did the ancient Romans. Their counting
devices weren’t electronic, of course, but the tech
was high enough for them to establish and
administer an empire of nearly 2 million square miles
without even coming up with a notation for zero.

The Romans’ contributions to the arena of
mathematics weren’t exactly mind-blowing,
especially compared to their cultural forebears
across the sea in Greece—the Pythagorean
theorem is a hard act to follow. When it came to
manipulating numbers, the Romans were
pragmatists, not theoreticians. As you suggest,
conquest, commerce and engineering were their
domains, all fields that do require a certain
computational acumen. But the average Roman
citizen learned only basic arithmetic in school, under
the tutelage of a calculator, as math instructors
were often called, unless he or she (but almost
always he) needed greater knowledge for
professional purposes.

And basic Roman arithmetic is largely rather
simple, even for those of us spoiled by Arabic
notation. Addition is no sweat, because complex
Roman numbers already use what math pros call
additive notation, with numerals set beside one
another to create a larger number. VI is just V plus I,
after all. To add large numbers, simply pile all the
letters together, arrange them in descending order,
and there’s your sum. CLXVI plus CLXVI?
CCLLXXVVII, or CCCXXXII. And one of the
advantages of the Roman system is that you don’t
need to memorize multiplication tables. What’s VI
times VI? Six Vs and six Is, which converts to three
Xs, a V, and an I: XXXVI.

You can do all this because of the limitation
Leonard pointed out above. Roman numerals don’t
have what’s called place value, or positional value,
the way digits in our system do. The value
represented by the Arabic numeral 5 changes
depending on its placement within a figure: it can
mean five units, or five tens, or five hundreds. But to
a Roman, V always meant just plain five, regardless
of position. And before you chime in with “What
about in IV?” keep in mind that the Roman numerals
we use aren’t necessarily the ones the Romans
used. Subtractive notation—expressing a value as
the difference between a larger number and a
smaller one set to its left was rare in classical Rome
and didn’t take off until the Middle Ages; the
Romans greatly preferred the simpler IIII to IV,

XXXX to XL, and so on. (The IIII-for-4 notation
survives today on the faces of clocks.)

You’ll notice I haven’t mentioned long division—
that’s where positional value really pays off. What’s
CCXVII divided by CLI? The pile-and-sort method
isn’t going to work here. For this one, as well as for
the multiplication of larger numbers, you need an
abacus. Not too much physical evidence survives,
but judging from references in poems by Catullus,
Juvenal and others, and from contemporary devices
found in Greece, the standard Roman abacus used
glass, ivory or bronze counters placed on a board
marked off into rows and columns. (The counters
were at first made of stone and called calculi or
“pebbles,” the obvious root of several math-related
words in English.) A later, more portable version
(and this one we’ve found examples of) consisted of
a metal plate with beads that slid back and forth in
slots.

In either case, the columns or slots were labeled
I, X, C, etc., corresponding to the ones column, the
tens column, the hundreds and so on up to millions;
the counters or beads kept track of how many you
had of each. Essentially, abacuses allowed you to
convert Roman figures into a place-based system,
do your calculations, then convert back. Some, at
least, could even handle fractions, using other
specialized slots: though the Romans kept to base
10 for whole numbers (as we 10-fingered creatures
are wont to do), for smaller values they had a
separate base-12 system, making it easier to work
with thirds and quarters.

These devices remained in use for centuries
after Rome fell. I’ve been talking about the Romans,
but remember, their numbering system was still the
only one that numerate medieval Europeans had at
their disposal. After arriving on the Iberian
peninsula in the eighth century, the Arabs
introduced their own snazzy notation system (more
accurately referred to as Hindu-Arabic), which made
its written debut in Christian Europe courtesy of
some Spanish monks in 976. Resistance to these
foreign ciphers was fierce until the 15th century,
when the invention of the printing press spread
them widely enough that their utility could no longer
be denied, sparking a mathematical revolution. And
that’s why I’m able to tell you today that the square
root of 41,786 is 204.41624201613725978.
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 for Medical Cannabis Cards 

Are you suffering from symptoms of a 
traumatic experience?  
You may be suffering from PTSD. 

 

 

PTSD EVALUATIONS 

(505) 299-7873 
www.PTSDpsychiatrist.com 

Albuquerque-Area Psychologists On Duty 
 

Zia Health & Wellness Medical Cannabis Program 
5401 Lomas Blvd NE, Ste. C | Albuquerque 87110 

 

The lowest prices for 
medical cannabis 

certifications! 

Walk-ins are welcome!
Call today (505) 200-9562

$65 for renewals
$99 for new patients

15% o� for all Veterans

*The Doc can sign all renewals (including PTSD) and most new patients (PTSD needs diagnosis within the last year). The Doc is 
a contracted employee. RGO cannot sign people up for the NMMCP.  ©2017 All rights reserved. R. Greenleaf Organics, Inc.
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): I predict that you will
have earned the title of Master Composter no later than
March 26. Not necessarily because you will have
packed your food scraps, wilted flowers, coffee grounds
and shredded newspapers in, say, a deluxe dual-
chamber tumbling compost bin. But rather because you
will have dealt efficiently with the rotting emotions,
tattered habits, decrepit melodramas and trivial
nonsense that has accumulated; you will have worked
hard to transform all that crap into metaphorical
fertilizer for your future growth. Time to get started!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): It’s a good time for you
to wield your emotional intelligence with leadership and
flair. The people you care about need more of your
sensitive influence. Any posse or tribe you’re part of
will benefit from your thoughtful intervention. So get
out there and build up the group morale, Taurus. Assert
your healing ideals with panache. Tamp down the
insidious power of peer pressure and fashionable
nonsense. You have a mandate to wake up sleepy allies
and activate the dormant potential of collective efforts.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): If you were ever in your
life going to be awarded an honorary PhD from a top
university, it would happen in the next few weeks. If
there were even a remote possibility that you would
someday be given one of those MacArthur Fellowship
“genius” grants, now would be the time. Likewise if you
had any hopes of being selected as one of “The World’s
Sexiest Chameleons” or “The Fastest, Sweetest
Talkers on Earth” or “The Planet’s Most Virtuoso
Vacillators,” the moment has arrived. And even if none
of those things happen, I’m still pretty sure that your
reputation and status will be on the rise.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): You’re wandering into
places you’ve always thought you should be wary of or
skeptical about. Good for you! As long as you protect
your innocence, I encourage you to keep exploring. To
my delight, you have also been fantasizing about
accomplishments that used to be off-limits. Again, I say:
Good for you! As long as you don’t overreach, I invite
you to dream boldly, even brazenly. And since you seem
to be in the mood for big thinking, here are other
revolutionary activities to consider: dissolving
nonessential wishes; transcending shrunken
expectations; escaping the boring past; busting
irrelevant taboos.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): I did a good job of raising my
daughter. She turned out to be a thoughtful, intelligent
adult with high integrity and interesting skills. But I’m
not sure my parenting would have been as effective if
I’d had more kids. I discussed this issue with Nathan, a
guy I know. His six offspring are all grown up, too. “How
did you do it?” I asked him. “Having just one child was a
challenging job for me.” “I’ll tell you my secret,” Nathan
told me. “I’m a bad father. I didn’t work very hard on
raising my kids. And now they never let me forget it.” In
the coming weeks and months, Leo, I recommend that
you pursue my approach in your chosen field, not
Nathan’s. Aim for high-quality intensity rather than
scattershot quantity.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): In her poem “Not
Anyone Who Says,” Virgo writer Mary Oliver looks
down on people who declare, “I’m going to be careful
and smart in matters of love.” She disparages the
passion of anyone who asserts, “I’m going to choose
slowly.” Instead she champions those who are “chosen
by something invisible and powerful and uncontrollable
and beautiful and possibly even unsuitable.” Here’s my
response: Her preferred formula sounds glamorous and
dramatic and romantic—especially the powerful and
beautiful part. But in practice it rarely works out well—
maybe just 10 percent of the time—mostly because of
the uncontrollable and unsuitable part. And now is not
one of those times for you, Virgo. Be careful and smart
in matters of love, and choose slowly.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The poet Rainer Maria
Rilke bemoaned the fact that so many of us “squander
our sorrows.” Out of self-pity or lazy self-indulgence,
we wallow in memories of experiences that didn’t turn
out the way we wished they would have. We paralyze

ourselves with repetitions of depleting thoughts. Here’s
an alternative to that approach: We could use our
sadness and frustrations to transform ourselves. We
could treat them as fuel to motivate our escape from
what doesn’t work, to inspire our determination to rise
above what demoralizes and demeans us. I mention
this, Libra, because now is an excellent time to do
exactly that.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): It’s time for the Bliss
Blitz—a new holiday just for you Scorpios. To celebrate
it properly, get as buoyant as you dare; be greedy for
euphoria; launch a sacred quest for pleasure. Ah, but
here’s the big question: Can you handle this much relief
and release? Are you strong enough to open yourself to
massive outbreaks of educational delight and natural
highs? Some of you may not be prepared. You may
prefer to remain ensconced in your protective sheath of
cool cynicism. But if you think you can bear the shock
of unprecedented exaltation and jubilation, then go
ahead and risk it. Experiment with the unruly happiness
of the Bliss Blitz.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): In his book The
Horologicon, Mark Forsyth gathered “obscure but
necessary” words that he dug out of old dictionaries.
One of his discoveries is a perfect fit for you right now.
It’s “snudge,” a verb that means to walk around with a
pensive look on your face, appearing to be busy or in
the midst of productive activity, when in fact you’re just
goofing off. I recommend it for two reasons: 1) It’s
important for your mental and physical health that you
do a lot of nothing; that you bless yourself with a
healing supply of refreshing emptiness. 2) It’s important
for your mental and physical health that you do this on
the sly as much as possible; that you avoid being judged
or criticized for it by others.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): I wish your
breakfast cereal came in boxes decorated with Matisse
and Picasso paintings. I wish songbirds would greet you
each morning with sweet tunes. I wish you’d see that
you have more power than you realize. I wish you knew
how uniquely beautiful you are. I wish you’d get
intoxicated with the small miracles that are happening
all around you. I wish that when you made a bold move
to improve your life, everyone greeted it with curiosity
and excitement. And I wish you would let your
imagination go half-wild with fascinating fantasies
during this, the Capricorn wishing season.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): “You’re a different
human being to everybody you meet,” says novelist
Chuck Palahniuk. Now is an excellent time to
contemplate the intricacies and implications of that
amazing truth—and start taking better advantage of
how much freedom it gives you. Say the following
statements out loud and see how they feel: 1) “My
identity isn’t as narrowly circumscribed as I think it is.”
2) “I know at least 200 people, so there must be at
least 200 facets to my character.” 3) “I am too
complicated to be completely comprehended by any
one person.” 4) “Consistency is overrated.”

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Your immediate future
is too good to be true. Or at least that’s what you, with
your famous self-doubt, might be inclined to believe if I
told you the truth about the favorable developments
that are in the works. Therefore, I have come up with
some fake anxieties to keep your worry reflex engaged
so it won’t sabotage the real goodies. Beware of dirty
limericks and invisible ladders and upside-down
rainbows and psychic bunny rabbits. Be on guard
against accountants wearing boxing gloves and clowns
singing Broadway show tunes in runaway shopping
carts and celebrities telling you classified secrets in
your dreams. a

HOMEWORK: WHAT’S THE BEST SURPRISE YOU COULD
GIVE YOURSELF RIGHT NOW? TESTIFY AT

FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.

FIND REAL GAY MEN NEAR YOU

(505) 268-1111
www.megamates.com   18+

Albuquerque:
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Sweet Relaxation

Kat’s
Personal
Touch
Appts 505.803.8203
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Legal Services

w
PERSONAL INJURY
LAWYERS Blazejewski &

Hansen, LLC is a local, woman-
owned personal injury law firm
providing aggressive, ethical,
and compassionate
representation for injured New
Mexicans. Car crashes,
motorcycle crashes,
slips/trips/falls, dog bites, and
more. Free consultation—no fee
unless we win your case. Call
(505) 554-1660. On the web
at www.blazehansenlaw.com
SLIDING SCALE LEGAL HELP
Zimmerman & Simon, LLC,
provides criminal defense and
family law services on a sliding
scale as well as personal injury
law. You don’t have to pay a
fortune for an attorney.
505/200.2639.

w
CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
$200 Stop Garnishments

FAST Payment Plans Available!!
Uncontested Divorce from $199
505-688-0070

Buy/Sell/Trade
1993 KUBOTA L2350D 4X4

25HP,Manual
Transmision,Diesel tractor with
only 450 hours.$2500 Call
me:5055854453

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806
FOR SALE Marionettes,
puppets, dolls.
http://kidstale-nm.com

Announcements
NEED ATHLETIC PLAYER
Looking for athletic player(s)
for coed competitive adult
kickball team. Prefer sports
background. 21+ Thur nights.
Details
kickball505@gmail.com 
JOHN V. KEMM
http://johnvkemm.com/

Lost and Found
LOST BRIEFCASE ON COAL
Help! I lost my black briefcase
out the back of my suv (bad

latch) east bound on Coal ave
somewhere between University
and Washington. Reward! My
name and email inside a
folder or text/call 505-814-
8162

Studies
ABQ DRINQ STUDY We are
seeking healthy individuals
22-55 years of age who are
moderate to heavy drinkers for
a study of how alcohol use
affects brain functioning. The
study involves four visits at the
Mind Research Network over
18 months and each visit
requires up to 8 hours, which
can be split over multiple
days. You will be compensated
at the rate of $20/hour for
your participation. The Mind
Research Network is located
on the North Campus of
University of New Mexico. If
you would like to be
considered for the study,
please call 505-633-4028 or
email abqdrinq@mrn.org.
Please mention âABQ DRINQ
Studyâ. 
STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY
Researchers at UNM, CASAA

and the Mind Research
Network are seeking people
21-50 years of age who have
experienced domestic
violence, rape, sexual assault,
or severe physical assault for
a study of the effects of
traumatic stress on emotions
and urges to drink alcohol. The
study involves two
appointments at the Mind
Research Network for a total
of about 7 hours. We are
looking for people who donât
have any problems as well as
those who do. You will be
compensated financially for
your participation. If you are
interested in participating or
would like more information,
please call 505-925-2335 or
email us at
casaastudy@gmail.com.
HRRC# 13-327 

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o.
M/F with history of

mental illness for brain study.
$20 per hour. 948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637). 

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

Classified Place your ad: alibi.com
classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Real Estate

General Real Estate

w
DEACON PROPERTY
SERVICES Pristine and

available NOW! 1 and 2-
bedroom apartments in
historical Downtown locations
and beyond! Abundance of

character and charm! See
our complete inventory of
homes, townhouses, and
apartments at
www.deaconpropertyservices.
com

Apartments for Rent
Remodel. 1 b/r. Near base.

Licensed Massage

w
AFFORDABLE MASSAGES
Thai,DeepTissue,Myofasci

al,

Shiatsu,Craniosacral,Swedish,
Neuromuscular,Reflexology,Spo
rts. Call 505-382-3406 Wed-
Sun 11am-7pm.

Employment
ENVIROMENTAL
CONSULTANTS I Needed in
our Albuquerque, NM offices
for environmental consulting in
the following technical areas:
air dispersion modeling using
AERMOD, New Source Review

(NSR) and Title V air permit
applications preparation, air
pollution control technologies
assessment, Notices of Intent
(NOI) and General Construction
Permits (GCP), regulatory
applicability determinations, and
emissions calculation and
reporting. Requires Bachelor’s or

Body & Soul

foreign equivalent degree in
Chemical Engineering, Chemical
& Biomolecular Engineering, or
Environmental Engineering and
minimum 6 months of
experience in the above duties,
or 1 year of experience providing
environmental consulting support

in the above technical areas for
the oil and gas industry,
including the petroleum refining
sector. Send resumes to HR,
Attn: Jamie Dill, Trinity
Consultants, Inc. 12700 Park
Central Drive, Suite 2100,
Dallas, TX 75251.

Ldry/no pets. Clean/quiet/unfr.
Must see. $435 265-4265,
301-5547

Rooms/Roommates

Northeast

w
FURNISHED ROOM
$350/mo + 1/3 Utils,

$250 DD. Hot tub, pool table,
work out room, laundry.
Eubank/Candelaria. No pets,
kids or couples. 294-7209
YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

Metaphysical

w
PSYCHIC & SPIRIT
MEDIUM Love, Career,

Health, Family, Pets

elizabethanglin.com, 505-908-
9558 
THE WEEKLY ALIBI CLASSIFIEDS
are a great deal! Call 346-0660
ext. 221.

Securitas Security Events Team                                                                   
Looking for extra income? Join our Special Events team and qualify for 
seasonal bonus incentives.                                                                          
Upcoming events:
• Gathering of Nations April 27th-29th
• Isleta Concert Season May-Oct
• NM Expo Events Feb-Sept
• Santa Ana Events Feb-Sept

Join us for the entire event season through September and qualify for 
great bonus and incentive programs.

**Increased bonus available to those hired with current NM Level 1 
Guard License.

Apply at: www.Securitasjobs.com   
Albuquerque, NM Special Events Security O!cer or 
Weekly Open Hiring Events held every Friday 10am-3pm starting March 10th
 
2201 San Pedro Drive NE
Bldg.2  Suite 225
Albuquerque
505-341-2041
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Across
1 Lend a hand
5 “I got it!” reactions
9 “... like ___ out of hell”
13 “___ F” (hit instrumental of
1985)
14 Like the sound of French
vowels
16 Attack with the tongue
17 Picture that absolutely has to
be seen?
19 See 41-Down
20 Make amends (for)
21 12 of 12, briefly
22 Spicy coffee shop order
23 Denims kept clean during
auction time?
27 Be in another form?
30 Dave Grohl band ___ Fighters
31 Concert purchase
32 “The Addams Family” cousin
33 Actor Diggs
35 Firm ending?
37 Actor James Van ___ Beek
39 What part of each theme
answer has to do to fit
45 Six-pack unit
46 Glass on NPR
47 Schooner steerer
48 “Do you even lift, ___?”
50 Cobra ___ (“The Karate Kid”
dojo)
53 Bother
55 “Sure thing”
56 Author of “A Series of
Unfortunate Kravitzes”?
60 “The Thin Man” canine
61 English actor McKellen
62 Engine buildup
66 Reminder of an old wound
67 Long stories about hosting
audio-visual dance parties?
70 Plastic surgery procedure
71 Itching to get started
72 Casino freebie
73 Theater backdrops
74 “Hello ___” (cellphone ad
catchphrase)

75 Land bordering the Persian
Gulf

Down
1 “___ Nagila”
2 Cinema sign
3 “Dallas Buyers Club” Oscar
winner Jared
4 Backup operation
5 “Fuel” performer DiFranco
6 Cuban sandwich ingredient
7 Carne ___ (burrito filler)
8 Most wise
9 Ralph’s wife on “The
Honeymooners”
10 Reason to wear a hat, maybe
11 Tilted
12 Believer in a deity
15 Dulce de ___
18 1970s heartthrob Garrett
24 “___ Time” (Sublime song)
25 Refuses to
26 “Star Wars: The Last ___”
27 Cash cache, for short
28 Singer Corinne Bailey ___
29 It’s good to keep during an
interview

34 Vowel for Plato
36 It’s represented by X
38 Mag. employees
40 Blue Pac-Man ghost
41 With 19-Across, “Spamalot”
creator
42 “Superstore” actor McKinney
43 It’s not a freaking “alternative
fact”
44 Ernie of the PGA Tour
48 Criticizes loudly
49 Save from disaster
51 “___ said many times ...”
52 Surrounded by standstill
traffic
54 Beer barrels
57 Stoolies, in Sussex
58 Montoya who sought the six-
fingered man
59 Bingham of “Baywatch”
63 “Frankenstein” helper
64 Bear whose porridge was too
cold
65 “30 for 30” cable channel
68 Tightrope walker’s protection
69 Miracle-___ (garden brand)
©2017 Jonesin’ Crosswords 

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

BY RYAN NORTH “Just Average”—if two don’t fit...
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